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ABSTRACT

The Arctic has long held power over the American imagination as a place of otherworldly
beauty, life-threatening elements, and dangerous wildlife. Nearing the end of the
nineteenth century, in a time of great anxiety about the direction of American society, the
region took on new significance. As a new frontier, the Arctic was a place where
explorers could establish a vigorous and aggressive type of American manhood through
their exploits. Publications, lectures, newspaper accounts, and other media brought the
stories of these explorers to those at home. Through such accounts, the stories of brave
explorers counteracted the perceived softening of men and American society in general.
Women played a crucial role in this process. They challenged the perceived male-only
nature of the Arctic while their depiction in publications and the press contradictorily
claimed that they retained their femininity. American perceptions of the Arctic were
inextricably intertwined with their perceptions of the Inuit, the indigenous peoples that
called the region home. In the late-nineteenth-century, Americans generally admired the
Inuit as an exceptional race that embodied characteristics that were accepted in American
Society as representing ideal manhood.
Over time the image of the Arctic in American society shifted from a terrifying
yet conquerable place to an accessible and open place by the 1920s. This “friendly
Arctic” - a term coined by anthropologist Vilhjalmur Stefansson – appeared to be a less
threatening and intimidating place. Due to new technologies and geographical
accomplishments, the Arctic appeared to become more accessible and useable. As the
Arctic’s depiction in American society gradually shifted towards a more “friendly
Arctic,” the role of women in the Arctic shifted as well. Women increasingly
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participated in this new friendly Arctic. While still claiming that their femininity
remained, both fictional and non-fictional female explorers participated in a wide array of
Arctic activities. The image of the Inuit, too, underwent a transformation. Americans
viewed the Inuit with less respect than in prior decades. Open Arctic theories and rising
technological advancements contributed to this change. The decline in respect also
stemmed from beliefs that the indigenous northerners were set on a course of extinction
or assimilation. Ultimately, the late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century relationship
between Americans and the Arctic laid the foundation for present-day views of the region
and the Inuit.
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INTRODUCTION
As related in a 1905 children’s story, George Ricker was a quiet, introverted child. He
was poor, fatherless and bookish. The boys in the neighborhood called him “Girlie” and
he rarely played with them. One winter’s day, however, the boys decided to “have an
Arctic expedition” and reluctantly invited George. They trooped out to the frozen river
and built a bonfire on the ice. Without warning, the ice cracked and the boys were
stranded. Only George, steeped in tales of the frozen north, kept his head. He grabbed a
piece of wood and paddled everyone to shore. He was the hero of this Arctic adventure
and was now declared “all-right” by his peers. Resourceful George was no longer a
feminized “Girlie.” The message was clear. True men could practice self-mastery and
become leaders by bravely conquering Mother Nature’s icy dangers far from
civilization.1
The story of Girlie and countless other fictional and non-fiction accounts
demonstrate the intrinsic fascination Americans have had with Arctic exploration for
more than two centuries. The extreme climate, vast open spaces, endless light and dark,
dangerous polar bears, and intriguing indigenous populations have all created an
otherworldly impression of this place in American minds. Tall tales of stalwart explorers
braving the ice and cold have become part of the nation’s lore and popular culture. For
the historian, however, Arctic exploration is both a rich and challenging episode in
American history. The field of research has a strong appeal for the professional as well
as the layperson, but its historical meaning is buried beneath many layers of myth.
American fascination with the Arctic has roots centuries deep in European
exploration. Most historians trace the history of western Arctic exploration back to
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Pytheas, the Greek sailor who ventured close to Iceland in the fourth century B.C.E.
Fourteen centuries later, Vikings settled along the rocky coast of ice-covered
“Greenland,” drawn by the famed settler Erik the Red who arrived on the island in
approximately 982 C.E. As early as the sixteenth century, European mariners began
searching for the fabled Northwest Passage, a seafarer’s shortcut to the East. Driven by
the desire for new markets, such legendary figures as Henry Hudson and William Baffin
accumulated a wealth of scientific and geographical knowledge during their voyages.
Exploration efforts accelerated in the first half of the nineteenth century, dominated by
British naval figures William Parry, James C. Ross, and others.
Historians recognize Sir John Franklin’s ill-fated voyage of 1845 as a major
turning point in the development of Arctic exploration. Spurred on by Lady Franklin, Sir
John Franklin’s wife, over forty expeditions searched for him and his missing crew of
one hundred thirty-four men only to find that all members perished. This tragedy
produced feelings of awe and terror about the Arctic on both sides of the Atlantic. It also
drew U.S.-led explorations into the field, both to find Franklin and discover new
geographical features. Following Franklin’s disappearance, the sensationalistic press fed
the public’s hunger for wild tales of the Arctic and encouraged further explorations.
Among the explorers themselves, the desire for fame through geographical discovery
replaced the principal earlier goal of mercantile wealth. Reaching the North Pole became
a primary objective of post-Franklin search expeditions.
As explorers turned their attention to the North Pole, U.S.-led expeditions
increasingly dominated the field, often with disastrous results. Sailor Charles Francis
Hall led the first official United States government sponsored expedition in search of the
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North Pole in 1871. The trip cost Hall his life and ended with accusations of murder
levied against one of his fellow crewmembers. The harsh Arctic elements killed explorer
George Washington DeLong and many of his crew during his 1879-1882 quest for the
Pole. Similarly, of Adolphus Greely’s twenty-five original crewmembers on his 18811884 Arctic expedition, all but six perished, and reports of cannibalism marred the
journey’s legacy.
On the home front, polar exploration became a popular topic in various
entertainment media. Children and adults alike read the travelogues of adventurers such
as Isaac Israel Hayes, an 1860s proponent of the later disproved “open polar sea” theory,
which claimed that an open sea existed at the earth’s apex. Art shows and enormous
hand-painted panoramas depicted the sublime and treacherous North. Explorers
equipped with lantern slides and sealskin outfits became celebrities, as they lectured
across the U.S. in small town lyceums and big-city theaters. Toy manufacturers even
developed an entire card game around the likeness of Arctic hero Elisha Kent Kane. In
the late nineteenth century, the Arctic seemed to be everywhere -- in public displays, in
people’s homes, and in their minds.
Against this background, naval Lieutenant Robert Peary began his Arctic
adventures with his first trip to Greenland in 1886. Over the next twenty years, Peary and
his intrepid peers used various techniques in their attempts to reach the North Pole. Some
tried balloons while others deliberately lodged their ships in ice packs and drifted towards
the Pole. Peary and his colleague-turned-rival Frederick Cook adopted Inuit tools and
methods to master the environment. Their efforts reached a notorious crescendo in 1909
when, within a week, both claimed to have reached the Pole. A media frenzy ensued, and
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the explorers publicly smeared each other until, eventually the U.S. Congress intervened
and declared Peary the winner based on tenuous evidence.
The Peary-Cook controversy did not end the Arctic’s allure for the American
public. During the 1910s, geographical discoveries of still unexplored lands continued to
draw people north. Explorers now attempted to reach the Pole with novel methods. Most
famously, in 1926 Richard Byrd won the competition to fly over the Pole, beating out
seasoned explorer Roald Amundsen by a few days. After the Peary-Cook controversy,
the Arctic appeared to be more accessible to a variety of lesser-known sojourners.
Vilhjalmur Stefansson promoted what he called a more “friendly Arctic,” a livable and
accessible region rich with resources. Explorer Donald B. MacMillan filmed the Arctic
and presented his work across the country well into the 1940s and 1950s. Louise Arner
Boyd, known as the “Ice Woman,” led an extensive search expedition in 1928 to find the
missing pilot Roald Amundsen. Commercial interest drove people north to secure
resources, including oil, coal, and valuable minerals. Scientific explorations continued
under the auspices of institutions such as Philadelphia’s Academy of Natural Sciences.
Big game hunters and tourists ventured to the Arctic in search of adventure. Finally,
films such as explorer Robert Flaherty’s 1922 masterpiece, Nanook of the North,
regarded by many as the first documentary film, brought Inuit culture into local theaters
across the nation for the first time.
Climatic changes, too, contributed to the development of Arctic exploration. The
era known as the “Little Ice Age” was a period of time from approximately 1300 to the
mid-1800s when world temperatures averaged 0.4 to 0.8oC degrees colder than today.
Prior to the beginning of the Little Ice Age, according to H. H. Lamb’s Climate, History
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and the Modern World, receded sea ice opened up areas of the Arctic to explorations.
During the Little Ice Age, the Arctic’s ice extended further south and hindered the
abilities of Arctic expeditions. It did not, however, appear to dissuade European and
American expeditions from venturing northward during these centuries of extended icecover. Although warmer climates in the late nineteenth century increased the likelihood
of the Arctic’s navigability, variations by place and year make it difficult to generalize
about the climate’s impact on Arctic exploration during that time period.2 As stated by
Lamb, it was not until “the second and third decades of the new [i.e. twentieth] century
that climactic warming became noticeable to everybody.”3 Fortuitously, just when the
Arctic was opening up to widespread exploration, tourism, sport hunting, and
commercialism in the early twentieth century, the sea ice was noticeably receding and
warmer temperatures welcomed sojourners to the Arctic.

Arctic Historiography
From the beginning of the nineteenth century, stories of the Arctic North have
captured the imaginations of armchair travelers across the United States. Travel
literature, newspaper accounts, lectures, exhibitions, novels, and photographs allowed
those at home to vicariously experience the “Arctic Sublime.”4 This well-established
literary tradition inexorably influenced the evolution of Arctic exploration historiography.
Historical accounts in the early to mid-twentieth century closely resembled the
celebratory autobiographies and travel accounts of the nineteenth century. Even today,
much of the serious scholarship on Arctic exploration comes from the disciplines of
anthropology, geography, environmental science, and policy studies. Popular
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biographies and tales of adventure abound, but there has been a lag in scholarly historical
works on Arctic exploration.5 Popular works such as Barry Lopez’s Arctic Dreams,
Gretel Ehrlich’s This Cold Heaven, and Anthony Brandt’s The North Pole have drawn
the interest of the American public to the Arctic. However, these books do not offer new
historical research or academic insights.6 Similarly, English Literature professor Peter
Davidson’s The Idea of the North skillfully weaves together a narrative about the North
as a conceptual place, but adds little to historical perspectives.7
Only recently has significant historical scholarship emerged on the topic of
American Arctic exploration. Historian Shelagh D. Grant’s 1998 article “Arctic
Wilderness – And other Mythologies” derides assumptions that Canada’s northern
wilderness generated a shared, distinctive Canadian national character. In recent years, a
handful of works have looked more closely at the phenomenon of American Arctic
exploration from specific points of view, such as environmental aspects, scientific
motivations, and Victorian visions of the “Arctic Sublime.” Musk Ox Land: Ellesmere
Island in the Age of Contact by Lyle Dick, a historian with Parks Canada, examines the
Arctic’s natural as well as cultural history to illuminate white explorers’ impact on that
section of Canada’s Far North.8 Russell Potter’s Arctic Spectacles: The Frozen North in
Visual Culture, 1818-1875 examines the stories of over sixty panoramas – enormous
moveable paintings – that depicted the region’s terrors and explorers’ fates for viewers in
the nineteenth century.9 Beau Riffenburgh’s The Myth of the Explorer: The Press,
Sensationalism, and Geographical Discovery focuses on the role of journalism on
exploration between the years of 1855 and 1910. The rise of the penny press and
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newspapers, he demonstrates, acted as catalysts that created and met an insatiable public
appetite for wild tales of exotic places, including the Arctic.10
Other studies have creatively focused on the gender issues and racial implications
of Arctic exploration. Lisa Bloom’s 1993 study, Gender on Ice: American Ideologies of
Polar Expeditions, contends that the act of Arctic exploration, as exemplified particularly
by Peary, advanced and sustained patriarchal, cultural, and political domination in the
U.S. Arctic exploration and its representations in popular culture, she argues, was rife
with nationalistic and racial significance, as explorers aimed to bring a masculinized,
western culture to the Inuit and further those values at home. Bloom’s book also claims
that Josephine Peary and other exploring women “did not publicly play a role in the
Arctic outside traditionally female positions.”11 My research suggests, however, that,
while they retained traditional feminine characteristics, female explorers were
empowered by Arctic activity, often at the expense of the men in their presence.
The most notable and relevant work in this field is undoubtedly Michael Frederick
Robinson’s 2006 volume, The Coldest Crucible: Arctic Exploration and American
Culture, 1850-1910. Robinson asks two central questions: Why did explorers risk their
lives to pursue Arctic exploration? What compelled middle-class Americans to become
so intrigued by their exploits? In answering these questions, Robinson argues that Arctic
exploration both reflected and influenced the ideals of manhood in America. The very
definition of “manhood,” as it related to personal character, shifted during this time.
Over many decades, he notes, the Arctic explorer evolved from the Victorian man of
science, manners, and willpower, to the Gilded Age man of physical toughness.
However, there was no clean break between these two paradigms of manliness, and
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Arctic explorers found it increasingly difficult to please a public that subscribed to
components of both. As that shift occurred, the Arctic explorer’s image declined in the
public eye, due to changing media priorities, new expectations from the public, and the
cumulative effects of expedition tragedies and failures. Explorers uneasily responded by
further attaching a sense of patriotism to, among other reasons, “shore up support among
those who did not see Arctic exploration as an obvious or important part of American
nation-building.”12 Robinson’s work provides valuable information on American Arctic
exploration, especially on gender aspects related to northern expeditions. In contrast to
Bloom, Robinson focuses primarily on male gender issues and effectively anchors his
research in historical context by relating past events and people to their historical milieu.

The New Frontier
Despite the scholarly inquiries of Robinson and others, the field of studying north
polar exploration remains as vast and wide-open as the Arctic itself. Historians,
anthropologists, and journalists periodically release biographies or books on specific
explorations. However, there is much work left to be done by probing the issues
surrounding Arctic exploration at a deeper level of research and analysis. To more fully
understand this phenomenon one must begin by examining the American West as frontier
and its relationship to Arctic exploration.
In recent decades, historians have established that the American frontier was not,
as Frederick Jackson Turner postulated in his famous 1893 essay, a wilderness
environment that fostered a sense of egalitarianism among rugged farmer frontiersman.
In actuality, as “New West” historians have argued, railroads, land speculation, and
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unglamorous hardship dominated the frontier’s social landscape. The myth of the
frontier as leveling device and character builder, however, has contributed more to the
development of American self-perceptions than reality. As expressed by popular
literature and political rhetoric, this myth of prosperity and freedom has spurred
migrations and fostered escapism at a time when many people coped with an increasingly
industrialized and urbanized modern world.13 Cultural historian Richard Slotkin has
examined in-depth the pervasiveness of the “Myth of the Frontier.” From playing
cowboys and Indians to speaking metaphorically of “Custer’s Last Stand,” says Slotkin in
the second volume of his trilogy, the myth “still informs our political rhetoric of
pioneering progress.”14 Specialized studies, such as Andrew C. Isenberg’s The
Destruction of the Bison, both debunk romantic myths about the West and its Native
American inhabitants and illuminate the complex relationship between Native
Americans, white pioneers and consumers, and the environment.15
In the minds of late-nineteenth-century Americans, anxiety naturally arose from
predictions that the frontier would soon end. With a massive influx of immigrants and
later the Great Migration of southern African Americans northward, this uncertainty
escalated fears to apocalyptic proportions. Fearing the end of the “great race” of Anglo
Saxon or “Nordic” Americans, popular nativist writers Theodore Lothrop Stoddard and
Madison Grant warned their readers of the potential mongrelization of humanity.16 These
questions about national character were inextricably connected to anxieties about
manhood. Social critics and the press posited that the comforts of modern life, the
frontier’s closing, and the rise of female influence had emasculated men, leaving them
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soft and powerless. Some feared that “overcivilization” had separated men from nature,
making them too delicate to perform basic survival tasks.17
Sports, an increased interest in exercise and hiking, and the establishment of the
Boy Scouts all helped to reestablish a sense of lost manhood through, what Theodore
Roosevelt called the “strenuous life.”18 The mythical frontier, with its foreboding
landscape, wild animals, and lack of female presence, became the ultimate source of this
brand of masculinity. This approach to the frontier stressed by Roosevelt contained a
more sanguine outlook for the future of America than Turner’s nostalgia about the
decline of an agrarian past. Whereas Turner’s frontier focused on democratic agricultural
prosperity and the “corruption of the present,” Roosevelt saw the frontier as the training
ground for a new type of pioneer aristocrat, a superior modern being to lead the nation.19
The conservation movement was closely allied with Roosevelt’s thoughts about the
regenerative nature of the frontier. Elite easterners aimed to counteract the ills of
urbanization and immigration through preserving the landscape and game that reminded
them of a mythic past of wide-open land.20 All of these notions, from the elegy of Turner
to the optimism of Roosevelt, informed perceptions of America’s late-nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century Arctic adventures.
Issues of race, ethnicity, and immigration played a key role in fears about the
direction of the nation and attempts to solve perceived social ills. This was a time period
of incredible flux and uncertainty about the direction of America. As Robert Wiebe’s
influential interpretation of America in the industrial era A Search for Order argues, in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the United States evolved from a
decentralized conglomeration of disparate small communities into an increasingly
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centralized society. A rising urban middle class forged a new national consciousness at
this time. While industrialism wrought this new social structure, consumerism
standardized American culture and people became more connected to others beyond their
local communities. Reforms of the Progressive era, Wiebe posited, were all about
working out the characteristics of this new society. A nation whose social foundation had
been ripped from its moorings by industrialism and immigration was trying to right
itself.21
A major part of this anxiety largely ignored by Wiebe in his “organizational
synthesis,” however, was the uncertainty about the nation’s racial landscape. By the late
nineteenth century, immigration blurred traditional color lines. John Higham’s Strangers
in the Land and later, Matthew Frye Jacobson’s Whiteness of a Different Color argue that
late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century immigration fragmented “whites” into a
multi-leveled hierarchical system that ranged from Celts and Jews to Anglo-Saxons. It
was backlash against the Great Migration, they posit, that solidified a black and white
system.22 Other authors see this same trend. Matthew Pratt Guterl’s The Color of Race
in America, 1900-1940, for instance, studies the emergence of a bi-racial society from a
jumble of racial types from 1900 to 1940. Similarly, James Barrett and David Roediger
have addressed the ambivalent racial status of newly arrived immigrant workers.
Through music, film, theatre, and advertising, the process of Americanization, Barrett
and Roediger argue, was as much about whitening these “inbetweens” as it was about
creating model citizens.23 Finally, Gary Gerstle’s American Crucible: Race and Nation
in the Twentieth Century argues that “Rooseveltian” racial nationalism defined America
at the turn of the century with the self-reliant backwoodsmen of Teutonic-English lineage
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as the new ideal American. Simultaneously, Gerstle claims, Roosevelt’s “civic
nationalism” welcomed those of other specific racial and ethnic backgrounds to pursue
the American dream through assimilation in an era of progressive reform.24
A central assumption of this dissertation is that there was a dominant, coherent
white middle class that formed the core audience for Arctic narratives in their various
forms. That there was a dominant white middle to upper-middle class consuming a
coherent body of media information is difficult to deny. Richard Ohlmann’s Selling
Culture: Magazines, Markets, and Class at the Turn of the Century, for example,
discusses the explosion of mass-circulating magazines at the turn of the century that
solidified modern middle-class mass culture. Although books and newspapers persisted
in influence, Ohlmann argues, the newly popular “monthly magazines had become the
major form of repeated cultural experience for the people of the United States.”25
The same applies to the specific place of masculinity within mass culture. There
was no single American view of what it meant to be manly during this time period, but
there was a dominant view of masculinity that tied into to Roosevelt’s “Strenuous Life”
model. Thomas Winter’s Making Men, Making Class demonstrates those differences and
how the dominant white middle- to upper-middle class men strove to imbue the working
class with “proper” morals to keep the working class in control. Winter examines the
specific example of the YMCA. That organization provided a venue for middle-class
men to project a particular view of masculinity onto the lives of working-class men in a
way that reaffirmed their own middle-class moral standing. Through the YMCA, these
men used programs to foster masculine traits that molded more acquiescent laborers.
“From the YMCA’s standpoint,” Winter argues, “proper manliness was simply
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irreconcilable with political radicalism, class conflict, and labor unrest,” which were
qualities the YMCA’s middle-class men aimed to squelch.26
This dissertation is not about the working class. It examines the dominant middle
and upper-middle classes that subscribed to mainstream magazines, attended lyceum
lectures, read popular novels, and largely controlled the context of media sources.
Although American life was complex, as all people belonged to multiple identitybuilding groups at any particular time, there was a dominant white middle class. Other
scholars may choose to explore the working-class perspective or experiences of other
races, but this work focuses solely on the dominant white middle to upper-middle class as
it relates to American Arctic exploration.
The complexity of multiple identifiers extends specifically to the views of women
during this time period. There was no singular “white woman’s view” or outlook on
contemporary issues. Louise Newman’s White Women’s Rights outlines the complexity
behind nineteenth-century women activists’ self-identities and agendas. While white
women struggled for the right to vote and other essential freedoms, they also somewhat
paradoxically adopted racially charged views to set themselves apart from black women
by blending Protestantism, sciences, and progressive politics. Newman claims that
“evolutionist discourse” was a key component of this sense of racial superiority.
According to her, it “specified that the sexual differences between (white) women and
(white) men were both the cause and the effect of bourgeois patriarchal gender practices
and the key to white racial advancement.” In an ultimate irony, while white women were
most criticizing “patriarchal gender relations” in white society, they also “called for the
introduction of patriarchy into those cultures deemed ‘inferior’ precisely because these
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cultures did not manifest these gender practices.”27 For the purposes of this work,
Newman’s analysis serves as a reminder that white women explorers, ethnologists, and
travelers were simultaneously part of multiple identifying groups. As Arctic adventurers,
their journeys could project complex and even contradictory meanings. At points, these
women explorers established their independence from men but also contradictorily
upheld a patriarchal system by buttressing gender differences that emphasized racial
differences.

New Perspectives on the Arctic
In contrast to other studies on Arctic exploration, this dissertation draws on
previously unexplored resources to examine the reality, perceptions, and cultural
significance of American Arctic exploration from several new perspectives. Arctic
exploration from approximately 1890 to 1930 reveals much about Americans’
perceptions and actions during an era fraught with anxieties about race, gender, ethnicity,
and the character of American society. The Arctic played an important role in American
self-perceptions, and that role changed over time as the Arctic moved from a challenging
frontier in the 1890s to a more open and welcoming place in the 1920s. That transition
had many subthemes which are explored throughout the work, including issues of race,
gender, technology, and the influence of the media. Despite these gradual changes over
time, which included great overlap, the era under scrutiny is also marked by continuity in
one respect. The Arctic remained consistently prominent in American popular culture
and the scientific community during these four decades.
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This work uses both thematic and chronological approaches to demonstrate how
the Arctic both defined and reflected American identity over the course of four decades.
The opening and final chapters form chronological bookends that ground the thematic
chapters in between. In Chapter One, the case of 1890s explorer Samuel Entrikin shows
how the Arctic provided a new frontier to reestablish a new masculine ideal. Integral to
that case study are Entrikin’s experiences with Robert and Josephine Peary, as well as the
Inuit of Greenland. Chapter Two branches out from the specific instance of Josephine
Peary’s Arctic adventures to broadly examine women’s participation in the Arctic.
Although participation varied by time period, women explorers had the opportunity to
challenge the male-only world of the Arctic while contradictorily retaining socially
accepted feminine traits. Chapter Three focuses on American perceptions of the Inuit at
the turn of the century. Although the Inuit in Entrikin’s days were highly respected for
their skills and culture in contrast to other indigenous populations, over time, a variety of
media increasingly depicted the Inuit as a powerless primitive group on the verge of
extinction or assimilation. Chapter Four explores how technology, geographical
discoveries, and new Arctic theories transformed the region’s image into that of a more
open and welcoming place to visit, hunt, and even exploit resources. Chapter Five
focuses on the 1920s as the culmination of rising commercialism and the openness of the
Arctic with a particular focus on airplane travel and film. It also discusses the place of
American women and the Inuit in this newly opened and less threatening Arctic of the
1920s. In that decade, women emerged as forceful explorers at the same time that the
Inuit became more objectified and less respected. Chapters Four and Five both describe
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American visions of a “friendly Arctic,” a term coined by ethnologist and explorer
Vilhjalmur Stefansson, which denoted a welcoming region full of possibilities.28
American relations to the Inuit were complex, and this dissertation requires a
customized framework to fully describe those relations. Over the course of the four
decades between 1890 and 1930, Americans’ view of the Inuit shifted as the Arctic
became more open. In the earlier years of that time span, Americans were drawn by the
“Inuit mystique” – a term used here to describe the power and appeal that Inuit had over
many Americans. The Inuit attributes that contributed to that mystique, such as
resourcefulness, cleverness, and mastery over the environment, drew Americans’ respect
and admiration. White explorers adopted Inuit ways, both literally and figuratively, in an
attempt to embody those attributes and reinvigorate American society. Over time, just as
the Arctic in the American mind moved towards Stefansson’s friendly Arctic, the
American public’s perceptions of the Inuit shifted from mystique to exoticism. Inuit
exoticism was characterized by the objectification of the Inuit, the stripping of their
power, and their depiction as being no different than any other indigenous group. These
attributes, mystique and exoticism, help frame the dissertation’s analysis of how
American views of the Inuit changed over this time period. By no means, however, are
they rigid constructs intended to be all-encompassing. American attitudes about the Inuit
were (and still are) complex and sometimes contradictory. Therefore, the mystique-toexoticism progression is intended to act as a general guideline.
A special note on the use of the term “Inuit,” translated from Inuit language as
“the people,” is necessary. This work uses the plural term “Inuit” (singular is “Inuk”) to
account for the various groups of indigenous northern peoples stretching from Alaska to
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Greenland. Regional name variations exist within the general Inuit moniker. However,
this work uses those regional variations sparingly to illuminate a particular subject or
story. This is common practice in historical publications on the subject. Additionally,
this dissertation uses the terms “native” and “indigenous” as adjectives to identify the
Inuit. These uses are also aligned with best practices on the topic.
American Arctic exploration and the perception of the Arctic at home was
inherently an international activity. These explorations of the Arctic dealt with native
peoples who lived in the Arctic outside of the U.S. and an island, Greenland, that was
under the control of Denmark. Some Americans ventured into Canadian territory.
Furthermore, works by British or Scandinavian authors were available to American
readers who consumed them with the same alacrity as domestic works. Americans
followed the progress of Canadian, British, Italian, Scandinavian, Australian, and
German explorers. Although this dissertation specifically deals with American
perspectives, it will periodically use works published in other nations or produced by
non-American authors as representations of media available to the American public.
Discussions of these non-American explorers’ experiences may be useful, but the main
purpose of the dissertation is to understand the social and cultural meaning of the
American explorers and their audiences.
This dissertation relies on a wide array of resources to explore the significance of
Arctic exploration in American history. First and foremost, it draws on diaries,
correspondence, and ephemera from personal paper collections as well as published
primary sources. It pays particular attention to the collections of lesser-known explorers
to understand how they perceived their actions both in the Arctic and at home. These
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men and women, in journeying to the Arctic, acted as proxies on behalf of readers from
their hometowns and beyond. The best way to understand explorers’ motivations is to
critically examine their own lives. To that end, I have relied on the archival materials of
Samuel J. Entrikin located at the Chester County Historical Society (CCHS), Henry G.
Bryant at the American Philosophical Society (APS), Donald MacMillan at the Bowdoin
College Archives, Harry Whitney and Angelo Heilprin at the Academy of Natural
Sciences (ANS), and to a more limited degree, Ernest Leffingwell at Dartmouth College.
Published travel accounts are numerous and readily available from a variety of sources.
Organizational records can provide a glimpse of the financial and moral support
structure behind such ventures. The papers of the Geographical Society of Philadelphia
at the American Philosophical Society demonstrate that Arctic exploration was one of
many pursuits that these men and women engaged in as part of a wider reinvigoration
program. Records of the Academy of Natural Sciences uncover the link between Arctic
exploration and the appropriation, classification, and display of other cultures in alien
environments. Organizational records such as those from the Smithsonian Institution
provide a broad national perspective on exploration and the collection of artifacts.
To understand the links between Arctic exploration and popular culture of the
time, this work scrutinizes a wide array of primary source published materials.
Periodicals, such as newspapers, magazines, and academic journals, highlight public and
scientific opinions during the time.29 Children’s books and periodicals frequently used
Arctic tales to engage young readers. Other items available, such as games, tickets,
invitations, and other ephemera also provide clues to the cultural meaning of Arctic
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exploration.30 Material culture and photographic research provide another body of
resources for this work.31
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CHAPTER ONE
SAMUEL J. ENTRIKIN AND THE PEARY GREENLAND
EXPEDITION OF 1893-1895
On September 14, 1893, West Chester, Pennsylvania’s Daily Local News published an
account of the travels of Samuel J. Entrikin. “We have been favored with the privilege of
publishing the following letter from our well known and popular townsman Samuel J.
Entrikin, in whom West Chester, PA, in fact the State, has a pride and interest,” boasted
the newspaper. The article trumpeted “his prominence in the group composing the men
who are aboard the ship Falcon to explore the Frigid North – for a Pole.” Through a
lengthy letter, Entrikin wove together the details of his journey from West Chester, a
town outside of Philadelphia, to the northern reaches of Greenland. He and a crew led by
Lieutenant Robert Peary secured dogs in Battle Harbor, Labrador and visited remote
Moravian missions further north in Hopedale. Their ship, the Falcon, passed through
“Hell’s Gate” and for 60 miles “butted through the ice, the concussions knocking and
rolling us about in our berths, until we were sore from the crowns of our heads to the
soles of our feet.” Entrikin’s report, written on arrival in Greenland, relayed stories of
walrus hunts, the mysterious Inuit people, and dangerous travels by sledge and small
boat.1
Despite his geographical distance, the adventures of this “well known and popular
townsman” were close to home. Entrikin carried along bundles of the Daily Local News
to review his hometown happenings. He described how the sledge sent a year before by
another West Chester native, Dr. Joseph T. Rothrock, had been well used by the natives.
For those that visited the Falcon before it left Philadelphia, he painted a visual image of
the ship’s current cargo, complete with dogs, burros, bales of hay, barrels of coal oil, and
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various trunks and boxes.2 In essence, those at home could feel that they were there with
him, experiencing the wonders of a different world through his words.
Samuel Entrikin’s detailed description provides a small glimpse of his trip above
the Arctic Circle to Greenland in 1893, one of two such journeys he took in the 1890s.
On the second of these two journeys this native Pennsylvanian spent over a year in the
Arctic enduring harsh conditions, interacting with the Inuit, leading hunting parties, and
exploring new territories. The story of his journey to the Arctic has all of makings of a
blockbuster film – otherworldly beauty, disastrous storms, ferocious animals, brushes
with death, and humans pushing themselves to their limits. If one looks beyond the
suspense, trials, and triumphs of Entrikin’s northern adventures, they provide a broad,
incisive, and poignant gaze at the perceptions, anxieties, and desires of American society
at the turn of the twentieth century.
The 1890s was an era fraught with concerns about “overcivilization,” concerns
countered by activities such as sports, the outdoors, exercise, and the iconic life of
Theodore Roosevelt. The journey of Samuel Entrikin, then, took place in this era
smothered in anxieties about the direction of modern man and American identity. If the
frontier was closing, how would this affect masculine self-identity and “American
Exceptionalism?” In Samuel Entrikin’s era, the Arctic provided an arena for men to deal
with and conquer these anxieties through the reestablishment of a rugged, masculine
sense of Americanness. In the Arctic, conquering the environment, and more
importantly, conveying tales of those accomplishments to those at home offered a means
to address this collective identity crisis.
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This particular episode in American history took place on three distinct levels.
First, an examination of Entrikin’s journey underscores his self perception as a rugged
American man and shows how that perception was undermined by Josephine and Robert
Peary. Second, interactions between white explorers and their indigenous counterparts
reveal the ambivalent and contradictory ways that white explorers viewed the Inuit.
Finally, through the press, lectures, and gift giving, the public in his hometown of West
Chester and beyond both passively and actively participated in this program of
reinvigoration.
Although Entrikin appeared to have a strong sense of his own masculinity, which
adhered to the Rooseveltian model, it manifested itself in subtle ways. Neither Entrikin
nor any other explorers explicitly stated that they were anxious about masculinity (their
own or in general) and set off for the Arctic in search for new manly attributes. The
evidence is much less obvious. This widespread anxiety stemmed from perceived social
ills and was not particularly personified by Entrikin. Yet, when one looks at the context
of Entrikin’s life, his actions and words within that context indicate that he was part of a
movement that buttressed a rugged sense of masculinity against a number of perceived
forces. The beard that he grew, the thick descriptions of his victories over nature, his
lectures and letters to home, and most of all, his perception of how Robert and Josephine
Peary undermined his principles all spoke to the masculine theme. The story of
Entrikin’s Arctic experiences is more about his beliefs and the broader issues they
represent than his own personal motivations and psychological makeup. Entrikin’s story
is a case study, not a psychohistory.
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This chapter examines Samuel Entrikin’s perspective and the media that
surrounded his experiences. It is based primarily on Entrikin’s personal papers and
supporting materials. The perspectives of many others, including Peary, other explorers,
and the Inuit are purposefully absent to allow more intensive focus on Entrikin’s
experiences alone. The portrayal of Entrikin’s experiences in the Arctic, both by himself
and in the media, reflects a broad slice of American society because the Arctic and Inuit
were popular topics among the American middle class. As explorer Frederick Cook
explained in 1894, the American public caught “Arctic Fever” at many points in the
nineteenth century, and the last decade was no different.3 In more modern terms, the
popularity of late-nineteenth-century Arctic exploration resembled the excitement
surrounding the space race of the Cold War. For his contemporaries, Entrikin’s story fit
naturally into this already familiar “Arctic Fever” context. Indeed, his story was not
remarkable, but typical.

The Journey
Samuel J. Entrikin was born to Thomas Entrikin and Sarah Jane Cloud Entrikin in
1862 in Juniata County, central Pennsylvania. His mother died when he was a twentyone-month-old toddler and his Aunt, Dr. Sarah Entrikin, became his primary caretaker.
She raised him in West Chester, a small town thirty miles west of Philadelphia. After
graduating from the public high school, he worked as a printer for six years in West
Chester. For a number of years both before his adventures and after, Entrikin taught at
the Schofield Normal and Industrial School for African-American children in Aiken,
South Carolina. The school had connections to West Chester, as its founder, Martha
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Schofield, taught in the West Chester schools. There, Entrikin taught the young students
printing and business skills. During his early years in the South, Entrikin came to love
the wilderness and later wrote a book about his treks into the mountainous regions of
South Carolina. He stayed there nearly five years before returning to the Philadelphia
area. Upon his return, he enrolled at Swarthmore College and studied mechanical
engineering.4
From newspaper accounts, archival resources and the entire storyline of Samuel
Entrikin’s life, he appeared to embody the Rooseveltian man seeking the “Strenuous
Life.” From a young age, he engaged in vigorous masculine activities, as a member of
the local National Guard and fire company. Although his trade was printing, and he
toiled indoors at machines for a living in his early life, he participated in athletics during
his short time at Swarthmore College. “The blood of explorers runs in his veins” one
article noted in regard to his physical fitness and vigor.5
Entrikin’s first involvement with Robert Peary developed through Professor
Angelo Heilprin of Philadelphia’s Academy of Natural Sciences. Heilprin served as
leader of an 1892 relief expedition to bring supplies to Peary at his Greenland outpost.
Entrikin’s initial connection to Heilprin is unclear, but somehow Entrikin joined six
others on the mission. The group departed in June 1892 and returned in October, after
they successfully completed their mission. Despite the brevity of this trip, Entrikin
impressed Peary as a “man of great ingenuity and an indefatigable worker.”6 Peary
elaborated in a New York Sun article, claiming that he placed “the utmost confidence in
him, although he has not as yet had severe trials in the field.”7 By December of that year,
as Entrikin settled back into teaching, he received a letter from Peary asking if he would
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like to “revisit the Arctic regions.” Entrikin accepted and spent the spring planning for
the upcoming expedition while Peary concluded a lecture tour. Named second in
command by Peary, Entrikin’s charge was to secure all of the equipment for the trip,
including boats, sledges, and materials for building a house in northern Greenland.8
Peary never mentioned the North Pole in his letters to Entrikin. The Lieutenant’s
ostensible goals were mostly navigational and geographical in nature. However, he later
wrote in his official account, Northward Over the Great Ice, that “in the event of
favourable conditions, an attempt upon the Pole” would be made.9 Newspaper accounts
relayed this mission to the public. As one article posited, if they happened to get close,
they might reach for the Pole but “no special effort will be made to attain that end.”10
Peary selected an eclectic group of eleven explorers to accompany him on his
expedition. Norwegian Eivind Astrup was an experienced member of Peary’s 1891-1892
expedition. Matthew Henson, Peary’s African-American servant, later accompanied
Peary in 1909 when Peary claimed to have reached the North Pole. Nashvillian Evelyn
B. Baldwin served as the crew’s meteorologist. Among the rest of the men were:
Indianan Dr. Edward Vincent, Philadelphia artist Frank Wilbert Stokes, Peary’s secretary
Walter T. Swain, taxidermist George H. Clark of Brookline, Massachusetts, George W.
Carr of Chicago, James S. Davidson of Minnesota, and Hugh Lee of Connecticut.
Finally, two women accompanied the men: Peary’s wife Josephine and her maid, a Mrs.
Cross.11
With this group (not including the ship’s crew), the Falcon launched from New
York City on July 1, 1893. Stopping in Boston and Portland, Maine on their way, the
ship landed in St. Johns, Newfoundland on July 13. Their first Arctic experience came
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soon after crossing the Arctic Circle on July 26 when the group arrived at Holsteinborg in
southeastern Greenland. After a solitary Inuit man guided them to port by kayak, they
bought seventeen dogs, some sealskin, and dried fish. The group later joined the natives
in their huts for some coffee and visited Hosteinborg’s governor. As they continued
north, Entrikin and the others traded for more supplies to prepare them for the
unforgiving climate they would face.12
On August 3, the Falcon arrived in Bowdoin Bay on the western edge of
Greenland (see Figure 1 for map). They frantically spent the next few days building a
house, later dubbed “Anniversary Lodge” by Peary. Through the rest of the summer and
into the fall, Entrikin and the others kept busy securing foodstuffs for the coming winter.
Official orders regularly came to Entrikin in letter form from Peary, which gave explicit
instructions on where to hunt and the expected results of each trek.13
As the explorers endured “the awful stillness of the Arctic night” through the
winter, Peary planned a major over-ice journey for the spring.14 With Inuit assistance,
the men set up an “ice cap” camp six miles north of Anniversary Lodge to act as a base
for their journey. March 5, 1894, Entrikin wrote in his diary, was the “beginning of the
long March” to the North. Eight crewmembers and five Inuit men started out to reach the
northern edge of the ice cap. According to Peary’s plan, all of the Inuit returned to the
lodge on March 11. By March 22, Astrup and Lee “were unable to go further” and
retreated to the lodge. Those remaining, Peary, Entrikin, Baldwin, Clark, Davidson, and
Vincent, hunkered down in one small tent for days, as a violent storm had torn the other
tent to pieces. As they trudged on, Davidson’s foot froze, necessitating his return with
Dr. Vincent. Food became scarce and frostbite continually hindered the group’s
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Figure 1. “Arctic Regions” map, 1906, by John Bartholomew and Co. Courtesy of
www.probertencyclopedia.com. The Falcon landed in August 1893 at Bowdoin Bay in
the area marked here as “Hayes Peninsula.” Many American expeditions travelled a
similar route through the Smith Sound between Greenland and Ellesmere Island.
Because of this, that route was known as the “American Route” to the North Pole.
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progress. Sleds broke down, rendering them unusable. Finally, on April 11, the
remaining four retreated and barely made it back to the lodge alive nine days later.15
Expedition members spent the next few months conducting business similar to the
previous fall – hunting expeditions, small-scale explorations, and souvenir-seeking. On
July 31, 1894, the Falcon reappeared, bringing supplies for the coming year. When the
ship returned to the United States, Entrikin and eight others, all except for Peary, Henson,
and Lee, returned with it. The group arrived in Philadelphia on September 24, 1894 and
for Entrikin, the experience of exploring the Arctic was suddenly over. 16

The Arctic as Frontier
When Peary’s expedition arrived in St. John’s, Newfoundland in 1893, Entrikin
“expected to have his last shave” until he returned from the Arctic.17 The next mention
of him shaving came when he was preparing to return to the U.S. in August of 1894.18
Entrikin clearly saw himself as part of something larger than hunting expeditions and
dashes across vast expanses of ice. As he bore facial hair to transform himself into an
outdoorsman, his writing consistently emphasized his interaction with the harshness of
the Arctic. He reveled in extreme conditions and thrived under pressures that he depicted
as life or death situations.
Entrikin’s description of his journey clearly illustrates his tendency to focus on
the triumph of man over nature. On August 29, 1893, Entrikin led a party that included
Henson, Stokes, Clark, and two Inuit men in the steam launch General Wistar and two
whaling boats, the Mary Peary and Faith. They set off for a walrus hunt, a dangerous
endeavor that almost cost one of the natives his life.19 By September 1, the group left the
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relative comfort of a village to continue on their hunting expedition. Seven miles from
shore, a tangled towline seized the propeller and rendered the steamboat useless.
Helplessly drifting, they tied the boat to an iceberg for stability and tried to free the
propeller. The berg cracked, split and turned, and would have dragged them under if the
line had been shorter. Unable to fix the General Wistar’s engine, they manually towed
the vessel behind the two whaling boats, using nothing but oars for propulsion. Hungry
and sleep-deprived, they rowed through ice floes and bergs, the Inuit man Kessuh “even
curling himself around his oar and taking a nap as it seemed between strokes.” They
rowed seventy miles and traveled for a total of 130 on the entire round trip before finally
arriving at Anniversary Lodge on September 3.20
Entrikin used language to describe similar treks that emphasized the Arctic’s
harsh elements and his respect for that environment. Two days after returning from the
journey described above, Entrikin led another hunting trek in the repaired General
Wistar. This time, the engine worked, but a chunk of ice cut through its hull “as if by a
saw.”21 Later that same month, a vicious storm stranded Entrikin, Clark, Kessuh, and
two other Inuit men, Onolka and Sipsu, with an inadequate tent. As Entrikin described,
“there was a puddle of water under my shoulders where the snow had melted from the
heat of my body, and my reindeer hood was frozen to the tent until our breath had
congealed and frozen until it looked like snow.”22
These are stories as Samuel Entrikin recorded them. He replicated similar
narrative structures a number of times in his diary. These passages and countless others
clearly reflect his sense of purpose and how he relished the Arctic’s extreme
environment. Despite the walruses, ice floes, and mechanical failure, the explorers’
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rugged spirit conquered all as they simply did what had to be done to survive. And not
only did his narratives validate their journeys, they quantified his accomplishments too.
In his diary, Entrikin regularly tallied days spent away from the lodge, miles traveled, and
animals killed.
Beyond his narration, photographs also conveyed Entrikin’s sense of bravery in
the face of danger. Since the bulkiness of photographic equipment did not allow the
explorers to capture the most harrowing moments, Entrikin relied on captions to prove his
stalwartness. One such photograph (Figure 2) shows Entrikin on board the Falcon on
August 1, 1894. Looking stern and dignified, the caption in his handwriting reads:
S.J. Entrikin as he looked on his arrival on board the Falcon…after traveling for
eight hours without a stop, over rough and floating ice; a distance of 35 miles;
stopping long enough to eat breakfast; and then returned over the same route,
covering 70 miles in 23 1/2 hours.23
Although the photo does not reflect the conditions he endured, the viewer clearly sees the
results of his journey–Entrikin prevailed over nature and reemerged from his ordeal as
tough as ever.
Photographs also highlighted the triumph of man over beast. One image (Figure
3) depicts two dead walruses on the deck of a ship, presumably the Kite, the vessel that
brought the relief expedition to Greenland in 1892. A small rifle rests against the feared
walrus as a symbolic gesture of defeat. In the background, the unfocused Inuit figure
poses with a knife, ready to flense the beast. The rifle, as a symbol of American
technology, has done the glorious work of slaying the walrus; the Inuit man on the right
performs the unsavory duty of dressing the animal.24
In a final image (Figure 4) humans are entirely absent from a desolate landscape
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Figure 2. “Samuel J. Entrikin on Board the Falcon.” Photograph by Henry G. Bryant,
August 1, 1894, “Samuel J. Entrikin Collection,” PN58. Courtesy of the Chester County
Historical Society, West Chester, PA.
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Figure 3. “Man with Walrus.” Photograph by Henry G. Bryant, 1892, “Samuel J.
Entrikin Collection,” PN58. Courtesy of the Chester County Historical Society, West
Chester, PA.
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Figure 4. “I walked and hobbled from here…” Photograph by Henry G. Bryant, 1894,
“Samuel J. Entrikin Collection,” PN58. Courtesy of the Chester County Historical
Society, West Chester, PA.
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that features nothing but a felsenmeer (“sea of rocks”) in the foreground and a seemingly
endless glacier flowing down from the Greenland Ice Sheet. Again, Entrikin’s caption
provides the details. As an arrow points to a position in the photograph, Entrikin’s words
state, “I walked and hobbled from here 5 miles, in 1894 with both feet frozen.”25 Most
likely, he wrote this caption after the expedition to authenticate his experience for
viewers of the photograph.
Beyond photographs and tales of Entrikin’s exploits, the presence of a peculiar
creature quite literally brought a piece of the frontier West to the Arctic. Brought from
the Southwest, eight burros provided the means for hauling supplies across the northern
landscape. Even the press recognized the oddity of the animals, as the “poor little
fellows” stood “munching continuously on their hay” in the New York harbor.26
Looking back years later, Peary admitted that the “ragged-coated, long-eared, patheticeyed burros” were a “somewhat novel experiment in Arctic methods.”27 Only four
actually made it alive to Bowdoin Bay. Used for carrying supplies to the ice cap camp,
the group shot the remaining burros during the first winter and fed them to the dogs. 28
Entrikin’s storybook narration and the burros allude to a shared ethos that these
explorers brought with them to the Arctic and adhered to during their stay. This
worldview, inherited from the “Myth of the West,” is most visible when it broke down.
The first breach of the frontier ethos surfaced even before the trip started with the
inclusion of women.
During their preparations for the journey, Peary felt obligated to let Entrikin know
that Josephine Peary might go along, in case, “it will make any difference in your desire
to become a member of the expedition.”29 Peary emphasized, however, that he was
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merely gathering opinions on the matter, as he considered it a “private affair” that
concerned only him and his wife.30 Although no records exist that show Entrikin’s
immediate response, later correspondence and diary entries, as will be seen, demonstrate
Entrikin’s dismay with her inclusion.
While Peary corresponded with Entrikin about his wife’s involvement, a
controversy brewed in Center City Philadelphia over the issue. The Geographical
Society of Philadelphia nearly retracted their promise of financial support for Peary’s
expedition because they opposed Josephine Peary’s plans to travel with her husband. The
group, founded in 1891, regularly met at Philadelphia’s Academy of Natural Sciences to
hear lectures, plan local excursions, encourage publications, and discuss the latest
exploration news. After Peary approached the group for sponsorship and they agreed to
raise the substantial sum of $5,000, society president Angelo Heilprin queried Peary
about his wife’s participation. Peary equivocated, saying that she might or might not go.
Heilprin and others saw this as problematic, stating that “she would be out of place on
such a trip” while another member was “decidedly opposed to the general principle of
sanctioning feminine participation in Arctic Expeditions.” Peary remained ambiguous
about the issue, and it eventually died down, but not before it sparked a lively debate
within the Society.31 At the Geographical Society and beyond, there did not appear to be
any controversy or even press coverage about Josephine Peary’s involvement in the
1891-1892 expedition. Clearly by 1893, however, as they prepared for their next
expedition, her participation became a major issue of contention.
The controversy in Philadelphia points to the ambivalence about the
appropriateness of outdoor activities for late-nineteenth-century women. “Roughing it”
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was nothing new for women. As Phoebe Kropp’s “Wilderness Wives and Dishwashing
Husbands: Comfort and the Domestic Arts of Camping in America, 1880-1910”
demonstrates, camping excursions were fashionable distractions for both men and women
at the turn of the century. Americans became interested in outdoor excursions as a means
to overcome the ill-effects of overcivilization, urbanization, and industrialization.
However, the act of leisure camping was a delicate balance for men and women.
“Comfort could appear a worthy goal,” Kropp states, “as long as one did not become too
comfortable.” When camping, turn-of-the-century women aimed to impose domestic
order on the wilderness without appearing too luxurious. In the wilderness, gender
boundaries could become jumbled as “women and men who camped constantly reworked
the boundaries of gender.” The wilderness could also reinforce traditional gender roles
by allowing women a chance to return to a natural domestic nurturing role while men
tapped into their wild hunting side.32
If camping and hunting were commonplace in the late nineteenth century, then
why were Heilprin and the rest of the Geographical Society of Philadelphia so concerned
about Josephine Peary’s participation? There was a stark difference between “roughing
it” in the Adirondacks and sending a woman thousands of miles into the Arctic. This was
the same Arctic that took the lives of men from countless other expeditions over the last
century, including the recent DeLong and Greely disasters. In fact, Robert Peary’s 189192 expedition experienced the loss of crewmember John Verhoeff, who fell into a
crevasse in spring 1892. Additionally, unlike other outdoor activities, there was no
precedent of American female involvement in Arctic exploration prior to Josephine
Peary’s journeys. Within this context, Josephine Peary aimed to push the limits much
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further than the acceptable practice of leisure camping. The stakes were higher in the
Arctic. Not only could she undermine that frontier’s masculine nature, but death also
loomed on the horizon.
Hunting, too, was a pastime open to women at the end of the nineteenth century
and an activity that Josephine Peary participated in during her Arctic experiences. As
relayed by Daniel Justin Herman’s Hunting and the American Wilderness, “innumerable
women of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries demanded that they be
included in the society of hunters.” Women joined trapshooting clubs and went on
hunting excursions. However, as with camping, hunting did not require women to
relinquish their femininity. They rode sidesaddle, wore ankle-length dresses, and some
even fainted after a kill because of the excitement. Despite their feminine angle on
hunting, Herman asserts that women used the activity to challenge middle-class
patriarchy. “Whereas men had entered the woods to bolster patriarchy,” he claims,
“women of the late nineteenth century entered to challenge it.” The end result of this
tension was that, while men were busy trying to save a strong masculine sense of
American identity, “women’s participation in hunting tended to undermine its promotion
of manliness, the very trait that hunting was supposed to save.” This tension, too, most
likely informed the suspicion of having women like Josephine Peary along on a journey
to the far North.33
Josephine Peary’s participation could have presented a way for crewmembers to
demonstrate manly heroism by protecting her and thus bolstering the image of rugged
masculinity in the Arctic. Sources indicate, however, that Josephine Peary was far from a
helpless dame who needed protection. She had already accompanied her husband on his
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1891-1892 expedition, a choice that the Lieutenant recognized as her own. “Possessed of
health, youth, energy, and enthusiastic interest in the work,” Peary explained in his
Northward Over the “Great Ice,” “she saw no reason why she could not endure
conditions and environment similar to those in which Danish wives in Greenland pass
years of their life.”34 Newspaper accounts of the 1893-1895 expedition echoed Peary’s
comments. “Mrs. Peary has decided to accompany her husband,” West Chester’s Daily
Local News explained, “and neither she nor he have any apprehensions.”35
In fact, Josephine Peary was an explorer in her own right. She published three
books on her five journeys to northern regions, including her 1893 account of her first
journey, My Arctic Journal: A Year Among the Ice-Fields and Eskimos.36 Not only did
she endure the harsh environment, she fully domesticated it. In 1894, Josephine Peary
decorated the “cottage” with, as she narrated, a “Brussels carpet on my parlor floor,
several comfortable rocking chairs, portieres, a few pictures and the like.”37 She
performed domestic duties, like sewing her husband’s clothes and weekly cleaning of
their seven- by twelve-foot room.38 One particular instance, Christmas of 1892,
indicates just how far she went to make their abode in the Arctic seem like home:
The day before yesterday was spent in decorating the interior of our Arctic home
for the Christmas and New-Year festivities. In the large room the ceiling was
draped with red mosquito-netting furnished by Mr. Gibson. Dr. Cook and Astrup
devised wire candelabra and wire candle-holders, which were placed in all the
corners and along the walls. Two large silk United States flags were crossed at
the end of the room, and a silk sledge-flag given to Mr. Peary by a friend in
Washington was put up on the opposite wall. I gave the boys new cretonne for
curtains for their bunks. In my room I replaced the portieres, made of silk flags,
with which the boys had decorated their room, by portieres made of canopy lace,
and decorated the photographs of our dear ones at home, which were grouped on
the wall beside the bed, with red, white, and blue ribbons.39
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But she was not alone. The men decorated their home as well, with apparent enthusiasm
according to her account. It is important to note that holiday celebrations were not
uncommon events on Arctic expeditions, particularly in the winter to break the doldrums
of months without sunlight. However, the degree to which Josephine Peary decorated
their Arctic house and, most likely, the direction given to the “boys” may have been
unwelcome. Like the women in Phoebe Kropp’s “Wilderness Wives and Dishwashing
Husbands,” Josephine Peary was just camping in the Arctic, adopting the same
domestication methods that women used in Adirondack lodges or woods of Maine.
However, Samuel Entrikin and his cohorts were not merely camping. In their minds,
they were battling the Arctic and Josephine Peary posed a serious threat to their agenda.
As books and the press relayed, Josephine Peary appeared to display as much
toughness as the men. Her attributes were exceptional, not common or typical of a
female in any kind of a frontier. She did not just push the social gender boundaries of the
late nineteenth century, she exceeded them. As one reviewer of My Arctic Journal stated,
she “became a huntress” and showed “that a woman bred in civilization can endure the
rigors of the climate.” The press also recognized her ethnographic accomplishments, as
she documented the marital arrangements and living conditions of a people “with no
thought beyond the present.”40 Josephine Peary studied the Inuit of McCormick Bay, a
group who had never seen a white woman before.41 One advertisement for her book
claimed that this “remarkable woman…braved the terrors of the dark Arctic night in the
vast northern wilderness of snow and ice.”42 Clearly the American press viewed her as
someone that exceeded the normal boundaries of womanhood.
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Yet Robert Peary, in his introduction to My Arctic Journal, saw things slightly
differently than did the press. He was impressed with her pluck, but he saw her as an
accessory. In his mind, there were two reasons for her accompanying him – “first and
foremost a desire to be by my side” and second, her conviction that she could withstand
the Arctic’s rigorous environment. She did stand by his side while his broken leg
hobbled him in 1892, as she loaded rifles while being attacked by walruses. She also,
however, performed traditional domestic duties like making clothing. As Peary stated,
this “tenderly nurtured woman lived for a year in safety and comfort.”43
And how did Josephine portray herself in My Arctic Journal? The work, which
relayed her experiences on the 1892-1893 expedition in Greenland, depicts her as an
intrepid explorer like the men. Although she performed some duties considered
traditionally female, she also actively participated in the expedition. While Peary was
incapacitated with his broken leg, for instance, the crew approached McCormick Bay on
board the Kite. Together with other members of the party, she “rowed to the southeast
shore, and walked along the coast for about three miles, prospecting for a site and making
a provisional choice of what seemed a desirable knoll.”44 After some discussion, the
group accepted the area she chose and began building a cottage, later known as Redcliffe
house, on the site. She wintered the entire season with Peary and the small group at
Redcliffe House. Over the course of her year in the Arctic, she took long sledge
journeys, entered Inuit igloos, and withstood temperatures of 30 – 35 degrees below zero
Fahrenheit.45 After her husband appeared to go missing in the spring and early summer
of 1892, Josephine Peary pushed the traditional limits of her women’s role even more
when she was left alone with the Inuit and remaining crewmembers. In July, after
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months without her husband, she left with Dr. Frederick Cook on a fifteen-mile journey
to meet African-American explorer Matthew Henson, or “Matt” as she referred to him, at
the camp at Tooktoo. Their goal was to await the relief vessel Kite. From there, she and
Henson journeyed from the camp to leave supplies and a directive note for the lost Robert
Peary. They crossed frigid glacial streams and got soaked almost to their waists,
according to Josephine Peary. Rising tides trapped them and they went twenty-four hours
without food.46 These were not the actions of a passive woman, but the adventures of a
proactive participant in a male world.
Josephine Peary’s self-perception and the press’s depiction of this “huntress” did
not fit into popular notions about women’s role in the American frontier. Theodore
Roosevelt’s seminal work “The Strenuous Life,” an 1899 speech before the Hamilton
Club of Chicago, provides some insight into the popularly accepted roles of women. In
that work, Roosevelt urged Americans to shun the life of “ignoble ease” for the nation’s
sake. In his “Strenuous Life” model, the ideal place of women was at home. “The
woman must be the housewife,” he exclaimed, “the helpmeet of the homemaker, the wise
and fearless mother of many healthy children.”47 Josephine Peary’s example shattered
this model, by stepping into the realm of Arctic exploration. Despite complaints from the
Geographical Society of Philadelphia, however, her behavior was praised by the media.
She was not shunned by the press or Roosevelt, nor was she criticized as manly. Instead,
this “remarkable woman” was depicted as a cultural and social anomaly who retained her
womanly virtues.48
Robert and Josephine Peary’s differing perceptions of her involvement highlights
the contradictory nature of society’s depictions of female Arctic adventurers. The press
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and publications depicted these women as exceptional for venturing to the Arctic and
participating in expeditions. Yet, they were simultaneously portrayed as working within
accepted gender norms while in the Arctic. In a society where the press and media were
dominated by men, these depictions most likely stemmed from fear about losing
patriarchal control over women. Additionally, the male worries about the denigration of
traditionally masculine activities and exclusively male locations (i.e. the Arctic)
undoubtedly played a part in these contradictory views.
Louise Newman’s White Women’s Rights provides further insights with the
parallel case of May French-Sheldon. French-Sheldon, a wealthy 44-year-old American
woman, was married to a London banker. In 1891, she embarked on an African
adventure that received wide press coverage. During her trek, she had hundreds of
porters but refused to allow a white man to come along for protection. As explained by
Newman, “French-Sheldon’s singular accomplishment was that she had survived an
excursion that had defeated many a white man before her, all without sacrificing her
womanliness or needing a white man’s protection or supervision.” Why was this
accepted in the U.S. and why was she hailed as a heroic “American” explorer (not female
explorer)? It was because she was “understood as demonstrating the superiority of white
civilization to primitive peoples.” This understanding helped make the broader
challenges of women explorers against patriarchal society more palatable. By retaining
her “whiteness” and acting as an agent of the white race, she was able to retain her
womanhood despite her manly actions.49
There are strong parallels between the stories of how Josephine Peary and FrenchSheldon were accepted and praised by American society even while challenging
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masculine conventions. Like May French-Sheldon, Peary’s adventures subtly upheld
racial classifications while, she and the press claimed, she also retained her feminine
honor. A review of her work My Arctic Journal in The Woman’s Journal affirms this
notion. This “refined, civilized woman,” it stated, was “surrounded by a little tribe of
Eskimos” who had “never seen a white woman.” Despite the remoteness and difficult
conditions, however, “this cultured woman lived in comparative safety and comfort,
climbing in the summer over lichen-covered rocks, picking flowers, shooting deer,
ptarmigan and ducks in the valleys and lakes, and seal, walrus and narwhal in the open
sea.” Meanwhile, she did not ignore her womanly role, as she performed work such as
sewing clothing for the men.50
Entrikin and others remained silent about the female presence before embarking
on the expedition. However, even though the American press accepted and praised
Josephine Peary for her exceptional pluck, Entrikin and his fellow crewmembers did not.
Entrikin’s diary alluded to some friction between Josephine Peary and the men. In May
of 1894, for instance, Entrikin prepared for a small hunting expedition. According to
Entrikin, when he asked Josephine Peary for a can of food for this trip, she responded that
“she did not care whether the men had anything to eat or not.”51
Upon returning home, members of the expedition freely expressed their
sentiments about her. When Josephine publicly denied claims that food was scarce
during the expedition, Robert Peary’s secretary Walter Swain exclaimed, “no Arctic
expedition can ever succeed which takes a woman along to hamper it.”52 Entrikin’s diary
similarly noted that “we would have all gotten along better if Mrs. Peary had not been
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along.”53 As Norwegian Eivind Astrup also remarked, his countrymen agreed that “it
was a mistake of him to bring Mrs. Peary and Mrs. Cross along.”54
As if the women’s presence was not offensive enough to the explorers, Josephine
Peary proceeded to do the womanliest thing imaginable - she had a baby. Dubbed “The
Snow Baby,” Marie Ahnighito Peary arrived on September 12, 1893, less than three
months after the expedition left New York. The press eagerly awaited birth of “the first
white child born at this latitude” and later touted her as “a very remarkable baby,” a child
for all others to “emulate.” 55 The presence of females clearly violated the frontier ethos
that these explorers inherited - the frontier as a male world that would foster robustness
for men. Although sources do not indicate any resentment towards little Marie Peary, the
existence of a baby girl must have denigrated their mission further. For, if a baby girl
could endure the Arctic, then how rugged could these men truly be?
The only thing that offended some members of the expedition more than
Josephine Peary was the Lieutenant himself. Crewmembers felt that Robert Peary
consistently breached the supposed democratic spirit of the frontier. As the men toiled to
build the house, Entrikin added to his diary that “Peary [was] impatient but doesn’t lend a
hand.”56 Following the expedition, Eivind Astrup called Peary a poor leader because he
alienated his crew by not allowing them to trade with the natives, publish books, or
lecture. 57 Entrikin and Astrup felt that their motivation was different than Peary’s.
Whereas they portrayed themselves as advancers of humanity, they thought that Peary
“was not as unselfish as the commander of a scientific expedition ought to be.”58 The
press reported these sentiments to the public. As one article suggested, members felt that
“Peary was jealous, desiring all the honor and glory of the expedition himself.”59
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Although Entrikin and Astrup did not comment on any specifics, some of Peary’s actions
clearly could have been viewed as vainglorious pursuits. Not only did he father “the first
white child born at this latitude” and fixate on acquiring sacred Inuit meteorites, but he
also had plans to ship Anniversary Lodge back to the United States for exhibition.60
Of all of their grumblings, the expedition’s abrupt end caused the greatest
consternation among the crew members. The journey was supposed to last two years, but
rumors began to circulate as soon as the Falcon arrived in the summer of 1893 that the
ship would return next year to pick up most of the men. When the Falcon arrived in
summer 1894, their suspicions were quickly confirmed. The exact nature of the events
that led to the men’s early return is open to debate. According to the diary of Henry
Grier Bryant, a member of the relief expedition who arrived with the Falcon, Peary called
for volunteers. As Bryant penned, Peary “requested all the members of the party to
inform him this evening as to whether or not they will volunteer to remain with him
another year and make another effort to carry out the original plan of the expedition.”
Entrikin, Bryant relayed, was unsure at that point about whether he wished to stay or
leave.61 We do know from newspaper accounts following the Falcon’s September 1894
return that none were happy with the expedition’s ending and their relations with Peary.62
Although the exact sequence of events is unclear, the sentiments of Entrikin and
others are unambiguous. He felt tricked and taken advantage of. In a handwritten note
tucked into his diary, Entrikin scribbled the following list – “Reasons why the Boys left
Peary in 1893:”
Facts Misrepresented about returning
Ice cap 3 men to stay rest to go home
His contract broken, promise, etc.
Did not call for volunteers
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Interviewed separate men
Methods and Management condemned, women a nuisance
Peary’s sensational and selfish practices63
Clearly, the bitter ending of their expedition left Entrikin personally wounded by Peary’s
words and actions.
When Peary completed his official account of the journey in Northward over the
“Great Ice,” crewmembers’ sentiments escalated from annoyance to outright anger. In
his book, Peary claimed that “Lee and Henson alone possessed the grit and loyalty to
remain” in the Arctic for the second year and that other crewmembers returned home
because they "discovered that Arctic work was not entirely the picnic they had
imagined.”64 This final act, Peary’s official account, emasculated the crewmembers and
rendered their Arctic ruggedness a farce. When Peary’s book hit the shelves Evelyn
Baldwin was shocked. Writing to Entrikin in 1898, Baldwin lambasted Peary for his
comments about the crewmember’s lack of rigor. ”Peary and his two picked men”
Baldwin wrote, “remained behind in a comfortable lodge well stored with food and
clothing for three, with an entire tribe of faithful servants to wait upon them, and safe
from public attack” while the rest of them returned home.65 In later years, Entrikin
defended the group, saying “as first officer, I state, his men served him well” knowing
that they would “get little credit for their work.”66

The “Esquimaux”67
After studying the failures of earlier Arctic expeditions, Peary believed that success
depended upon the use of Inuit help, techniques, and materials.68 However, while the
group recognized their dependence on Greenland’s indigenous population, Peary,
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Entrikin, and the rest of the explorers also lived in a time heavily laden with notions of
racial difference. The theories of scientists such as Lewis Henry Morgan, whose Ancient
Societies (1877) introduced the savage-barbarian-civilized progression concept, depended
upon broad systems of racial classifications based on Darwinian interpretations. Notions
of racial hierarchy and white-supremacy reached the general public through media such
as popular literature, museums, and world’s fairs.69
Coexisting with such scientific racism was a nearly opposite, more romantic strain
of racial theory that also influenced popular thought in the late nineteenth century. As
historian Matthew Frye Jacobson deftly illuminates, other theorists such as Thomas
Wentworth Higginson recognized the danger of “racial suicide.” Through
“overcivilization,” Higginson posited, white society could become too cerebral for its
own perpetuation. Popular literature such as Edgar Rice Burroughs’ Tarzan of the Apes
(1914) conveyed the ambivalence of white middle-class attitudes towards ethnic
minorities and foreigners. If native whites felt that they were inherently better than all
aboriginal groups, they also had “the sneaking suspicion that barbarians somehow had it
better.” In sum, Jacobson argues, “this dynamic ambivalence and the paradoxical
intertwining of the impulse to dominate and sentimental idealization – characterized
American visions” of all “savages.”70
These same themes arise in discussions of homelessness in Down and Out and on
the Road by Kenneth L. Kusmer. Popular accounts of tramping, Kusmer explains,
presented the homeless as countercultural agents full of rigor and endurance. Jack
London’s The Road, an account based on his own travels as a hobo, best illustrates this
point. London’s work, Kusmer notes, “appealed strongly to those who feared that, with
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the passing of the frontier and the growth of a more sedentary lifestyle, American
civilization was drifting into soft middle age.”71
It was within this complex and contradictory milieu that Peary’s crew interacted
with the indigenous inhabitants of the Arctic. For the explorers, their relations with the
Inuit generated the same ambivalence that Jacobson uncovers about “barbarians.” If the
crewmembers’ goal was to master the environment, there was no greater master of the
Arctic than the Inuit. Thus, in many ways the explorers treated them as equals. They
slept together, played together, and hunted together. Entrikin praised their work ethic and
admired their use of echoes to determine topography. He learned their language, keeping
a booklet called “Eskimo words collected on expedition,” and regularly used native
words in his diary. 72 In many ways, Entrikin and his comrades viewed the Inuit as a
group to be learned from and used, not denigrated and dominated.
Entrikin and the other members of the expedition, reflecting the ambiguities and
contradictions of the racially charged milieu of their times, also asserted a sense of
superiority over the Inuit.73 For Entrikin, one way that he highlighted his own sense of
superiority was through a constant commentary on filthy Inuit living conditions, which
was a common theme of previous and future Arctic exploration accounts. After one day
of hunting, for example, Entrikin stayed in the igloo of Nipsangua. Surrounded by meat,
skins, and oil scattered about the igloo, he tried to sleep in “all of the filth that
surrounded” him “and the vermin that crawled beneath.” When he returned to
Anniversary Lodge, he hung his clothes outside to kill any vermin he brought home with
him.74 The Inuit’s lack of hygiene later became part of his lectures, in which he would
reiterate that “Eskimos are very dirty” and never wash.75
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In general, the negotiation of space best explains the explorers’ attitudes towards
the native Greenlanders. Expedition members often visited with the Inuit, stayed in their
igloos, and intermingled with their families. Inuit women regularly fixed the explorers’
clothing while the visitors rested and ate. Sometimes, encounters escalated to extremes
that would have been unacceptable at home. Inuit sexual mores included practices such
as wife swapping, polygamy, and near-naked living within their homes.76 During one of
Entrikin’s stays in an igloo, “the women all stripped their clothing except the little breech
cloth and lay down beside” Entrikin and the other men to sleep.77 There is no evidence
that Entrikin had sexual contact with the Inuit women. However, it was not unheard of
for other explorers to do so. Both Robert Peary and Matthew Henson, in their later
journeys, took Inuit wives and fathered Inuit children.
Although crewmembers moved freely in and out of Inuit space, Inuit presence in
the white explorers’ space was much more restricted. On hunting trips, the Inuit
sometimes slept in boats, but tents were usually off-limits. During one such trip, Entrikin
noted that they “allowed” the Inuit to sleep in the tent because of the weather. Entrikin
and Clark, of course, slept in the middle of four Inuit for extra warmth.78 During the
winter of 1893-94, the Inuit sometimes slept on the floor of the house. Since dogs slept
in the house through the winter’s harshest days, however, it was clearly the exigencies of
the Arctic environment that necessitated the opening of explorers’ spaces to the Inuit.79
Similar restrictions extended to Entrikin’s possessions, as he noted how unusual it was
for him to “allow the natives” to look at his knife, watch, and compass.80
This ambivalent common ground with its shifting racial boundaries created
situations that were rife with mixed meanings. Entrikin relayed one such story under his
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August 31, 1893 diary entry. After spending days hunting walrus in the stark northern
reaches of Greenland, Entrikin retired to the Inuit village of Igloothominy. Worn out
from the day’s activities, the Pennsylvanian interacted with thirty to forty Inuit as he
visited igloo after igloo. At the dwelling of Ingfardo, he relaxed and warmed his feet
against the stomach of Ingfardo’s “Koona” (wife). Entrikin took a short nap on a pile of
skins while she dried his stockings.81 Later, Entrikin retired to the steam launch General
Wistar to rest until the tide rose. He staked his claim to the floor while the African
American explorer Matthew Henson slept on the seat. As the men rested, the Inuk
Kessuh approached the boat and asked if he could use one of them “as a pillow” as he
had done the night before. Entrikin declined, telling Kessuh to sleep on the sails in the
boat Mary Peary.82 Clearly, there were some racial boundaries that dominated this world
of dwellings, material goods, ships, and provisions. However, those boundaries were
much more relaxed between the American explorers and Inuit in the Arctic than they
were at home between whites and other racial groups.
Beyond the issues of space and cleanliness, Peary’s crew conveyed a general
sense that the Inuit were their servants. On hunting trips, explorers often left their kills
for the native Greenlanders to retrieve the next day.83 Peary also restricted native hunting
by not allowing the Inuit to keep their entire kill. The Lieutenant instructed Entrikin to
take “the skin, hindquarters, tongue (and) liver” of a native-killed deer, leaving them only
with the forequarters, neck, and head.84 Later, in August of 1894, Peary reminded
Entrikin that he was prohibited from trading or giving the natives any guns or
ammunition for fear that the food supply for the explorers would run short.85 Clearly,
Peary and his crewmembers saw their needs as paramount to those of the Inuit.
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At Home
Entrikin’s journey did not occur in a vacuum. He acted on behalf of armchair
explorers at home who followed his progress closely. Entrikin’s lived in an era of
anxiety over the direction of modern America. At the heart of that crisis was the belief
that the Frontier West was coming to an end. Since the western frontier provided proving
grounds for a rugged masculine American character, its loss sent theorists, the press, and
the reading American middle class searching for a new place that fostered a robust brand
of American masculinity. Whether they were books, articles, or lectures, various media
provided ways for those at home to experience the sensation of polar exploration and
vicariously participate in reinvigorating the nation. Of the many avenues available for
Entrikin and other crewmembers to reach the public, the most obvious method was the
travelogue. However, contracts signed prior to their journey forbade all crewmembers
from publishing stories about the trip until one year after Peary published his official
account.86
The press provided the most readily available means to reach the public. When
the opportunity arose, Entrikin wrote letters full of stories from the field to newspapers at
home in Chester County, Pennsylvania. When writing general articles, newspapers
eliminated some aspects of his journey while exaggerating others. The press, for
instance, jumped on the “controversy” over Entrikin’s early return. One newspaper
reported the “men were compelled to eat walrus meat” while other provisions were
readily available. Adding mystery to the mix, another article claimed that Entrikin
refused to divulge any information about his trip, but did state that “as for contradicting
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them [rumors] I think it would be unwise.”87 Years later, Entrikin’s legacy grew as his
story evolved into exaggerated accounts. In 1909, West Chester’s Daily Local News
boasted that “but for a shifting of plans it might have been Samuel J. Entrikin of West
Chester, who discovered the North Pole.”88 Even as late as 1926, the press told the story
of his trip “to a point near the North Pole” with Peary.89
Following both of his expeditions, Entrikin relayed his tales through a series of
lectures to local and regional audiences. Complete with lantern slides and stereopticon
views, he told his tale of dangerous walrus hunts (an “ugly customer to meet”), frigid
temperatures that broke a thermometer, the eerie otherworldliness of the Arctic night, and
the mysterious Inuit who, although dirty, were “jolly” and “good natured.” At one point,
he even dressed up in his sealskin suit to amuse his audience.90
Residents of West Chester, Entrikin’s hometown, did not just read the press and
hear his lectures. They actively participated in his expeditions. On the 1892 journey, he
delivered “gifts of the West Chester people for the betterment of the Esquimaux.”91 A
year later, West Cestrian J. Howard Taylor presented his prize carrier pigeons, “Farmer
Boy” and “Milk Maid,” to Josephine Peary. As Lieutenant Peary stated in his Northward
Over the “Great Ice,” the pigeons “were to carry messages through the White North.”92
This personal connection persisted even after the journey. When the Falcon sank after
dropping off Entrikin and others in September 1894, West Chester residents collected
money and goods for the devastated families of the lost crew.93
The most intense way for armchair travelers to experience the Arctic was to
literally put themselves in the place of the explorers. On June 25, 1893, visitors had the
chance to fulfill that dream by boarding the Falcon in Philadelphia. Crew members
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mesmerized visitors with stories of daring northern adventures. For twenty-five cents,
children and adults alike joined the crew by touching the ropes, turning the wheel, and
looking over the horizon. Newspapers portrayed the danger for these would-be explorers
as very real, not imaginary. Some went up onto the crow’s nest “at the imminent peril of
becoming dizzy, losing their balance, and falling to the decks below.” The danger also
reached the rest of the wharf when one of the dogs broke loose and sent onlookers
scrambling for cover.94
In 1902, Entrikin attempted to visit the Arctic once again. This time, he joined
the Baldwin-Ziegler mission to check on the progress of Evelyn Baldwin’s work in Franz
Josef Land. After reaching Hamburg, Germany, he became ill and had to abandon his
hopes of travelling any further north. Entrikin lost fourteen pounds as he crossed the
Atlantic to return home. Upon his arrival, he traveled to a forest camp in western
Pennsylvania to regain his strength. Over the next several months, local papers followed
the progress of their fallen hero, noting every pound he gained towards his recovery.95
Samuel Entrikin’s Arctic experience did not die with this last attempt in 1902.
His experiences forged lifetime bonds with men such as Evelyn Baldwin and Frederick
Cook, the controversial explorer whose claim to the Pole conflicted with Peary’s in 1909.
Through his experiences, he joined a group of men that retained their solidarity through
writing letters and visiting one another as they hashed and rehashed stories about their
adventures.96 Yet, Entrikin’s papers reflect a hint of sadness about his youthful
enterprise. Many of those who accompanied him on his journeys went on to gain
national fame. In one letter, Matthew Henson tells of the $100 that he made per lecture.
Decades later, in 1939, Peary’s daughter requested that Entrikin send her the original
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plans of Anniversary Lodge for the archives of the Peary-McMillan Arctic Museum.97
Alas, Entrikin never attained the level of renown or riches that some of his companions
had reached. Despite his relative anonymity, he has cleverly, if not deliberately, provided
the means to enter his world as he saw it.
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CHAPTER TWO
GENDER IN THE ARCTIC
When Samuel Entrikin’s journeys to the Arctic ended in 1894, the decade’s American
Arctic activities were just getting started. At the turn of the century, the Arctic was
constantly on the public’s mind. And how could it not? With multiple major expeditions
occurring simultaneously, the press offered a continuous stream of news about explorers’
adventures. These expeditions took a variety of forms and sizes and derived from a wide
array of backgrounds.
For the American public, the Arctic activities of women like Josephine Peary
continued to pose a conundrum. In both fictional accounts and real life, women
participated in a limited fashion in Arctic exploration. Some, like Josephine Peary,
pushed the limits of feminine boundaries by bringing domesticity to the northern regions
and participating in activities typically reserved for men. Others were mere passengers
on journeys playing the passive role of a spectator. Criticism of either behavior was very
limited, as first-person accounts by female Arctic travelers and related press coverage
claimed that they retained the core elements of their femininity.
In the Arctic of the late nineteenth century, non-Inuit women were welcome in a
limited way. Over time, however, their participation waivered. In the earliest years of
the twentieth century, women from outside appeared to fade from Arctic activity. It is
difficult to pinpoint exactly why. Perhaps the general backlash against women entering
professions and domains once considered male-only explains why women were simply
not present in Arctic activities. The ebb and flow continued as the Arctic in American
minds transitioned towards Stefansson’s “friendly Arctic” of the 1910s and 1920s.
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Women began to repopulate novels, magazine articles, and newspaper reports about the
region. Still a small minority and considered an exception to the norm by the press,
women explorers enjoyed the wilds of the Arctic with their husbands and sometimes
alone. Their exploratory motivations varied from science and adventure to pleasure
cruising and hunting.
All the while, for men, the Arctic endured as a transformative place that
toughened grown men and developed youth into manly figures. In both fiction and nonfiction tales, the Arctic became more and more accessible to boys in this role. Even
while the participation of women and girls in the Arctic grew, opportunities abounded for
males of all ages. By World War I, the Arctic was portrayed as a much friendlier place
for anyone who sought to escape to the icy North.
Publications written by female authors were not necessarily an exact
representation of female sentiments on the Arctic. Like the publication of any material
by any person, these materials went through a filter that included publishers and editors.
The perceived needs that publishers and editors wished to meet is just as important as the
reality of women authors’ own specific thoughts and ideas. Most of the analysis in the
following pages aims to uncover the perceived needs of the public, or in other words, the
market that publishers intended to satisfy.
In some cases, however, evidence does exist of female editors and publishers
endorsing other women’s works. That is particularly true in the case of women’s
magazines, as discussed in Mary Ellen Waller-Zuckerman’s 1989 article “’Old Homes, in
a City of Perpetual Change’: Women’s Magazines, 1890-1916.” Women’s magazines,
such as Ladies’ Home Journal and McCall’s experienced an explosion in circulation at
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the turn of the century. Although there were some female editors involved, such as Sara
Josepha Hale with Godey’s Lady’s Book, the vast majority were founded and overseen by
male publishers. These included Cyrus Curtis with Ladies’ Home Journal (1883), Clark
Bryan’s Good Housekeeping (1885), Ebenezer Butterick’s Delineator sewing pattern
magazines (which Theodore Dreiser later edited from 1907 to 1910), James McCall and
later James Ottley’s McCall’s magazine (1873), and William Ahnelt’s Pictorial Review
(1899).1 These publishers were entrepreneurs, not social activists. Although the upper
echelon of management was dominated by males, as Waller-Zuckerman states, these
“magazines provided good job opportunities for females, and women entered this area of
journalism in increasing numbers.” Women’s Home Companion, Delineator, McCall’s,
Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and The Puritan all had women in top editing and directing
positions by the early twentieth century. The audience tastes that these articles appealed
to sometimes tell us more about middle-class Americans self-perceptions than the
authors’ intent. The defining turn-of-the-century expansion of magazines, according to
Waller-Zuckerman, “reflected an awareness of the interests of the magazines’ middleclass audience as well as the predilections of the editors.”2 To understand their middleclass audience, editors looked to letters written to the journals or just basic
generalizations about the interests of middle-class women and families. It did not matter
who was running these – male or female – but what did matter was selling magazines and
generating revenue by meeting reader needs and building reader loyalty. 3
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The Golden Age of American Arctic Exploration
Before examining the roles of women in American Arctic exploration at the turn
of the century, it is necessary to gather a full view of the popularity of exploration at that
time. Social commentators recognized the exceptional quantity of Arctic activity during
the mid- to late 1890s. In 1896, for instance, New York journalist Rufus Rockwell
Wilson exclaimed in Godey’s Magazine that no less than six, and perhaps eight,
exploring parties were scheduled for polar journeys that year, “the largest number ever in
the field at one time.” Acclaimed Norwegian explorer Fridtjof Nansen attempted to drift
to the North Pole on sea currents. Briton Frederick Jackson vied for the Pole by way of
Franz Josef Land. Geologist Robert Stein organized an expedition to Canada’s Ellesmere
Land to determine the island’s northern boundaries and explore “if possible, the Pole.”
The Swedish scientist Solomon August Andre planned a balloon ride to the Pole in July
of 1896, but it failed to launch that year due to strong winds. At the other end of the
earth, staunch explorers prepared for five different Antarctic expeditions.4
Other authors, too, noted the extraordinarily ripe Arctic exploration environment
of the century’s last decade. Famed explorer Adolphus Greely described and critiqued
the expeditions of Nansen, Peary, Wellman, Stein, and Jackson.5 One essayist in The
Eclectic Magazine reviewed all of the various routes possible to the reach the Pole,
including the Spitsbergen route north of Europe and Smith sound route between Canada
and Greenland.6 Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine even sent college students on an
elaborate internship to Labrador. The group documented the characteristics of the Inuit
(both present and archaeological) and studied the area’s flora and fauna.7
All of this excitement over polar expeditions was buttressed by interest in Alaska,
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which held an intense power over the public consciousness. In the decade before Jack
London’s seminal works, missionary work in Alaska was a regular news topic.8 Whaling
in the Bering Sea provided an endless flow of stories about disastrous shipwrecks and
ice-locked ships stuck in the far North. Later in the 1890s, of course, the Klondike Gold
Rush captured headlines across the nation.
What meaning did authors and explorers attribute to these fantastic and
sometimes foolhardy expeditions? Adventurers, writers, and social critics justified them
in many ways. Rufus Rockwell Wilson’s review of 1896’s exploration activity, for
instance, stressed the usefulness of exploration to humanity. His article claimed that
“many people opposed all further polar enterprises” but “intrepid spirits common to every
age will rest content only when they have learned all that is to be known about the frozen
seas to the north and to the south of us.”9 Philadelphia scientist Angelo Heilprin, in a
passionate 1893 article, drew on a rich exploring tradition for his rationale. According to
Heilprin, concrete goals and objectives only served to limit humanity. “In geographical
exploration,” he claimed, “it has been repeatedly shown that the assumed impossibilities
one day are ready possibilities of another, and that there are no fixed limits in which the
element of success can be determined.” According to Heilprin, the ultimate end of such
enterprises was a mystery but would undoubtedly benefit humanity. As evidence, he
cited Paccard’s 1786 ascent of Mont Blanc, Stanley’s traverse of Africa, and other
accomplishments as ample precedent for this guiding principle.10 Explorer Walter
Wellman echoed this same magnanimous approach in an 1899 National Geographic
article. “The polar explorer,” he claimed, “typifies that outdoor spirit of the race which
has led conquering man across all seas and through all lands, of that thirst for knowing all
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that is to be known.”11 To Wellman and his peers, the Arctic was like an outdoor
laboratory, with these explorers acting as intrepid investigators.
The press also lauded expeditions for their scientific accomplishments. One 1896
New York Times piece, which originally appeared in Appleton’s Scientific Monthly, cited
more concrete applications of Arctic knowledge. It postulated that “observations on
magnetism . . . will benefit thousands of ocean vessels.” To the paleontologist, “the
Arctic has already yielded most valuable information in the fossil evidence of a mild
climate.” The list of applications continued -- floral, faunal, meteorological, geological
and ethnological discoveries – these all awaited the inquirer above the Arctic Circle.12
Robert Stein’s work with the U.S. Geological Survey embodied this scientific
spirit. His 1894 expedition, the New York Times reported, “will have a practical side . . .
in favor of a utilitarian feature” by exploring and mapping the unknown coast of
Ellesmere Land because only the eastern coastline of it was charted.13 Later in 1898,
Stein proposed the creation of an Arctic research base for “the systematization of polar
research.” With a permanent base, scientists could conduct ongoing research in a
systematic way. It would serve museums collecting specimens, tourists seeking
adventure, and colleges looking to train and educate students, scientists, and geographers.
This spirit of exploration stopped short of promoting commercial interests, which would
arise in later decades.14
Of all of the popular authors on Arctic exploration, none was as respected and
prolific as Adolphus Greely. Greely, whose disastrous 1881-1884 expedition was
marked by controversy over claims of cannibalism, appeared regularly in the popular and
scientific press to review and evaluate current expeditions. His 1896 National
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Geographic article, “The Scope and Value of Arctic Exploration,” provided a snapshot of
the current state of Arctic exploration. He began by discussing the hardships of
exploration in vivid and strong words. He spoke of “land marches when exhausted
humanity staggered along, leaving traces of blood on snow or rock; of sledge journeys
over chaotic masses of ice, when humble heroes, straining at the dragropes, struggled on
because the failure of one compromised the safety of all.” He painted his picture with
words and phrases like “monotony,” “exhausted humanity,” the “unsettled mind,” and
“silence awful at all times.” This bleak picture of the hardships of Arctic exploration,
however, stood in sharp contrast to the character of the explorers themselves. He
described them as having “patience, courage, fortitude, foresight, self-reliance, [and]
helpfulness.” In response to those who touted general scientific exploration alone as the
goal, Greely pointed to commercial gain from the Arctic industries, including whaling,
sealing, and fur. “Altogether,” he claimed, “it may be assumed that in a little over two
centuries the Arctic regions have furnished to the civilized world products aggregating
twelve hundred millions of dollars in value.”15
Arctic exploration at the end of the nineteenth century was a popular pursuit
which the public accepted as a legitimate exercise and followed with intensity and
enthusiasm. There were still critics, however, of the whole enterprise that mostly focused
on the vagaries of exploratory goals. A New York Evangelist article, for example, was
highly critical of Peary’s 1891-1892 expedition. After Peary broke his leg and the
American public went through many months of silence without hearing a word from
Peary, speculation spread that the expedition was in danger. The cost of human life, the
article claimed, was too high to risk it in such adventures, and expeditions wasted time
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that could be spent on more worthwhile pursuits. The author posited, “is it not almost
time we had concluded to leave the North Pole to take care of its barren self?”16 This
smattering of cynicism, however, paled in comparison to the general consensus that these
expeditions were worthwhile and noble pursuits.
While these expeditions took on the northern regions with various goals and
methods, the American mass media continued to highlight this long-popular topic. Books
and short stories, both fictional and non-fictional, were the most prevalent media that
conveyed Arctic tales. The Arctic surfaced in every conceivable media as an exotic,
otherworldly environment that provided escape, rejuvenation, and self-realization. This
was nothing new, for Arctic lore had pervaded the American literary scene since the midcentury adventures of Elisha Kent Kane, Isaac Israel Hayes, and others. However, the
sheer number of expeditions in the 1890s seeped into the public consciousness as never
before, making this the golden age of Arctic exploration in the American media. The
media’s message echoed that of the explorers – that the Arctic’s terrible wonders had
lessons for all who wished to explore them vicariously, even women.
Fictional works supplemented the hundreds of non-fictional accounts written in
scores of journals, magazines, newspapers, and other print media of the time. Arctic
themes also seeped into everyday aspects of American life. In commerce, the Arctic
provided popular motifs for business cards and product marketing. Manufacturers used
imagery of polar bears in situ to advertise products ranging from J & P coats’ six-cord
thread to Jas. S. Kirk & Co. soap and Alaska Catarrh Compound. The producers of
Conger’s Patent “Chest Shield” undershirts printed cards that pronounced “Leaving the
Ship for a week or so to sell ‘Chest-Shield’ to the Esquimaux” and “These brave Hunters
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will escape unhurt For they wear the ‘Chest-Shield’ Undershirt.”17 Peary himself even
endorsed the use of “The Oneita Combination Suits” – a full body suit of long underwear.
Oneita Knitting mills claimed that if they were suitable for this noted Arctic explorer,
they must be suitable for the general public.18 The harsh attributes of the Arctic’s
environment, it turned out, could be used to sell consumer goods as well.
In addition to stories and commercial wares, Arctic imagery also appeared in the
paintings by artists who ventured north. Since photography still had limitations with
mobility and tolerance of low temperatures, paintings and drawings remained a favored
method for conveying the Arctic’s glory and harshness. During the 1890s, none
surpassed Frank Wilbert Stokes in his Arctic artwork. Stokes, who accompanied Samuel
Entrikin on Peary’s 1893-1895 expedition, served the dual purpose of documenting the
Arctic and producing works of art in their own right. As one article in The Critic noted
about his 1892 paintings from the Peary Relief Expedition, “though most of them were
hurriedly done, the color effects, peculiar to high northern latitudes, are extremely wellrendered.” The article continued, describing how “greenish and iridescent masses of ice
float in waters pink with reflected sunset or purple with approaching storm; or else they
look, from a distance, like a huge cathedral with towers.”19 In another source, Stokes
described the sublimity of the North. “This new world of color awaits the one who can
truly describe it,” he explained. In it “lies a wizard-like power of enchantment – a
distinctive uncanniness that, basilisk-like, both attracts and repels.”20 Following the
1893-94 expedition, he described his studio as the “nothernmost studio in the world.”21
Stokes’ studies of the aurora borealis also won him acclaim into the twentieth century,
with prominent features on his work in such publications as Southern Planter and
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Century Illustrated Magazine.22
Escape to the Arctic, whether in children’s stories, adult novels, artwork, or
everyday items of material culture provided a means of recapturing a lost connection with
the environment and man’s visceral connection to nature. In the North, it seemed,
consumer products such as Conger’s Chest Shield took on almost supernatural qualities.
In Polar regions, the artists’ color palette was more vibrant. The United States at the end
of the nineteenth century was rife with Arctic activity that held deep meaning for a
country searching for a new source of American character. Literature and popular culture
upheld the Arctic as an extraordinary and transformative place of retreat.

Women in the Golden Age of American Arctic Exploration
Women played a key role in the growth of the Arctic’s popularity during the late
nineteenth century. As real explorers and fictional protagonists, women travelers
experienced northern climes with their husbands and occasionally alone. As consumers,
women readers had a variety of published sources available to them, many of them about
female explorers. Even explorer clubs at home offered ways for women to learn about or
support Arctic exploration. In the late nineteenth century, all of these avenues provided a
means for women to challenge the male-only world of the Arctic while simultaneously
claiming to retain their sense of femininity.
Women frequently appeared in novels and serials about the Arctic in the late
nineteenth century. For example, Jeanie Drake’s 1896 novel, The Metropolitans, traced
the love triangle of Katherine du Mansur, actor Alan Rexford, and Jasmina, a Hungarian
dancer. When Rexford joined an expedition to escape society by travelling to the Arctic,
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Jasmina snuck on as a stowaway and would later die from exposure. With a bizarre twist,
this Arctic adventure cemented Rexford’s love for Katherine. After he returned to the
states, the couple lived happily ever after. In the popular magazine The Dial, The
Metropolitans received a mixed review. Despite its freshness, the review stated, the
author appeared to have “’read up’ two or three popular books of travel and fancies that
he knows all about the regions described.”23
A similar theme, of everyday women frolicking in the Arctic, runs through Frank
R. Stockton’s serial work The Great Stone of Sardis (1897). Stockton set his Arctic
adventure against a futuristic backdrop of a twentieth-century world where improvement,
invention, and progression were unfashionable. After the “troubled and nervous days at
the end of the nineteenth century,” he stated, “there was a backlash against scientific
innovation and social betterment.”24 Into this scene stepped the young Roland Clewe,
scientist and inventor who dared to cut across the grain by creating new devices. Clewe
determined that he must go to the North Pole, not for the glory, but for the sake of
science. His crew traveled by submarine and attached a long wire to a northern telegraph
station for constant communication. Upon arriving at the Pole, they created a time
capsule buoy, anchored it to the sea bed below, and claimed the Pole as a possession of
the U.S.25 Soon after their return, travelers and sportsmen reaped the rewards of these
accomplishments, as a once-mysterious Arctic was now open to all kinds of
adventurers.26 The fictional Clewe essentially changed the course of history by using the
Pole’s attainment to wake the world out of a sleepy, unprogressive malaise.
Women played an important part in the “The Great Stone of Sardis.” Sarah
Block, wife of one crewmember, insisted on accompanying the men on their journey.27
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At first, she was a nervous wreck and clenched a dust-brush and farmer’s almanac in her
hands because “they reminded her of home and the world which was real.”28 When
Sarah Block returned from her journey, however, she was a woman transformed from an
anxious housewife to one who “fully appreciated her position as the woman ‘who had
visited the Pole.’”29
Even in children’s fiction, females sometimes played a key role in the story’s
activities. A perfect example is “The Christmas Ship,” an 1897 story about two girls
stuck in the ice with an Arctic whaling fleet. The girls wore Eskimo clothing and spent
their time studying geography and spelling, “just as though they were not hundreds of
miles away from any school.” The girls, Dolly and Jessie, showed dire concern about the
inability to have a Christmas tree, so they surprised the sailors with a “Christmas Ship” –
a mock boat made of canvas and wood, festively decorated for the holidays.30
The presence of females in these and other stories is no coincidence. Josephine
Peary had become a celebrity in her own time as an author, ethnologist, and speaker. As
anomalies, both real and fictional female adventurers presented a challenge to the frontier
notion of a male-only Arctic world. Upon closer observation, as this dissertation’s
research shows, even as they challenged the masculine nature of the frontier by their
mere presence, there was a place in the world of travel and exploration for women. They
were both participants and curious anomalies in the Arctic. Furthermore, as the case of
May French-Sheldon demonstrated, they played a role as agents of white “civilization”
regardless of their gender.
Women contributed as authors and subjects to a growing body of popular
literature about such explorations. In her 1890 Ladies Home Journal article, “Midnight
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at the North Cape,” Mary J. Holmes described the sublimity of spending time at North
Cape in Arctic Norway.31 When Mrs. Herbert L. Bridgeman staunchly decided to
accompany her husband on the Peary Relief Expedition of 1894, the New York Times
remarked “this other woman who is so bravely following her [Josephine Peary’s] lead
will greet her sister arctic explorer under the shadow of the house that has sheltered the
pioneer of her sex through a long polar winter.”32 In her story “An Arctic Winter,”
Sophie E. Porter described her journey to Siberia where the “conditions of life and
environment are utterly opposed to all that makes existence comfortable to us within the
bounds of civilization, culture, and modern improvement.”33 Finally, in 1897 Florence
Leonard Lee embarked on an “Arctic Honeymoon” with her husband Hugh Lee, a
veteran of the 1893-1895 Peary Expedition. Drawing inspiration from Josephine Peary’s
prior trip, she climbed a 2,600 foot mountain with her husband to the top of the
Greenland ice cap.34
Much like the press and Entrikin’s lectures, there were methods for women at
home to vicariously participate in these activities. Geographical and exploration clubs at
home were a social and active way to follow the progress of polar explorers, support
them, and experience a local brand of travel. Larger clubs, such as the Arctic Club of
America and American Geographical Society, are well documented. One group that
remains relatively unstudied is the Geographical Society of Philadelphia.
The Geographical Society of Philadelphia formed in 1891 with a close affiliation
with the Academy of Natural Sciences. The club’s mandate was to advance geographical
study, exchange adventure stories, and host lectures and photographic talks of travels to
distant places. They also planned their own excursions to the Philadelphia countryside,
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such as journeys to the Brandywine River or Ringing Rocks in nearby counties. Its
membership list included Samuel Entrikin, Josephine Peary, Robert Peary, and many
other notable figures.
In a time when with stories of the Arctic were rife, polar topics often dominated
the Geographical Society meetings. The group not only tracked Peary’s expeditions but
also financially supported them. There were special lectures by Frederick Cook
accompanied by Inuit, in 1899. Future Arctic balloonist Walter Wellman visited the
society as well. There were even guest appearances by those that returned on the Falcon
in September 1894, including Josephine Peary, Samuel Entrikin, Frank Wilbert Stokes,
Emil Diebtisch, Professor Lilly, and Dr. Wetherill.
From its outset, the Geographical Society of Philadelphia included women in their
activities. Women made up a significant portion of their membership ranks, including
members of the social elite, such as famed artist Emily Sartain and political reformer
Anna Blanchard Blakiston. In November, 1891, for instance, eleven of thirty-four new
names proposed for membership were women. Women also served on the executive
committee as chairs of the reception and excursion committees. They delivered lectures,
such as a Miss Laura Bell’s “Characteristics of Constantinople” in 1893. 35 Beyond
Philadelphia, there were other ways for women to participate. For example, at the 1895
international Geographical Congress in London, newspaper articles noted that there were
twice as many women than men.36
Through all of these depictions of women in the Arctic, one key theme is
apparent. Although the mere presence of women in these regions challenged the harsh
environment, they retained their well-defined domestic roles. Women made up a
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significant portion of the Geographical Society of Philadelphia membership but their
leadership roles were restricted to domestic duties. Like Josephine Peary’s Belgian
carpets and cretonne curtains, Mrs. Bridgeman’s trip to the Arctic demonstrated not just
courage, but more importantly “wifely devotion” by accompanying her husband.37 At the
same time, within these limits, women’s domesticity challenged the legitimacy of this
male-dominated world. As it turns out, women could be both ladylike and dabble in male
worlds like the Arctic. They could even excel in these worlds and this was acceptable,
even if it did fly in the face of Roosevelt’s strenuous life, because the mere act of doing
so was not viewed by the American middle class as surrendering their womanliness.
When viewed within a broader context, it is clear that the accounts of female
explorers in the Arctic were part of the greater context of female travel. One 1896 article
in Little’s Living Age, for instance, announced that “an age as this we need wonder at
nothing that women will dare.” Women were driven by curiosity, “a genuine desire to
add to our knowledge of the earth and its people,” and were motivated to improve the
“condition of the race.” Physically, it claimed, some equaled the feats of men.
Intellectually, women had an inherent gift for noticing things that men did not, and thus,
better understood the hidden characteristics of distant places. These notable explorers
included Madame Ida Pfeiffer of Vienna, Alexandrine Tine of Holland, Florence van
Sass, Isabella A. Bird (author of A Lady’s Life in the Rocky Mountains), Constance
Frederika Gordon Cumming, and Annie R. Taylor who adventured in Tibet. 38
Despite this lavish praise for their exceptional nature, however, American
accounts of female travelers were laden with contradictory language that also lauded
them for staying within gender norms. Despite “the courage, the perseverance, and the
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benevolence of the gentler sex,” the article continued, “in no case has their travelling
enthusiasm involved the sacrifice of obvious domestic duty.” They had not compromised
“the modesty, the grace, and the gentleness that must always be regarded as the fitting
ornaments of the sex.”39 It was no different with women explorers of the late nineteenth
century and beyond. Like Madame Ida Pfeiffer and Isabella A. Bird, real explorers like
Josephine Peary, fictional Arctic adventurers like Sara Block, and all of the women of the
Geographical Society of Philadelphia demonstrated a pluck that somehow extended their
reach into male worlds, but did so in a way that allowed them to maintain their feminine
virtues.

The Disappearance of Women
In many ways the Arctic frenzy of the 1890s continued into the first decade of the
1900s. As J. Scott Keltie’s 1904 North American Review article “The Polar Campaign”
explained, the quantity of polar exploration was “perhaps unprecedented since the days of
the great Franklin search expeditions.” In eastern Siberia Baron Eduard Von Toll had
been in the field searching for new lands since 1900. The exploration party of millionaire
William Ziegler sought the Pole via Franz Josef Land further to the west. The famous
Norwegian Roald Amundsen looked for the exact location of the shifting magnetic North
Pole. Meanwhile, Robert Peary and the Canadian Captain Joseph-Elzear Bernier were
separately poised to assault the North Pole within the following year. Danes, Swedes,
and Russians launched numerous scientific inquiries in the Arctic and plans were
underway for a German submarine expedition.40
In the process, views of female explorers shifted through the early years of the
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twentieth century. Women nearly entirely disappeared from the scene by 1900. Instead
of the active participants and heroines they were in earlier years, relatively few female
Arctic explorers appeared in the popular press. Women were generally less common in
fictional accounts of the Arctic as well. Although women still went on occasional
journeys, they were more infrequent, and the press portrayed them as more subdued than
in earlier accounts.
Women, who earlier challenged the rugged manliness of men through their mere
presence in the Arctic, became more passive and invisible in Arctic narratives. The lack
of women in Arctic narratives is consistent with general American male backlash against
women’s increased involvement in traditionally male vocations and avocations. The
Arctic remained a sublime place in American minds. However, expeditions in the first
decade of the 1900s increasingly objectified it as a place of science and geographical
achievement and focused less on open-ended geographical exploration. What were left,
then, were science and the quest for the Pole, generally without women of years past
accompanying men.
A clear indication of this change is the content of the time period’s novels and
children’s literature. One example, Frank Norris’ novel A Man’s Woman (1899), took
place in the year 1891 with explorer Ward Bennett struggling to survive near Wrangel
Island in the Bering Sea. Norris described Bennett as “an enormous man, standing six
feet two inches,” and having the “look more of a prize fighter than a scientist.”41 There,
Bennett faced “The Enemy,” the author’s anthropomorphized term for death. “There
under his eyes was the Enemy,” Norris explained, “face to face with him was the titanic
primal strength of a chaotic world, the stupendous still force of a merciless nature,
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waiting calmly, waiting silently to close upon and crush him.”42
In many ways, Norris’ fierce Arctic world appears no different than that of
Entrikin and stories like the “Stone of Sardis.” Upon closer examination, however, there
is one major difference – the absence of women. Bennett’s love, nurse Lloyd Searight,
was at home in a place simply referred to as “the City” attending to typhoid victims. Just
as the female protagonist Lloyd stayed at home, there lies within A Man’s Woman a sharp
division between man and woman, between Arctic and home. Upon returning from his
journey a national hero, Bennett had a confrontation with Lloyd about her safety while
caring for typhoid patients. The two argued but Bennett won out, as “her eyes were
opened, and the inherent weakness of her sex became apparent to her.”43 Later in the
story, Bennett became seriously ill, and his strong manly character appeared to weaken.
He was broken down, and even after he recovered, he settled down and chose a quiet
home life over his previous adventuresome ways. His colleague Adler pleaded with
Lloyd - “don’t let him get soft” and “make him be a man” by going back to the Arctic.
Bennett responded. He reemerged with the call of the Arctic, left for the North alone
again at the end of the novel, and thus reestablished himself as a man’s man.44
This dissertation’s opening story, “For the Children: A Search for the North
Pole,” about “Girlie” is another example of the absence of women in tales about the
Arctic. Author Willis Boyd Allen described George Ricker, known by his friends as
“Girlie,” as a feeble boy who “took little interest in outdoor sports.”45 Despite being
teased by his schoolmates, Girlie’s knowledge about previous expeditions allowed him to
save the group when they found themselves stranded on a cake of ice. He took charge of
the stranded group, adopting a ferrying technique, and moved the group to shore.
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Although George Ricker acquired a feminine moniker, there are no actual girls or women
in this story.
The World of Ice, a book by R. M. Ballantyne, showed the perils of when a
woman did venture into man’s world. The author described protagonist John Buzzby as
“an old Salt,” a man who was “tough, and sturdy, and grizzled, and broad, and square.”
The other protagonist, Frederic Ellis Sr., was a “fine, big, bold, hearty Englishman.”
When Ellis’s wife dared accompany her husband on a seafaring journey a few years
before, she was the only one killed as pirates overtook their ship and cast her overboard
with her hands tied.46 Later, Frederick Ellis went lost at sea for three years on the whaler
Pole Star. When his son, Fred Ellis Jr., and fellow sailor John Buzzby embarked in
search of him on the Dolphin, their female loved ones stayed at home. The duo endured
a long winter stuck fast in the ice as their story followed a typical Arctic fiction storyline.
They became friends with the Inuit, battled walrus, and fought cold and hunger before
returning home with Captain Ellis in hand. Again, the females remained at home, while
the men battled the elements.47
Those women who did actually travel to the North appeared to do so in relative
luxury. Agnes Dean Cameron’s The New North (1910) described her 1854-mile journey
in 1908 to Fort McPherson in Canada’s far North. Although her story provides
interesting insights, however, she actually rode a river steamer nearly the entire trip as a
passive observer.48 Similarly, when Marie Cook accompanied her husband Frederick A.
Cook on his Mount McKinley expedition in 1906, she elected to stay in the town of
Valdez rather than travel to the backcountry with her husband.49 Perhaps the case of
Colonel Max Fleischman of Cincinnati and his wife is the most unusual. In 1906, the
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couple took a honeymoon cruise through the Arctic. From Tromso, Norway, they
embarked on a three-month journey within the Arctic Circle to the Greenland coast.
Even though they were thousands of miles from the U.S., Mrs. Fleischman and sister-inlaw Bettie Fleischmann Holmes were obsessed with their attire. Their “hearts [were] set
upon bear-skin ulsters, reindeer petticoats, and seal shakers.”50 They shot polar bears, but
did so from the ship’s deck.51
Of all of these women, perhaps the most famous was Helen Peel of England, an
1890s predecessor of this type of female luxury traveler in the Arctic. Peel’s Polar
Gleams chronicled her 1893 journey to northern Siberia aboard a railway supply ship.
Unlike Josephine Peary, Peel remained separate from the harsh environment by enjoying
luxurious accommodations in Arctic climes. As she claimed in her work, she “scarcely
suffered from the effects of the cold” and seasickness appeared to be her greatest
challenge throughout her journey. Helen Peel even fantasized about eating strawberries
and cream at the extreme northern latitudes. Their vessel was, as the New York Times
reported, “comfortably fitted in every way, carrying an efficient chef and a liberal supply
of excellent provisions.”52 Women like Helen Peel went these journeys, but appeared to
be more interested in enjoying luxuries in exotic conditions rather than genuinely
experiencing the difficult environment of the Arctic.
There were some exceptions, of course, that flew in the face of this cultural norm.
Fanny Bulloch Workman, for example, shined during a 1903 ascent of peaks in the
Himalayas. Her ascent of 23,000 feet set a new female altitude record and shattered her
own previous record of 21,000 feet.53 That same year, a New York Times article extolled
Mrs. Stephen P. M. Tasker, as “probably the first white woman to cross northern
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Labrador.” At the age of twenty-three, she accompanied her husband on the journey.
Mr. Tasker, a marine engineer, was not interested in the scientific merits of the pursuit as
much as the thrill of trekking across Labrador.54 Additionally, the publication of Snow
Baby brought Josephine Peary and daughter Marie back into the spotlight in 1901-1902.
The book told the story of Marie Ahnighito Peary’s 1893 birth in the Arctic and included
a companion volume for children entitled Children of the Snow.55
However, these instances, from Workman to little Marie Peary, were the
exceptions to the rule. Even while American women made great strides in political
arenas through reform and woman suffrage, their participation was diminished in
exploration and scientific pursuits. What does this absence of women mean, even in
fiction where female characters once were common? While women made advances, as
historian Margaret Rossiter explains in the case of women scientists, there was a
masculine backlash against them. In male-dominated professional worlds women were
relegated to confined roles with secondary professional status.56 While the new
masculine American male became more entrenched in American society, representations
of women became fewer in Arctic pursuits. Women’s absence from the press, novels,
and popular culture coverage of the Arctic was a symptom of backlash against their
participation in the domains of this masculine activity.

Women in the Friendly Arctic
The year 1909 marked a turning point in the history of American Arctic exploration.
Within a six-day time span in September of that year, explorers Robert Peary and
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Frederick Cook claimed to have reached the North Pole. Their claims, which were
contested then and today, will be discussed in further detail later in this work. By
projecting the appearance of having reached the North Pole, however, their work
contributed to a great shift in the image of the Arctic in the American mind. Peary and
Cook’s supposed attainment of the Pole catalyzed a movement away from the Arctic as a
challenging, foreboding place to the Arctic as a friendly, welcoming and accessible place.
Many of these changes are discussed in later chapters. This section illuminates how
those changes and the more widespread accessibility of the Arctic affected women’s
participation in Arctic journeys.
As the focus of the Arctic shifted from exploration to exploitation, women began
reappearing on expeditions and in non-fictional as well as fictional accounts. For
women, the social climate was changing. At home, a number of organizations arose that
legitimated and supported outdoor activities for girls and young women. Women’s and
girl’s clubs, of course, were nothing new. An increased focus, however, on the out of
doors at these clubs meshed well with the rise of women in Arctic narratives in the years
prior to World War I. Through organizations such as the Girl Scouts, founded in 1912 by
Juliette Gordon Low, hikes, picnics, and camping became staple activities of young girls.
As one 1918 instructional booklet emphasized, “it is the Call of the Out of Doors to
which the girls have heard and which they wish to answer as a Club.” The Young
Women’s Christian Association emphasized summer camp opportunities in the outdoors.
The Woodcraft League encouraged girls to explore the “twelve secrets of the woods.”
The Camp Fire Girls (founded in 1910) awarded honors to those members who slept
outdoors or with their windows open for two consecutive months between October and
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April. It is within this context of surging popularity for outdoor activities among girls
and women that the female presence in the Arctic reemerged in the 1910s.57
Women began to appear in narratives dealing with a variety of topics. An article
in a women’s magazine entitled “Women in the Arctic Regions” spoke of women living
on small one- and two-room cabins with no running water in Nome and Dawson, Alaska.
One wife of a man who made a fortune in Dawson exclaimed, after spending the winter
in New York, “I’ve given up a house with four bathrooms to come to a country that
hasn’t a house with a tub in it.” Despite their desolate conditions, the women dressed up
for their afternoon and evening activities. “A fur parka drawn over the white satin and
the felt shoes give a strangely incongruous touch,” one article stated, “but one quite in
keeping with the dog sled waiting to convey my lady to her party.”58
By 1916, women were accompanying husbands and families on ships. Courtney
Borden, for instance, took her first Arctic trip aboard the Great Bear in an expedition to
retrieve the lost Vilhjalmur Stefansson in that year. She accompanied her husband John
on the expedition and later wrote a book about her experiences called The Cruise of the
Northern Light. The so-called “Lane-Borden” expedition’s main goal was to retrieve
Stefansson, while also seeking good hunting and lucrative trade opportunities. The party
even had big-game hunter with the apt name Rochester Slaughter on board.59
The story of Dora Keen’s adventures in Alaska, “Arctic Mountaineering by a
Woman: Mount Blackburn,” shows the feats women attained in northern mountain
climbing. She wrote with a modesty that made her tale seem even more remarkable.
Although experienced in mountaineering in the Alps and Andes, Dora Keen visited
Alaska with no intention of climbing mountains. Instead, she hoped to merely experience
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them from afar or at lower latitudes. However, the opportunity presented itself to climb
Mount Blackburn, a mountain that had previously never been ascended by man or
woman. Instead relaxing on a vacation, she trekked off with a group of former
prospectors as guides and companions to conquer the peak. They hiked for days,
travelled by sled, and slept in tents in an effort to climb the foreboding mountain.
Traversing crevasses, avoiding avalanches, and climbing over steep ice faces, the
explorers withstood a violent storm before dwindling supplies forced them to turn back.
However, Dora Keen’s spirit was not broken. “In difficulties, in thrilling experiences, in
a view of the beautiful ice world on a new scale, in the reward of a new vision of life,”
she relayed, “Alaskan mountaineering may take the first rank with the high peaks of the
Himalayas.”60 To Keen, Alaska’s peaks were Arctic masses that presented a rewarding
challenge, regardless of her sex.
In fiction, too, female characters began to take increasing roles. In A Wild Goose
Chase (1915) by Edwin Balmer, the protagonist Margaret took off to the Arctic in search
of her lost love, explorer Eric Hedon. Far from a naive maiden, Margaret thrived on the
ship’s ride north. While wearing men’s clothing, she pestered the crew with requests to
go up on deck when the conditions got “nice and nasty.” During their journey, Margaret
was not physically strong but had a distinctly feminine “endurance of cold and fatigue”
and only took half the rations of men.61 Like their real life counterparts, adventurous
women in popular fiction rose to the challenge and confronted the Arctic’s harsh
elements.
Author James Oliver Curwood produced two distinct works during the 1910s that
depicted heroines as stalwart adventurers. In God’s Country and the Woman, Curwood,
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an explorer in his own right, told the tale of a woman who was discovered in the Arctic
by explorer Philip Weyman. In his tale, Weyman came across a “white woman,”
Josephine Adare, “six hundred miles from anywhere.” When Weyman asked where she
came from, the woman calmly replied that it had always been her home. She asked him
to return to civilization, acting as her husband, to help her claim a baby which was born
unwanted out of wedlock. The two embarked on an adventurous journey through the
northern wilderness to reach her baby, which actually belonged to her mother.62 Along
the way, the harsh Arctic environment became a mere afterthought; it was a backdrop for
the real drama about the baby boy which she claimed as her own.
Another work by Curwood, Isobel, tells the tale of two Canadian mounted
policemen in their search for an alleged murderer in the Canadian Arctic. One of the
officers happened upon a woman, Isobel, in the wilderness. The lonely man instantly
became fond of her and helped her travel across the landscape. They camped overnight,
with the policeman declaring “[for] you’ve come out of the blizzard, like an angel to give
me new hope.” The next morning, after she snuck off, he learned that she was the wife of
the sought murderer and had tricked him all along. Meanwhile, the other mounted
policeman discovered a white baby girl stowed away in an igloo and rescued her from her
Inuit captors. As it turned out, the white child belonged to Isobel, whose husband had
been innocent all along.63 In the end, the mounted policeman and Isobel were reunited
and fell in love after the death of Isobel’s husband. Like the women encountered by
Philip Weyman in God’s Country and the Woman, the mysterious Isobel injected the
Arctic wilderness with a feminine hope and inspiration for the male traveler.
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In later decades, as discussed in Chapter Four, fictional girl characters began
appearing in Arctic children’s books. Although it appears the there were no substantial
girl adventure books until the 1920s, it would be a mistake to assume that girls did not
find other ways to travel vicariously to the Arctic. A 1917 article by Mary Katharine
Reely entitled “The Girl and Her Books” bemoaned the lack of attention girls’ reading
was gathering at the time. “The literary journals abounded in suggestions for boys’
reading,” it stated, but she did not “remember one paragraph devoted to the girl and her
books.” However, girls made due without wild adventure tales that catered specifically
to them. In fact, young girls, according to Reely, went so far as to read those books
intended for boys.64 The Arctic, as one of those genres, was available to young girls for
reading, but it was not until the 1920s that female characters became fully entrenched in
fictional stories about exploits in the North.

Arctic Manhood
While the participation of women in the Arctic fluctuated from approximately the 1890s
through the 1910s, the relationship between the Arctic and American manhood was also
undergoing a shift. Over those decades, the place of the Arctic in the American mind
transformed from an exclusive male world that buttressed notions of American
masculinity to a place of adventure and opportunity for all. In order to ascertain the roots
of this change and how it related to broader American societal trends, it is necessary to
examine changes in American manhood and how masculinity continued to contribute to
the American identity.
The evolution of the modern American manhood of the early twentieth century
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was a long and gradual process, with roots deep in the early and mid-nineteenth century.
Earlier stages of American masculinity were noticeably different than the rugged
American manhood of Samuel Entrikin’s day. Mid-nineteenth century manhood was
marked by independence, hard work, business success, restraint, and self-control.
Various scholars have attributed different monikers to the manhood of the early to midnineteenth century. E. Anthony Rotundo’s American Manhood (1993) identified this
historical stage of American masculinity with the “self-made man.”65 Manhood in
America by sociologist Michael Kimmel locates the roots of the modern man in the early
nineteenth century, even earlier than Rotundo. Kimmel’s “self-made man” first emerged
in response to the industrial revolution.66 Gail Bederman’s Manliness and Civilization,
which examines the strong connection between race and masculinity at the end of the
century, calls the mid-nineteenth-century masculinity model the “entrepreneurial” man.
Like Kimmel and Rotundo’s “self-made man,” the “entrepreneurial man” made his mark
on the world through discipline, hard work, and restraint.67
But all of this changed over the course of the nineteenth century. In reaction to
the forces of urbanization, industrialization, immigration, and a perceived female
intrusion into male worlds, a new brand of masculinity surfaced. Social theorists,
politicians, scientists, and writers emphasized connections with nature and exercise as
methods for establishing a new manhood in the vein of Teddy Roosevelt’s “Strenuous
Life.” This was not a jarring, overnight process, but rather a long slow evolution that
reached a climax at the end of the nineteenth century. As summarized by Rotundo, who
called this new stage “passionate manhood,” some of these shifts “began as early as the
1850s, and none were complete by the turn of the twentieth century, but the moment of
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greatest change came in the 1880s and 1890s.”68 These trends stood as an antidote to the
late-nineteenth-century fears of cultural feminization, loss of “national virility,” and
“neurasthenia” (overcivilization). As a result, Kimmel claims, “By 1900 men would do
whatever they could to appear manly.”69 The timing of these changes had a direct
bearing on the history of American Arctic exploration. “By 1890,” Bederman states, “a
number of social, economic, and cultural changes were converging to make the ongoing
gender process especially active for the American middle class.”70
Bederman’s phrase “American middle class” requires further commentary here.
As Thomas Winter argues in Making Men, Making Class, “definitions of class difference
were an integral part of newly emerging articulations of manhood among middle-class
men.”71 These definitions were not static and did not fully transcend class. There was a
norm among white middle-class men, however, which was the dominant view of
manhood by the end of the nineteenth century. Perceived threats to white middle-class
social norms transformed ideal manhood from the man of restraint, whose actions society
judged by moral character, to the new man of aggression and rigor whose behavior was
marked by strength and power.72
Clifford Putney’s Muscular Christianity: Manhood and Sports in Protestant
America 1880-1920 explains how the state of masculinity in the early twentieth century
was not just perceived as a social crisis, but a spiritual one as well. Efforts within the
Protestant church “focused on the need to rescue American manhood from sloth and
effeminacy.”73 In Arctic exploration, this shift was evident as the model gentlemen
explorers of the days of Kane and Hayes gave way to the fierce and wild explorers like
Peary and Cook who embedded themselves in the Arctic. These new men portrayed
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themselves as daring souls who braved the elements and freely and unapologetically
adopted the techniques of native Inuit people.
It is important to remember that this flurry of activity in the creation of modern
manhood occurred a decade or more before the beginning of the twentieth century. By
the time Theodore Roosevelt became president in 1901, the new vigorous masculinity
was much more established than in previous years. By then, there was still work to be
done in the creation of modern manhood, but much of the evolution was well under way.
The YMCA had established gyms all over the country, fraternal organizations like the
Boone and Crocket club thrived, and the ideas of idyllic cowboys, the West, and the
“strenuous life” were no longer new and fresh. The closing of Frederick Jackson
Turner’s frontier was old news.
These changes did not happen overnight. There was no sharp transition from the
nineteenth to the twentieth centuries, and there was overlap between these notions of
American manhood. As Bederman notes, these changes did not constitute a “crisis” of
manhood, but rather a constant evolution, renegotiation, and reinvention.74 By 1900,
however, this new robust masculinity was now firmly part of American middle-class
culture, as reflected in the mainstream media that appealed to this dominant group. As a
result, the place of the Arctic in the American mind, as a replacement of the frontier lost
in the 1890s, began to shift at the turn of the century. The need for a terrifying
otherworldly frontier to prove American manhood on a grand scale began to wane.
Although the Arctic’s transformative powers for boys and men endured throughout the
early twentieth century, the Arctic’s transition towards a more open, friendly place in the
American mind diminished its role as a male-only frontier.
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One expedition, in particular, demonstrates the pressures placed upon Arctic
expeditions in the early part of the 1900s and how the concept of masculinity remained
intertwined with an expedition’s success or failures. The unlucky Baldwin-Ziegler
Expedition of 1901-1902, headed by Samuel Entrikin’s colleague Evelyn Baldwin,
attempted to reach the Pole through Norway to Franz Josef Land in the European Arctic.
The thirty-nine-year-old Entrikin actually attempted to accompany Baldwin’s relief
expedition but was forced to turn back in Hamburg, Germany, because of illness. The
Baldwin-Ziegler expedition ended in failure amidst reports of poor leadership and
insubordination by the crew. After the first year’s failure, expedition’s financier William
Ziegler replaced Baldwin with seasoned explorer Anthony Fiala.75
The papers of Ernest Leffingwell at Dartmouth University reveal the masculine
undertones of the Baldwin-Ziegler expedition from one crewmember’s point of view.
Ernest deKoven Leffingwell, of Knoxville, Illinois, was a graduate of the University of
Chicago in geology. One letter of recommendation described him as the perfect new
American man of “fine physique and manly bearing.” A navy man, he was athletic,
temperate, and adept at camping and “roughing it.”76 When the expedition ended in
controversy, correspondence further invoked the popular language of masculinity. Coexplorer Anthony Fiala asserted Baldwin’s “disloyalty,” “treason,” and “crookedness.”77
Leffingwell described Baldwin as “too small mentally, morally, and physically for his
position.” In his official statement, Leffingwell outlined Baldwin’s alleged
unpreparedness, drunkenness, mental instability, prevarication, and laziness as specific
attributes that hindered him. “He failed in every way [as] a man,” Leffingwell reported.78
By that point, Arctic manhood had become a strong affirmed brand. When reflecting on
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the expedition’s failures, Leffingwell pointed to the shortcomings in Baldwin’s
masculinity as a cause. This widely publicized episode of failure fed the public’s general
disillusionment with Arctic expeditions. The New York Times reported on August 7,
1902 that “the return of the Baldwin-Ziegler Arctic Exploring expedition . . . will tend to
confirm the already settled opinion of the average citizen that polar exploration is about
the least satisfactory employment of men and money which could be found.”79
Apart from accounts of actual expeditions, children’s works were among the most
prevalent indicators of how the Arctic endured as proving grounds for males even as its
foreboding image diminished. They made the wonders of the Arctic environment
accessible to everyday people and young boys were the most likely Arctic protagonists.
In The Stone Chest, a seventeen-year-old “Bob” set off for Siberia to find his
shipwrecked father. Along the way, with his mother and the captain’s daughter, the crew
experienced harrowing icebergs, fierce polar bears, and mad kidnappers. In the end, they
staved off aggressive Inuit, rescued their father, and returned home with a chest full of
treasure.80 The Fur Seal’s Tooth conveyed a similar boy’s tale. At seventeen years old,
protagonist Phil Ryder journeyed to Alaska. Ryder, a natural athlete, hunter, and
woodsman, was described as “manly a young fellow as one would be apt to discover in a
long day’s journey.” However, he lacked wisdom and consideration, qualities he found
in his Russian companion Serge who hailed from Sitka, Alaska. By adopting Serge’s
noble qualities, this “manly young” Phil found, in the Arctic, the attributes that made him
better-rounded as a man.81
These types of stories hit the shelves in endless quantity. In Among the Eskimo,
or Adventures under the Arctic Circle, author Edward Sylvester Ellis told of two teenage
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boys stranded on an iceberg off the coast of Greenland with a seasoned 40-year-old
sailor. After braving encounters with polar bears, colliding icebergs, charging musk-ox,
voracious wolves, and endless blizzards, a friendly group of Inuit (“genuine Esquimaux,
the real wild men of Greenland”) delivered the trio to safety.82
In Boy Scouts Beyond the Arctic Circle or Lost Expedition by G. Harvey
Ralphson (1913), a group of four Boy Scouts journey to the Arctic regions in search of a
lost ship and an unknown secret it held. Although they were minors, two of the boys
were employed by the United States secret service. Their story began in a sweltering day
in New York City. While bemoaning the torrid heat, they encountered a friend “Sailor
Green” who told a wild tale about his lone survival on an Arctic journey that supposedly
lost all of its other men. After hearing Green’s tale, Ned Nestor, one of the young secret
service agents, received orders to return to the Arctic in search of those unknown secrets.
With excitement, they exclaimed “[we’re] going on a Boy Scout expedition to the Arctic
regions!”83 All five of them travelled to the North and encountered polar bears, jagged
icebergs, walruses, and a treacherous Inuit boy who was born at the 1893 World’s Fair in
Chicago. They battled the elements and raced against enemies to find a cairn and unearth
its hidden secrets that could damage the security of the U.S. The boy heroes recovered
the secrets, which turned out to be documentation that jeopardized the U.S.’s national
security, and returned to the U.S. triumphant and without a scratch.84
The works of Edward Stratemeyer provide perfect examples of the transformative
power of the Arctic for boys. Stratemeyer specialized in boy’s novels. The First at the
North Pole tells the story of seventeen year-old Andy Graham, a boy of “medium height,
but with a well-developed chest and muscles.” Andy was an orphan and he lived with his
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lazy uncle Josiah in the woods of Maine. His friend Chet Greene had also lost his father
at a young age, but the boy believed he was still alive.85 While off hunting one day, the
duo came to the aid of an injured Barwell Dawson, a bachelor hunter who was planning a
trip to the North Pole. Dawson predictably took the boys with him on his journey, where
they fought polar bears, battled crushing ice, endured crazy crewmembers, hunted
walruses, and encountered mutinous Inuit. Their hard work paid off, and they finally
reached the North Pole just after Peary attained it. On returning south, Chet reunited with
his lost father who had survived a shipwreck and returned home in search of his son. 86
Stratemeyer’s Dave Porter in the Arctic North: The Pluck of an American
Schoolboy contains similar motifs. Dave Porter, like Andy and Chet, believed he was
parentless. Dave, who was “well built and his muscles were those of a youth used to hard
work and a life in the open air,” lived in a poorhouse until age nine. At that young age, a
benefactor took pity on him and supported him by paying for an education at a
prestigious boarding school.87 On a tip, Dave and his friend Roger traveled to London
and later to Christiana, Norway to find his long-lost father and sister. Once Dave learned
that his father was on the “Lapham Hausermann Expedition” north, he and Roger
followed the expedition’s footsteps. After they fought off a pack of wolves, weathered a
fierce storm, and plummeted into a crevasse, Dave discovered his injured father who had
fallen over a cliff. The two escaped the clutches of a terrifying polar bear before
returning to the U.S. safely.88 Father and son soon learned that sister Laura was in the
United States, but they never met up with her, providing a convenient loose end to lead
into the next Dave Porter novel.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, as the nineteenth century transitioned into the twentieth, the meaning that
the Arctic held for Americans changed significantly. While its popularity continued,
there was an ebb and flow of female participation in the Arctic which mirrored societal
trends at home. Despite a general lack of participation by women in Arctic activities in
the twentieth century’s earliest years, both before and after women used their domesticity
to challenge that environment as a male only world. They did that through travels,
writing, and activities at home in ways that were generally socially acceptable. While
women challenged those boundaries, the press contradictorily praised them for their
exceptionality and claimed that female travelers retained their feminine nature. For men,
the Arctic continued as a destination that reinforced manhood even as it became more
open to all.
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CHAPTER THREE
AMERICAN IMPRESSIONS OF THE INUIT
The obituary of Lars Moller in The Arena described him as an anomaly. By the
time of his death in 1903, he bore the distinction of being the “editor of the world’s most
northerly newspaper.” His editorial interests began when Swedish explorer Adolf Eric
Nordenskiold befriended this full-blooded Inuit man during an Arctic expedition. “Under
the savage exterior of the Eskimo,” one article noted, “the Swedish explorer discovered a
‘humble and a contrite heart’.” This chance meeting transformed Moller from a “shaggy
man of the wilds” to a determined newspaper editor. Nordenskiold introduced Moller to
the basic alphabet, taught him how to read, and exposed him to journalism. While Moller
dreamt of starting his own newspaper in Greenland, Nordenskiold shipped a small
printing press, ink, paper, types, and other supplies to him. When Moller finally printed
his first paper, he had to deliver it by sled. While visiting “his benighted Eskimo
brethren,” the Inuit newspaperman “started to teach them what he had learned . . . sowing
seeds of thought and virtue in the virgin soil of minds.”1
The story of Lars Moller is indicative of a gradual shift in American perspectives
of the Arctic and the Inuit. Just as a 1903 article posthumously praised Moller for
“scaling with a few bounds the rounds of the evolutionary ladder,” the respect that
Americans had for Inuit techniques and ways was beginning to fade. It was slowly
replaced with assimilation success stories and worries about Inuit extinction.
One way to explain this shift that the Inuit underwent in American perceptions is
through the terms “Inuit mystique” and “Inuit exoticism.” As discussed in the
Introduction, this dissertation uses the term Inuit mystique to denote the qualities of the
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Inuit people that mystified and drew the respect of Americans. This included the respect
of both explorers in the field and commentators in the U.S. That mystique formed the
basis for American beliefs that Inuit held exceptional qualities that set them apart from
other indigenous groups. On the other hand, as the Arctic became a less foreboding
place, exoticism slowly replaced the Inuit mystique. Inuit exoticism is a term used in this
work to reference the objectification of the Inuit and the stripping from their image of
their inherent unique strengths. As the Arctic environment became more open and
accessible, American explorers and commentators increasingly promoted the assimilation
of the Inuit or the documentation of their traits, as they appeared to be on the path to
extinction. The source of that change, from mystique to exoticism, was changes in how
Americans perceived the Arctic environment.

Inuit in the Golden Age of American Exploration
The story of Samuel Entrikin alluded to the ambivalence white explorers felt
towards the indigenous peoples of Greenland. In some respects, the racial classifications
of the late nineteenth century framed the relationship that Entrikin and other explorers
had with the Inuit. However, a much more striking and dominant feature of their
relationship was the amount of respect that white explorers expressed for the Inuit despite
the prevalence of Americans’ bigoted views towards any non-white race.
If one branches out from Entrikin’s specific experiences to examine American
popular culture during this time frame, the same pattern is evident. The Inuit mystique
was the dominant feature of any description of the Inuit. In both popular and scientific
sources that compared them to other groups, such as Native Americans, African
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Americans, and Asians, theorists recognized the Inuit as an exceptional race of people.
Their uniqueness was based on the extraordinary environment that defined Inuit character
and perpetuated the Inuit mystique, all while holding onto subtle notions of white racial
superiority.
That mystique is clearly evident in children’s fiction. The 1894 children’s
fictional story “On A Glacier in Greenland” opened with Kywingwa, a twelve-year-old
Inuit boy who possessed unusual abilities. The precocious boy had “unconsciously
acquired a knowledge of human nature beyond his years.” The story included a white
man who lived nearby named Arhiveh. One day, Arhiveh sent the Inuit boy Kywingwa
off hunting for a particular butterfly with a prize if he returned with the specimen. The
young boy encountered dangers and found himself far from home without any provisions.
However, this did not worry him, as “he had been hungry, lame, and astray many times
before.” When Arhiveh came looking for him, it was the white man Arhiveh that almost
died when he slipped into an icy glacier stream and Kywingwa saved him from being
swept away.2
A closer glance at the article reveals an odd grammatical configuration. The Inuit
boy used full sentences, with phrases such as “I will try if I can hit a little auk with a
stone.” The white man, however, spoke in fragments like a stereotyped native. “I not talk
Eskimo,” Arhiveh exclaimed at the end of the story, “you go whiteman’s igloo – I give
you plenty pusheemuts.”3 This odd role reversal points to the ambivalence about the
Inuit as in Samuel Entrikin’s experiences. In the Arctic, the exigencies of dealing with
the extreme environment made the white explorers, or white resident Ariveh in this case,
appear unskilled, soft, and helpless. He relied on the ingenuity of the Inuit, or a twelve-
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year-old Kywingwa, to show him how to live in the extreme environment.
Other authors wove together tales that lauded the Inuit for exemplary behavior.
Their lack of wastefulness in cleaning seal, for instance, provided a lesson in
resourcefulness. For an example in true courage and humility, one author highlighted the
skilled Eskimo hunter in his kayak, to whom it never occurs “that he is performing feats
of heroism.”4 In Among the Eskimo, Ellis’s half-bred and full-bred Inuit provided the
know-how and wherewithal to escape the Arctic’s harsh elements. Frederick Schwatka’s
Children of the Cold shared his experiences living with the Inuit and echoed the same
sentiments as other authors. Not only were the Inuit “the most happy, cheerful, and
merry people on the globe” but their “labor and patience” provided valuable lessons for
all Americans. 5
The Seven Little Sisters books by Jane Andrews, intended for young children,
depicted the Inuit as both clever and perpetually happy. Originally published in 1861,
and reprinted numerous times through the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Seven
Little Sisters Who Live on the Round Ball that Floats in the Air tells the tale of seven girls
from different climates and racial backgrounds in a spirit of global unity. Agoonack, the
“Eskimo Sister,” lived among a primitive but cheerful people, with round houses, odd
clothing, and strange lights in the sky. It was cold at her home, but as Andrews
described, “they are happy children there, and kind fathers and mothers, and [enjoy] the
merriest sliding on the very best ice and snow.”6 In her second Seven Little Sisters
book, Seven Little Sisters Prove their Sisterhood, Agoonack received an array of lifechanging goods from white men, such as knives, needles, and thread. Metek,
Agoonack’s father was invited to hunt for a ship over the next several months with his
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family aboard. When the ship wrecked and they ended up on an ice cake, Metek built
igloos and hunted for seal to save the white men. Eventually, they were saved by a
steamer that took them to the U.S. At the end, Andrews explained to the reader that it
was the white man who brought these Inuit all good things, including Christianity and
knowledge. The book also taught that the Inuit and other native groups have gifts to offer
humanity as well, since Agoonack’s father built the snow houses and hunted seal that
saved the white men’s lives.7
In an American age when technology and human progression were considered
paramount, middle-class American media presented the Inuit as paragons of
craftsmanship and ingenuity. For instance, Dr. J. M. Mills, surgeon on the Peary Relief
Expedition of 1892, was so impressed with the Inuit that he devoted a full length sevenpage article in Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly to them. Mills pontificated about how
Inuit eschewed theft and showered their children and wives with affection. He lauded
them at length, noting that “they did not care for jewelry or fancy stuffs, as [was the case]
with most savage races,” but “are extremely good-humored, easy-tempered people, easily
amused, and fond of ridiculing everything.” Beyond their jolly disposition, they were
also “bright and intelligent, quick of apprehension, and have excellent memories.”8
Similar comments came from G.R. Putnam of the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, in an 1897 account of his journey with Robert Peary. Putman echoed
Mills, explaining, that “[although] their wealth seemed very meager, they appeared to be
among the happiest of peoples.” Putnam spoke of their skilled harpoon use and praised
them as ingenious, clever, and resourceful people. All the while, however, he imbued
them with a lower racial rank, as he called them “childlike” even as he recognized their
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positive attributes.9 Six years earlier, when Bowdoin College students and their
professor, Leslie A. Lee, encountered the Inuit of Labrador in 1891, they too praised the
Inuit for their cleverness. “The race as a whole is exceedingly ingenious,” author and
explorer Jonathan Cilley commented, “quick to learn, handy with tools, and also ready at
mastering musical instruments.”10
The Inuit mystique, as reflected in actual accounts and fiction, derived from the
“scientific” assessments of experts in the field. In an era when science informed the
public through museums and the expansion of anthropology, ethnology, and archaeology,
popular scientific writers set the Inuit apart from other native groups. Some of the most
respected scientists of the time regarded the Inuit as an exceptional group that somehow
transcended the savage, barbarian, and civilized progression that dominated latenineteenth-century thought.
Experts in the young discipline of anthropology focused much of their scientific
efforts on the study of racial origins. Through determining origin, scholars believed that
they could better understand scientific differences and classify various races. Coupled
with behavioral observations, these scientific classifications would then inform the public
about such differences. Most all agreed that the Inuit displayed exceptional
characteristics and that their origins provided the basis for that uniqueness. Several
theorists posited that the Inuit were a distinct race apart from any other. One article on
skull types contrasted them to “negroid,” white, and Australian aborigine. Other
scientists commented that the Inuit were not Asiatic in origin, but came from “the land
between Hudson’s Bay and Southern Alaska” and migrated out from this area. “In this
way the Labrador Eskimo of the vicinity of Hudson Bay,” claimed W. H. L. Duckworth,
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“may be very pure representatives of the Eskimo race, which is distinct from other
American races, and displays some characteristics of the Ugrian race.”11 Henrik Rink’s
1890 study in the Journal of Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland
suggested the possible Asiatic origin of Inuit, who may have crossed the Bering Strait on
kayaks.12 This was well before the widely accepted theory that all indigenous life in the
Americas originated by way of a land bridge or migration from Asia via the Bering Strait.
Scientist A. H. Keane cited significant differences between the Inuit and other indigenous
counterparts in North America. In some areas, he claimed, there had been some racial
intermingling, but “elsewhere the Innuit and Karalik (Western and Eastern Eskimo) have
kept entirely aloof, nowhere amalgamating with the Red Man.”13
Daniel Brinton, one of America’s preeminent anthropologists of the time, wrote
The American Race in an attempt to classify “the whole American race” based on
language. Brinton classified the Inuit along with the “North Atlantic Group,” one of five
such general groupings in the Americas. He countered the theory that they migrated out
of Asia by the Bering Strait. Instead, he claimed, they settled from the West near Alaska,
or more likely, south of the Hudson Bay. From there, Brinton claimed, they migrated
north and west under the pressure of enemies. Brinton posited that they were purely
American, not Asian in origin as some proposed, and that the Inuit in Asia had no relation
to those in America. Similarly, anthropologists Franz Boas and John Murdoch believed
that their “primal home” was south of the Hudson Bay, from which they dispersed.14
Despite his varying theories about their American origins, Brinton’s description
of the Inuit people clearly set them apart from other “races” in the Americas. He wrote of
their “cheerful temperament,” “ingenuity,” and ability to “live and thrive” despite the
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hardships of Arctic life. He lauded them for their tools, musical talent, poems, songs,
religion, and picture-writing which was “greatly superior to any found north of
Mexico.”15 Compared to Brinton’s description other groups, the contrast between the
Inuit and others is quite stark. When he outlined the traits of the “Algonkins,” Iroquois,
Pawnee, Sioux, and Yuma, for instance, he lauded their physical endurance, longevity,
intelligence, and craftsmanship, but avoided any mention of moral character like he did
with the Inuit.16
Brinton’s earlier work Races and Peoples (1890), a compilation of lectures that he
delivered to the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, echoed these same
sentiments. In that work, he stated about the Inuit:
They usually have a cheerful, lively disposition, and are much given to stories,
songs, and laughter. Neither the long nights of the polar zone, nor the cruel cold
of the winters, dampened their glee. Before deterioration by contact with the
whites, according to Brinton, they were truthful and honest.
Brinton, in conclusion, felt that their “intelligence in many directions was remarkable,
and they invented and improved many mechanical devices in advance of any other tribes
of the race.”17 His final statement about “deterioration” due to white contact
foreshadowed the worries about loss of Inuit culture, which was an anxiety that became
dominant in the early twentieth century.
The contemporary ethnologists J. C. H. King and Henrietta Lidchi discuss this
tendency of white observers to contrast the Inuit with other indigenous populations in
their edited compilation Imaging the Arctic (1998). Lidchi and King take an historical
perspective on the uniqueness of the native peoples from Alaska, Greenland, and Arctic
Canada. In contrast to American Indians, “for the Eskimoan peoples, there were no
equivalent cycles of violence and romanticism, no clash between the urban and frontier
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understanding.” The Arctic came late to the American mind, they claim, as the
geography was, quite literally, one of the last frontiers. While other native groups
appeared to fade from the “Noble Savage” model, “in a very real sense, native peoples in
the Arctic remained Noble Savages in a way that American Indians did not.”18
This ambivalence is also stressed by Shari M. Huhndorf’s Going Native: Indians
in the American Cultural Imagination. Although Huhndorf’s post-colonial approach to
the Inuit is flawed in many ways, her understanding of the Inuit place in American racial
perceptions is germane. “Unlike Africans or American Indians,” Huhndorf asserts,
“Eskimos were not assigned a clear racial space.” “Often categorized as racially ‘other’
and thus inferior to Westerners,” she continues, “Eskimos have also been viewed by
many as being racially ‘white’.”19 This ambivalence was deep-seated, from Brinton and
his works to popular literature.
Daniel Brinton and his colleagues set apart the Inuit as exceptional, as different; a
group of people that had somehow achieved a peacefulness and ingenuity unsurpassed by
other indigenous peoples. Not quite savage, but not quite civilized, anthropologists
viewed them as something different entirely, shaped by their unusual environment. This
was the backdrop against which polar explorers came into contact with these exceptional
people. For a nation in search for a revitalized rugged identity, the Inuit were truly
exceptional and embodied characteristics admired by white American society. The
environment defined this relationship and the American popular media promoted,
magnified, and perpetuated those notions. Over time, however, the Inuit mystique
dissipated as American respect for the Inuit and their abilities diminished.
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The Inuit Removed from the Arctic Environment
The existence of the Inuit mystique is most apparent when the Inuit were literally
removed from the Arctic environment. Outside of the Arctic, Inuit people became a
powerless spectacle to behold in American eyes. Many were brought to the U.S. and
upon arrival they appeared to have lost their mystique despite intense curiosity from
onlookers. The display of Inuit at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair exemplifies this
tendency for white Americans to depict the Inuit as weak when they were removed from
their environment.
The idea to have Inuit and other indigenous populations on display had precedent
at the Paris' Exposition Universelle of 1889. The Paris Exposition had included a
“colonial city,” which displayed 182 indigenous people from Asia and America in
simulated villages.20 Encouraged by the success of the Paris Expo, entrepreneurs W.D.
Vincent and Ralph G. Taber of Spokane, Washington commissioned an Arctic expedition
to recruit Inuit for an “Eskimo Village” at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition. The
expedition located most of the exposition’s twelve families in sections of Labrador that
were heavily populated by Moravian missions. Two families, however, came from areas
further north in more remote portions of Labrador. The group arrived at the fairgrounds
six months before the exposition’s May 1893 opening but the “Eskimo Village” opened
prior to the fair’s official opening and drew wide acclaim. The Inuit village featured a
Topek (lodge), sledge dogs, dwellings, and a pond to demonstrate kayak and oomiak
paddling.21
Although press coverage of the World’s Colombian Exposition in 1893 noted
limited instances of Inuit resourcefulness, there was also much criticism of the Inuit at the
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fair.22 For instance, a July 1893 article in Current Literature, described the “yellow face”
of a female Inuit woman at the 1893 World’s Colombian Exposition. She was childlike,
a “youthful savage” who exhibited simple qualities. “The Eskimo,” the article stated, “is
not a child of many moods.”23 A poem entitled “A Real Little Eskimo Boy,” published
the next year, echoed these same sentiments. The poem, next to a sketch of an Inuit boy
holding a whip, told the tale of the boy:
All the way down from the Pole he came,
With a sealskin suit and a yard of a name,
That each little everyday boy might know
How a little boy looks who’s an Eskimo,
Think of a boy who’s as big as that,
and never has tasted a thing but fat,
And oil, and blubber, and reindeer steak
who never has heard of a buckwheat cake!24
There was no respect, no reverence for the boy’s skill, as seen in other stories like that of
Kywingwa and the white man Ariveh in “On a Glacier in Greenland.” Instead, as a
spectacle, the boy was reduced to a state of humility.
Further evidence of this lack of respect comes from the general treatment by the
concession company that ran the village. At the Chicago World’s Fair the group of
Labrador Inuit survived with meager shelter and food and withstood a measles outbreak
in the winter of 1892-1893. When the winter weather broke, the concession company
forced them to wear their furs in warm weather and even used the Exposition’s police
force, the Columbian Guards, to enforce the rule. The Inuit group went to court against
the concessionaire in April 1893 and a judge ordered them released from the confines of
the fair. By the end of that month, much of the group left and formed their own Eskimo
Village outside of the fairgrounds.25 At the fair’s closing, they were returned to
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Newfoundland, leaving them to traverse the remaining 800 miles to their home in
Labrador.26
Other American world’s fairs demonstrated this same type of denigration. Jim
Zwick’s recent study Inuit Entertainers in the United States chronicles changing
American views towards the Inuit who came to the U.S. at the turn of the century. In
displays at the Chicago World’s Fair and subsequent expositions, show managers placed
the Inuit on display with other native groups to demonstrate racial progress, from savage
to civilized. As was the case with the Chicago instance, fair organizers and entertainment
managers treated the Inuit poorly. This pattern continued throughout their display in
various expositions, which often displayed them in stereotypical roles. This included the
California Midwinter Exposition (1894), Atlanta Cotton States Exposition (1895), PanAmerican Buffalo Exposition (1900), South Carolina and Interstate and West Indies
Exposition (1901), and Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904). Organizers coerced the
Inuit into stereotypical performances of everyday things, such as wearing their heavy fur
clothing throughout the summer. Unable to cope with the climate and microbial changes,
many of the Inuit died in Chicago and other venues. Despite fanfare about their arrival,
newly-born Inuit babies in the U.S. rarely survived.27 This apparent physical weakness
exacerbated the public’s already derogatory attitude towards the native northerners. It
made them appear even more subhuman and undeserving of American respect. Instead,
they received mostly pity and disdain.
One of the most extreme and well-publicized instance of the Inuit suffering in the
U.S. had nothing to do with world’s fairs. In 1896, Robert Peary brought six Inuit to the
U.S. at the request of Franz Boas and the American Museum of Natural History. Peary
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recruited six members of the Inughuit – the northernmost tribe of Inuit from Greenland –
including a young boy, Minik, and his father Qisuk. Upon arrival in New York, museum
officials placed the group in the basement of the American Museum of Natural History.
Although hidden away in a basement chamber, curiosity drove the public to peer down at
the Inuit through a ceiling grate in their room. When all of the Inuit became ill,
newspapers belittled their healing techniques, which consisted of peculiar singing and
gestures.28 Upon the death of Qisuk, the American Museum of Natural History mounted
his skeleton on display. To the spectators, once removed from his environment, the Inuit
man became nothing but a specimen, and he was no different than the bones brought back
from looted Inuit graves.29 Three others perished as well and one returned to Greenland,
but nine-year-old Minik stayed. Eventually, after twelve years of living in the United
States, Minik renounced his American life and returned to Greenland as a young man
awkwardly caught between two worlds. He again returned to the United States in 1916
and died in 1918 from the global flu epidemic.
The life of Minik has similarities with the story of Ishi, a Yahi Native American
who emerged from the woods of California in summer 1911. After years of living in the
shadows of white society and often in conflict with it, Ishi voluntarily turned himself over
to the sheriff of Oroville, a small town in northern California. The Yahi man was
emaciated and exhausted and sought nothing but relief. Ishi was believed to have been
the last Native American who lived in the wild and was dubbed the “last lost Indian” by
the San Francisco Examiner. He became a media star and his image met, as author
Douglas Casuax Sackman states in Wild Men: Ishi and Kroeber in the Wilderness of
Modern America, “the growing demand of romantic images of Indians in the first decades
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of the twentieth century.” He was whisked away to the University of California,
Berkeley’s Museum of Anthropology, where anthropologist Alfred Kroeber took him in.
Kroeber, who as a young anthropologist at Columbia was involved in the Minik debacle,
deliberately sought to protect Ishi from the media. Despite his attempts to keep Ishi’s life
out of the media spotlight and study him from a purely scientific standpoint, museum
goers simply wished to catch a glimpse of the “wild man of Oroville.” Ironically, while
Americans consumed the image of Ishi as a representation of a lost American wildness,
Ishi fell in love with the comforts of western society and even initially refused a short
study trip back to the wilderness. Ishi became a popular resident of the city and did not
appear to mind being the center of attention.30
Like Minik, despite attempts to keep his life in white society as a scientific study,
the public viewed Ishi as both as a vestige of primitive traits lost by white society and a
means to document and preserve a doomed culture. However, their stories have vastly
different results. Ishi lived curious and content in white society until his death five years
after emerging from the woods. He had willingly given up his native life to live among a
nearby white society. On the other hand, Minik was brought as a boy from over a
thousand miles away to study as a scientific specimen. Over his lifetime, he grew bitter
about the experiences, which left him with a split identity.
The story of the Inuit boy Pomiuk, one of the Chicago World’s Fair’s participants,
demonstrates this same tendency to disparage the Inuit most when they were removed
from their native environment. Pomiuk had a tragic childhood in Greenland. After the
murder of his father, Chief Kaiouchouak, Pomiuk’s mother followed Inuit tradition by
giving her children away. Pomiuk was adopted by a medicine man named Semigak, who
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had three wives.31 Semigak and his family, including Pomiuk, were among those
recruited to participate in the Chicago World’s Fair. Despite these tragic circumstances,
Pomiuk’s boyhood prior to his trip to the U.S. was, according to one source, full of
excitement and happiness. Unlike “American boys,” Pomiuk made his own snowshoes,
fashioned bows from birch, and sewed his boots watertight.32 Boys like him in Labrador,
the publication continued, were fortunate because they were able to do “every day the
things for which men of wealth in America in their brief vacations spend large sums of
money in the way of sport” -- hunting caribou and seal, fishing, and dog sledding. This
was the “busy, happy childhood of Pomiuk” before leaving for Chicago in 1893.33
The family arrived in Boston in October 1892 along with the eleven other
families. They quickly moved to Chicago where they inhabited the Eskimo Village
through the winter of 1892-1893 before the fair opened.34 Although most of the families
had revolted in April 1893, establishing their own concession outside of the fairgrounds,
Pomiuk’s family remained inside the fairgrounds at the original Eskimo Village. The boy
quickly became a main attraction on the fairgrounds. He was popular with crowds for his
“snap the whip” trick, which he performed by snapping up a coin from the ground with
his long dog whip.35
Sadly, Pomiuk injured his leg playing a game while stationed at the Eskimo
Village. The boy and his adopted family returned to Labrador following the fair, but his
leg never healed properly. It was there, in Labrador, that missionary Dr. Wilfred T.
Grenfell discovered the injured boy who was on the verge of death. The poor child
grabbed the sympathetic heart of Dr. Grenfell. The doctor operated on the Pomiuk’s leg
and the boy remained under the care of nurses and doctors at the Deep Sea Mission in
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Labrador.
Readers in the United States, despite their geographical distance, followed
Pomiuk’s story with great interest. A series in The Congregationalist magazine traced
Pomiuk’s recovery from surgery. Parents wrote in from Ohio, Illinois, Massachusetts,
and Connecticut telling of their evening prayers with their children for Pomiuk. The
children collected pennies at their churches and sent them to Battle Harbor to pay for his
care.36 When Pomiuk died in 1897, readers of The Congregationalist mourned the loss of
this boy who “a little over two years ago was eating raw walrus and utterly ignorant of all
good things.”37 Despite Pomiuk’s spirit, it was his time and injury in America that turned
him into a pitiful, diseased boy requiring paternal white assistance. The booklet Pomiuk:
A Waif of Labrador published after his death admitted this regrettable transformation:
“there is something sad, however, about the exhibiting of human beings as objects of
curiosity and it was especially pathetic to think that had not Pomiuk come to America, he
would perhaps never have been injured.”38
From the Eskimo Village at the World’s Columbian Exposition to Minik, the
American press described the Inuit as simple and childlike when they were removed from
their environment. In other words, it was the Inuit’s relationship with their environment
that made them so attractive and noble. Once removed from that environment, they
became nothing more than uncivilized natives to white middle class Americans. They
appeared to lose the skill, cleverness, and resourcefulness that made them so laudable in
their own environment. The Inuit mystique which attracted white explorers and the
American press to them was stripped in the U.S. This contrast reinforced the
“difference” between the Inuit and their Native American counterparts. It was not a set
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of specific inherent cultural traits that upheld their nobility, but rather the mysterious,
invigorating Arctic environment. For mainstream American society, that same
environment that shaped the Inuit could also imbue them with those same noble traits.

New Views of the Inuit
During the twentieth century’s first decade, popular accounts, fictional stories,
and expedition biographies began to portray the Inuit differently than in past years.
These stories demystified the Arctic and made it appear less threatening, less awesome
than the nineteenth-century Arctic. As the environment appeared tamer than earlier
decades, the Inuit people began to lose their power in white Americans’ eyes. No longer
a standard to uphold and draw inspiration from because of their mastery over a terrifying
environment, narratives removed the Inuit from the scene or portrayed them as destitute,
assimilated, or on the brink of extinction.
As for the Inuit, the American public still viewed them as noble and amicable, but
discussions of their virtues began to take on the tone of elegies. Like other native groups,
public concern mounted about the effects of assimilation and their contact with whites.
No longer the ultimate masters of the environment, the Inuit began to lose their mystique.
Americans tended to reduce them to an altruistic but piteous group in danger of
extinction. Some theorists assumed they would either succumb to assimilation or the
corrupting effects of moneyed economies, such as tobacco and alcohol addiction.39
The story Hans the Eskimo by Christina Scandlin demonstrates the changing
depictions of the Inuit in Arctic narratives. First published in 1903, the book chronicles
the life of Hans Cristian as he accompanied Elisha Kent Kane on his second Grinnell
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expedition of 1853-1855. Despite his prominent place in the title, Hans Cristian, “an
Eskimo of Fiskenaes, Greenland,” was not the main character of the book.40 The
majority of the work focused on the heroism of Kane, told by Hans to his son Tobias. As
Hans exclaimed “Everyone loved Kane!” - a selfless, tireless, and strong leader.41
Instead of extolling the attributes of the Inuit, as earlier accounts had, this book focused
on the Inuit man’s praise for Kane’s toughness. “Dr. Kane was everywhere,” the work
continued, “helping in one piece of work, suggesting in another, and then hurrying away
for an hour or two to a steep rocky island.” Kane stood as a “persevering, resolute man,
and did not easily give up what he had undertaken.” At one point, Kane even counseled
Hans during a debilitating case of homesickness.42
Just as Hans praised Kane’s character, he also admired Kane’s equipment, goods,
and homeland. He marveled at the beauty and comfort of the ship’s cabin – the lights,
stove, games, books, and instruments.43 Holidays and sports from the “Happy
Southland” (i.e. the United States) intrigued Hans when he described the world outside of
the Arctic to his son Tobias.44 All of this left Tobias yearning to “go sailing away and
away to the Southland.”45 Although he was the narrator of the work, Hans sank into the
story’s background and became a shadowy sideline to Kane’s brilliance. The book’s
message was that Kane, a white man, was a superior, noble, and brave human. Hans
admired him and his ways, while Inuit children, described by Scandlin, yearned for the
excitement, pleasures, and comforts of living outside the Arctic. The author’s explicit
purpose for writing the book was to expose the superiority of life outside of the Arctic by
bringing “the lives of the little children of the cold North nearer to the more fortunate
children of the South”46
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Mary E. Smith’s Eskimo Stories carries with it a similar educational message for
children of the U.S. In this 1902 work, Smith, of the Jenner School in Chicago, used the
example of the Inuit life to broaden young readers’ understanding of their own lives. She
did that by drawing comparisons and contrasts between her readers’ circumstances and
those of the Inuit. Mary’s story was not the inspiring narrative of clever Inuit, but rather
an account of “primitive man” providing lessons in “the struggle for existence.” By
comparing their own experiences to those of the Inuit, she aimed to show readers how
they could improve their own character. Smith aimed to teach white children about
universal principles of production and the value of hard labor.47 She drew parallels
between Inuit tools and industrial factory equipment and discussed the joys of producing
with the labor of their own hands. For instance, she compared a bowstring drill used to
bore a hole through ivory to how “big belts turn factory wheels” and described the
satisfaction gained from collecting moss for their oil lamp.48 More laudatory of the Inuit
than Hans the Eskimo, the main purpose of the work was to turn American children into
industrious little workers.
The 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis provides further insight into
these newer attitudes. Unlike the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition which located the
Eskimo Village in an isolated section of the fair away from other groups, the Eskimo
Village at the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition was in the Midway alongside
amusements such as animal shows, acrobats, and other recreated villages. Jim Zwick’s
Inuit Entertainers in the United States notes that the Eskimo Village had a “theatrical
nature” that mimicked similar displays at Coney Island, and other recent expositions,
complete with fake ice structures.49
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The Louisiana Purchase Exposition emphasized both the exotic nature of Inuit
and possibilities for their Americanization. Columbia, for instance, the child born at the
1893 world’s fair and raised by her itinerant mother Esther, symbolized a new view of the
Inuit. The girl, who had learned to read and write English, was presented at the 1904 fair
as a sensational Americanization success story.50 With Columbia and other assimilation
examples, Zwick notes further changes in how the “Inuit were perceived in the United
States more than a decade after their initial arrival in Boston.” Citing a New York Times
article, Zwick claims, “they were ‘Strange People’ in 1892, but their repeated
performances at world’s fairs, expositions, Coney Island, state fairs and other venues
helped to make them familiar, and their achievements began to be noticed.”51 A story in
Century Illustrated Magazine noted that “the Eskimo Children are a merry lot, less stolid
than their parents.” They enjoyed playing at their new temporary home, the article
continued, and took “kindly too, to, a less strenuous life than they have enjoyed in
Labrador and British Columbia, from whence they come.”52 Even their once noteworthy
body odor appeared to be gone. As the New York Times reported, their homes at the fair
were “sweet and wholesome” and they continuously washed their clothes with “no
offensive odor noticeable,” despite their close quarters.53 Although the press recognized
their achievements, the criteria of their nobility shifted. Unlike the reports from prior
years that praised them for their Inuit ways, early-twentieth-century success was based
more on their ability to assimilate and be productive in the U.S.
Another contributing factor to the decline of the Inuit’s image stemmed from
pessimistic views about their future. Like other indigenous groups in the U.S. and
beyond, Americans held a general notion that the Inuit were gradually going extinct.
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Writers still emphasized decades-old general ideas about primitive Inuit making the best
of their lot, playing games, sledding, dancing, and playing with hand-made toys. And
some sources continued to focus on their lack of civilization, such as a 1904 Harper’s
Bazaar cartoon entitled “Christmas Eve in the Arctic: Why the Eskimo’s Christmas Tree
was not Lighted.” The cartoon showed four Inuit figures alongside a seal and polar bear,
all six of them putting the Christmas candles in their mouths (Figure 5). There was,
however, another new strain of thought - that the Inuit would soon be extinct or, if not,
become totally subsumed by modern society. As one Youth’s Companion article about
Alaska Eskimos claimed, “the fates seem to be against them, as they were against the
Indians of our own country.”54 Another source, a poem about the destruction of the Inuit
in Puck, opened with a quote from Wilfred T. Grenfell, stating “The Eskimo as a race is
doomed” because “the white man is killing him with liquor and vices.” The poem that
followed, entitled “Lo, the Poor Indian, Advises” made comparisons between the
experiences of a Native American named Lo and the sad fate that awaited the Inuit. It
read:
Don’t murmur, little Eskimos,
Your Case is like your brother Lo’s
He, too, has borne upon his back
The burden of the brown and black.
On us the White Man’s blandishments
Have fallen like a pestilence
We’ve reaped, we aborigines,
A dismal harvest of disease.
But palaces and churches stand.
Where once was virgin forest land;
And what boots your immortal soul
When man draws nearer to the Pole,
He’s killing you with rum and vice,
But he is conquering the ice,
That he may sometime proudly say,
When as a race you’ve passed away:
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“Of all save South I stand possessed;
There is no North, or East, or West,”
How trifling weighs your sacrifice
Your load of drunkenness and vice!
Brother, ‘tis fate. Hope not to stay
The Proud Caucasian on his way,
Seek not to block the White Man’s goal,
Nor check his progress to the Pole.55
The Inuit peoples described in this poem suffered from the same fate as the Native
American community – drunkenness, pestilence, and even the conquering of their land.
The Inuit no longer held a special place in the popular mind with their mystique. Instead,
as this poem demonstrates, they were lumped together with all other indigenous groups
with dismal prospects for the future.
The field of anthropology had a strong influence on these changes. In the 1890s,
works focused on the exceptional qualities of the Inuit and reports emphasized the
differences between them and other indigenous groups. However, by the new century’s
beginning, scholarly works began to focus on the same epidemic of extinction and/or
assimilation encountered by Native American groups. The respect and emulation of
earlier times was fading, replaced now by a drive to salvage the characteristics of a
disappearing culture.
The work of Knud Rasmussen, the half-Inuit, half-Danish ethnologist,
demonstrates the turn-of-the-century fear that Inuit peoples and culture were set on a
course of extinction. Rasmussen’s expeditions and writings centered on collecting and
recording the threatened characteristics of Inuit culture for future generations. His
People of the Polar North (1908) uncovered the mysteries of the so-called “Polar
Eskimos” of the far North, whom he interacted heavily with during the 1902-1904
“Danish Literary Expedition.” The introduction sets the book’s tone, exclaiming that
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Figure 5. “Christmas Eve in the Arctic,” Harper’s Bazaar, January 1904, vol. 38,
no. 1, 102. Courtesy of Google.
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Rasmussen did humanity a service by collecting this information because the Polar
Eskimos were on an inexorable course to extinction. As explained in the work, “They are
not a fertile race, and year by year, ravaged often by a mysterious and perhaps imported
sickness, and waging a perpetual war with Nature in her harshest mood, they are growing
perpetually fewer.”56 The work continued to assess the fate of other Inuit. The Cape
Yorkers and West Greenlanders, for instance, were not dying off as they had “already
learnt to appreciate the advantages of modern civilization.” This contact was erasing
folklore memories, eradicating their religious beliefs, and changing their way of thinking.
It marked “the death note of their unspoiled individuality.”57
A 1900 New York Evangelist report on an Alaskan mission further underscores
the new view of the Inuit. Instead of the excitement inferred from the lives of native
women in previous decades, this article deemed their lives “monotonous.” They only
cooked and sewed, spending most of the rest of their time sleeping and gossiping. There
were damp floors, “few appliances for housekeeping,” and they used the same towel for
washing dishes and the floor. Morally, the article claimed, the Inuit had little regard for
things. “Sins which in our esteem are aggravated,” it continued, “they account as
nothing.” Lying became acceptable for these Inuit and stealing was a laughable matter.
Instead of naturally productive and resourceful, the article reported “it was hard to make
the women industrious.”58
Other authors in the popular press focused on the corrupting forces of civilization,
which left Inuit without their original native prowess. As one 1906 Forest and Stream
article noted, “the Eskimo . . . had no proper idea of their hard fate until misfortune came
upon them in the shape of civilized man.”59 Another Forest and Stream account echoed
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these same sentiments three years later, claiming “[not] so many years ago these Eskimos
were genuinely primitive, capturing their food – the wild creatures of their wilderness.”
Now, however, “like all the other wild people of the globe, they have been corrupted” by
western goods and ways.60 Further south, a Christian Observer article noted, “the result
of contact with the white man is that the Eskimo is dying out on the Labrador.” 61
Expedition accounts reinforced this elegiac tone. In Conquering the Arctic Ice, the
official account of the Mikkelsen/Leffingwell “Anglo-American Expedition” of 19061907, Ernest Mikkelsen documented the squalid conditions the Alaskan Inuit endured.
The Inuit had lost their self-reliance, he claimed, and became dependent on whalers for
liquor, food, clothing, and other goods. “Starvation and disease,” the account reported,
“soon became the constant visitors of the villages in winter time” before missionaries
came in to heal their society.62
American sportsman Harry Whitney’s description of the Inuit in his famous book
Hunting with the Eskimos (1910) further reflects this shift. At first glance, his description
contains some of the same elements as those popular in earlier decades. He described
how their “round, smiling faces shone with grease and good nature . . . reflecting
childlike simplicity.”63 However, the reverential aspect of late-nineteenth-century
American attitudes towards the natives was missing. The respect, reverence and awe for
how they managed the environment were gone and there were no comments on their
resourcefulness and vigor.
Even though the explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson had immense admiration for the
Inuit, his 1910s lifestyle in the North differed greatly from the earlier respect that men
like Sam Entrikin showed the Inuit. He lived like the Inuit but not with the Inuit. Cyrus
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Adams, President of the American Association of Geographers proclaimed Stefansson “a
man of enormous strength and endurance” who lived off of the land and sea, as he
claimed he could, to thrive in the Arctic. Stefansson adopted Inuit ways as techniques
that any reasonable person could adopt and took them on in a formulaic way. He did not,
however, need the Inuit, like Peary. “Stefansson has proved, on a larger scale than any
other polar explorer,” Adams proposed, “that the blubber and oils of the animals he killed
would amply provide all the fuel and light he need during the Winter night.” “He said
these commodities were good enough for the Eskimos,” he continued, “and he could
make them just as efficient as the Eskimos do.”64 The mystique of Inuit ways, it
appeared, had been appropriated by Stefansson in a way that removed the indigenous
peoples from their role as the ultimate masters of the Arctic environment.
Even the famous writer Jack London demonstrated the transitory nature of the
Arctic during this time. Jeanne Campbell Reesman’s Jack London’s Racial Lives
outlines the complex nature of London’s approach to race in his works, which reflected
his unusual upbringing and times. For London, whose mother was white but foster
mother was a former slave, race informed his authorship at all turns. As a result, his
works were inconsistent, often condescending and valorizing the same native peoples
simultaneously while he subscribed to the scientific racism of his time. Jack London’s
boy tales, in particular, were “outlandish tales” full of racialism “and race domination as
conditions of the boys’ battles for manhood.”65
Of course, London is most famous for his Klondike novels that led to his meteoric
fame in the twentieth century’s first decade. Soon after July 14, 1897, when forty
passengers on board the Excelsior arrived in San Francisco with no less than $3,000 each
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in gold from the Klondike, London found himself in Alaska’s upper reaches on the hunt
for his own gold. His experiences, coupled with his childhood and racial milieu of his
time, shaped his Klondike stories.
In Children of the Frost, a collection of fictional essays about the northern
wilderness, London was “able to analyze savage motives and methods,” as one
contemporary reviewer explained.66 The opening story introduced Professor and
adventurer Avery Van Brunt solitarily trudging across the wilds of Alaska. As he entered
a particular “unrecorded” Inuit village, his racial heritage gave him extraordinary
strength. As London described him, the first white man to enter this village, he “alone,
was full-blooded Saxon, and his blood was pounding fiercely through his veins to the
traditions of his race.” In the village, Van Brunt encountered Andree Fairfax, a man lost
in the Arctic for five years. Fairfax loved the simplicity of living with the natives and
never intended to leave. However, the discovery that his former love’s husband had died
convinced Fairfax to leave. 67
When analyzing Children of the Frost over one hundred years later, Reesman
notes “the idealized Indians” already possessed “all that London’s white conquers came
to the Northland to find; individual dignity, courage, contact with and adjustment to the
elemental strength of nature, and a sense of community within the tribe.” Yet, there was
an elegiac tone to the native’s plight that flavored the story with a sense of loss.68
London’s ambivalence and attitudes towards racial issues is best reflected in his
first novel, A Daughter of the Snows (1902). London held fairly progressive views
towards women, as was evident in his protagonist Frona Welse. Welse ventured off to
Alaska after attending college. Upon arrival in Dawson, Alaska, she encountered Matt
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McCarthy, who was an old family friend. Only twenty-years-old, she bragged to Matt of
her muscles, and ability to swing golf clubs, box, fence and “swim, and make high dives,
chin a bar twenty times, and – and walk on my hands.”69 More than representing her sex,
she was a representative of her race. During her adventures, the only thing consistent
about Welse was, as Reesman notes, her “Anglo Saxon Chauvinism.”70 Welse exuded
racial superiority and pontificated on the topic for pages in the book. She insisted that
white Anglo Saxons were “a race of doers and fighters, of global encirclers and
conquerors.” Her race was “persistent and resistant” and resolute in ways that the
“Indian, the Negro, or the Mongol,” she claimed, never would be.71
Even London’s classic Call of the Wild demonstrates his racial ambivalence.
This, London’s most famous work, symbolized the fight against the restriction of a
confining civilization. The book’s protagonist, the dog Buck, represented a slave in a
slave narrative, something London would have heard from his foster mother Virginia
Prentiss. The romantic and naturalistic elements of slave narratives ran throughout the
work. “Buck,” incidentally, was a racial term for a black man in the post-Civil War
years. The dog became a wolf just as a slave became a free man.72
London’s works reflect overlap and complexity of views towards indigenous
northerners. There was a broader persistence of limited praise for the Inuit, particularly
in their resourcefulness. However, in London’s time, the tragic Inuit as destitute or
assimilated natives generally replaced the Inuit mystique of previous decades. This
anthropological and popular view was so prevalent in the early twentieth century that it
further sapped the Arctic of its usefulness as a new frontier. If the Inuit were all dying or
becoming subsumed by modern culture, they were no longer the masters of the
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environment they once were. This catalyzed the move away from the Arctic as a wild
frontier to a new era of the open, friendly Arctic.

Arctic Murder
The new place of the Inuit was underscored by the mysterious murder of Harry V.
Radford and his Canadian assistant George Street, of Ottawa. New Yorker Harry
Radford, a civil engineering graduate of Manhattan College, was independently wealthy.
As a young man, he became “enamored of the wild life” and spent his adult life pursuing
outdoor activities and the fame that came with it.73 Having spent time in Labrador
before, he planned a three-year trip in 1909 to explore the Mackenzie River area. In the
spring of 1912, the press reported him as missing and in danger without provisions.
There was still no word by summer of 1913 and rumors circulated that Radford had been
murdered. In spring of 1914, nearly two years after he actually died, Canadian officials
confirmed his death.74
Here are the established facts of the case: Harry V. Radford and George Street
were murdered on June 5, 1912. The incident started as part of their final journey, which
began in July 1911, from Fort Resolution to reach the Hudson Bay. Radford was in a bad
state. His finger was poisoned by arsenic from taxidermy supplies and the affected area
spread to his arm. To make matters worse, by mid-August, his Inuit guides deserted him
because of his irascible temperament. On the last stage of his journey from the
Mackenzie Delta in northern Canada, Radford hired some new Inuit to assist. They were
just about to begin this last leg of their journey when one of the drivers refused to go
because his wife was ill. Radford thought he was being lazy and approached to strike or
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whip him. The man retaliated by “plunging his spear through Radford’s breast.”75
Radford’s companion, George Street, ran for his rifle and was speared through the back.76
The most important two dimensions of this story are why this occurred and how it
was perceived. Some accounts speculated that a communication barrier between Radford
and the Inuit played a part. They indicated that Radford had a tendency to “do rash
things” that were not well-received by the Inuit.77 In addition to this communication
barrier, those further south disbelieved reports of the murder. Many thought that the act
was impossible, as an Inuit guide had never harmed their white employers in the past.
The natives, as the New York Times reported, “had always been true to their trust.”78
Another report, dated August 22, 1914 indicated that the murders were prearranged. In
that account, the Inuit claimed that he was cruel to them from the beginning, almost
“coming to blows with the Brathurst Eskimos while trading small articles with them.”79
As the story gained in notoriety, conspiracy theories expanded. Some sources drew
parallels to the murders of two priests, Fathers Larouze and Rouviliers, in 1913. There
was speculation that members of the same tribe of Copper Mine Eskimos committed the
murderers in both cases.80
Historian William Morrison has suggested a possible link between these two
deadly events with a third tragedy in 1922. In that year, an Inuit man of Prince Albert
Sound, Alikomiak, murdered the white Corporal William A. Doak of the Mounted Police
and Otto Binder of the Hudson Bay Company. Binder had fallen in love with an Inuit
woman, and his advances caused a division among the Copper Eskimos. An Inuit man
within the Copper Eskimo tribe, named Alikomiak, allegedly murdered several members
of the rival group over Binder’s desire to marry the woman. When Doak arrived to arrest
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the Inuit man Alikomiak on charges of murder, Alikomiak was given full freedom
because the mounted police generally believed that all Inuit, even criminals, were docile.
However, Alikomiak later shot Doak in the leg and watched him bleed to death and when
Binder came to call on Doak, Alikomiak shot him too. Alikomiak and accomplice,
Tetamangma, were brought up on charges of murder.81
The trial of these two men represented a change in how the Inuit were perceived
by the American public. On one side of the argument, defenders claimed that the Inuit
were childlike and should not be subjected to the same moral code that bound white men.
As the New York Times reported, many believed “the time was not yet ripe to try
uncivilized Eskimo in the same manner as white men.” Well-known doctor Wilfred
Grenfell, for instance, argued that they had the mental ability of a seven year old.
However, by this third murder case in a decade, the Canadian Government lost patience
and wanted to make an example of the men, which they did by hanging them in 1924.82
The Radford/Street and subsequent murders were sad byproducts of the new relationship
between white men and the Inuit, with the Inuit as the objectified native. Radford’s
approach towards the Inuit lacked the respect of earlier decades, and the unthinkable
murders appeared to the public as a fall from Eden. In the case of the Doak/Binder
murders, commentators reduced the Inuit either to the status of children or violent brutes.
Neither of these images matched the respect of earlier decades.
Like most aspects of the American image of the Arctic, much ambivalence
remained in white American attitudes toward the Inuit in the post-Pole era. A 1912
Youth’s Companion article, for instance, illuminated those universal characteristics
shared by all kids, Inuit and white. Not only were Inuit children “just as much given to
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play as are the pupils of our primary schools,” but the specific games they played were
similar to those of white children, which “goes far to proving that the popular games of
childhood are of prehistoric origin.” Football, lifting matches, and tag (“the same game
the world over”) were popular among Inuit children. Inuit girls played with dolls, which
they dressed up with care, as the boys practiced archery.83 Another Youth’s Companion
piece, “The Ways of the Eskimo,” spoke of how different the Inuit were, with common
property ownership and communal sharing, and their uncommon habit of eating “when
he is hungry and sleeps when he is sleepy.”84 As these examples show, some reading
materials could draw strong connections between the lives of the Inuit and those of
Americans, while others pointed out their vast differences. Even though American
attitudes generally moved away from the curious respect of the 1890s, towards disdain
and objectification of the 1910s, there was still much complexity and variation.
The ground-level evidence of this chapter flies in the face of the assertions made
by Shari M. Huhndorf in her Going Native: Indians in the American Cultural
Imagination. In that work, Huhndorf claims that American perceptions of the Inuit’s
image changed at the turn of the century from disdain towards admiration. Huhndorf
claims that those “antimodernist impulses” that supported an admiration for Inuit ways
developed between Minik’s arrival in New York City in 1897 and Robert Flaherty’s 1922
film Nanook of the North. Thus, she claims that the reaction against overcivilization and
modernism through travel, collecting indigenous objects, painting Arctic scenery, and
writing about the primitive all rose in the first and second decades of the twentieth
century.85 This timeframe is erroneous, as these activities had their roots much earlier in
the 1890s and prior. Additionally, what she views as escapism in the years surrounding
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Nanook’s release, this work views as cultural appropriation. Through film, particularly,
Americans consumed images of the Arctic and its people in ways that fed a desire to
recapture primitive ideals and purity. This stands in sharp contrast to earlier praise for
the Arctic’s indigenous peoples and recognition of their exceptional characteristics in
overcoming the North’s harsh environment.
The transition that Huhndorf views through her colonialist discourse study of this
time period is much different than the reality that the primary sources show. Huhndorf
views Peary as an icon of an earlier colonial conquest paradigm. As she asserts, “around
the turn of the century, representatives of the region and its inhabitants . . . were starkly
colonial, relying heavily and unselfconsciously on the conventional tropes of discovery,
conquest, and appropriation as well as complementary paradigms of natural history.”
The historical evidence related to Entrikin, Peary, and other late-nineteenth-century
explorers raises serious questions about this statement. There was extreme ambivalence,
not one-way cultural dominance, demonstrated in Entrikin and Peary’s relations with the
Inuit. “Later,” she states, “ambivalence about arctic colonialism showed itself in the
changing forms these representations took.”86 My work suggests that the transition was
the other way around. Americans moved from ambivalent praise in the time of Entrikin
towards objectification of the Inuit by the early twentieth century.

Conclusion
From the days of Samuel Entrikin up through World War I, American
impressions of the Inuit people had undergone drastic changes. Explorers,
anthropologists, and even fiction authors and their readers regarded the Inuit as a unique
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group that embodied a certain mystique. Late-nineteenth-century depictions of the Inuit
show the key role that the environment played in defining their mystique. All of these
aspects point to the Arctic’s exceptional environment as the impetus behind American
admiration of the Inuit.
However, by September 1909, when Robert Peary and Frederick Cook claimed
the attainment of the North Pole, the Arctic in the American mind had undergone a
significant shift. At the American Museum of Natural History in New York, the Peary
Arctic Club mounted an exhibition that year to chronicle Peary’s achievement, which
closed “a century of Arctic research.” The exhibition gallery allowed visitors to virtually
journey to the Arctic, as they “traveled to the untenanted world around the North Pole.”
The exhibit showcased a variety of artifacts, such as a lifeboat from the ill-fated Polaris,
Peary’s North Pole sledge, navigational instruments and mounted musk oxen, polar bear,
and a sled dog. Murals, including a sixty-foot long panorama painted by Frank Wilbert
Stokes, depicted Eskimo culture and legends. The exhibition’s message was one of
“triumph” – not just the triumph of Peary, but also the “improvement in life for the
Eskimo through the intervention of civilized man.” 87 Other portions of the museum
contained collections that represented “the whole culture of the Eskimo tribes” except
East Greenland.88 The exhibition, like the press, novels, and stories like the Doak/Binder
murders show how the Arctic had changed in the American mind over the decades since
Peary began his expeditions. As the following chapters demonstrate, technological
advances in the post-Pole era played a major role in demystifying the Arctic, and in the
process, demystifying the Inuit.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SPORT, TOURISM, AND THE QUEST FOR ARCTIC RICHES
In 1904, J. Scott Keltie, Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society in London
claimed that the age of geographical accomplishment and discoveries was, for the most
part, over. In northern geography, “comparatively little . . . ” Keltie stated, “remains to
be done.” “It is not the accomplishment of the Northwest or the Northeast Passage, or the
discovery and exploration of new lands, which tempts the adventurous to engage in
enterprises of this nature,” but, he continued, “the Pole itself.” The only true and
worthwhile remaining objective in 1904 was “the attainment by man of the most
northerly spot on the earth’s surface.”1 Scientific accomplishment was still important but
now took a back seat to the Pole.
Later that year, the Scientific American reported similar sentiments from the
annual meeting of the Geographical Society of Philadelphia. As the article reported,
“[today], Arctic Exploration is not to be considered a foolish matter, but it is a broad
national undertaking participated in by the President, Congress, the press, and the
people.” The ultimate goal was “the North Pole…the last great geographical prize which
the earth has to offer.”2 Outlook magazine’s 1906 article “The Value of Arctic
Exploration” echoed those comments, claiming, “all the fields of Arctic geography,
meteorology, electric polarity, ice conditions, and zoology have now been pretty
thoroughly observed and the results recorded.”3
This motivation for Arctic exploration stands in sharp contrast to the reasons
posited just a decade prior. Just over ten years earlier, Angelo Heilprin had stated, “we
are as yet too ignorant of what the north . . . offers to either commerce or science, but
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certain it is that its inaccessibility is becoming more and more remote every year.”4 The
hopefulness of Rufus Rockwell Wilson’s 1896 Godey’s Magazine article, in which he
forecasted a “flood of light” will be thrown on the Arctic, was gone.5 The Arctic now
required no broad justification. The North Pole alone was the prize, and it was loaded
with political, cultural, and social meaning. This new view represented a tipping point in
the history of the Arctic, as the nation experienced a transition away from the Arctic as an
otherworldly wasteland to a place to be conquered, attained, and demystified.
With the North Pole as the ultimate prize, new technologies catalyzed a departure
from the American view of a rugged, dangerous Arctic towards an open Arctic. As
extreme northern regions lost their cache in the public and all eyes became focused on the
Pole, new machines and inventions offered an endless array of exploration methods. In
1904, the Frenchman Charles Bernard devised a scheme to apply wireless telegraphy to
communicate with the mainland during a proposed “drift” expedition across the North
Pole.6 Wireless telegraphy later became a staple on other expeditions. Following the
example of Swede Solomon August Andree, balloonist Walter Wellman adopted the
dirigible as a means to the Pole in a 1909 attempt. As emphasized by historian Michael
Robinson, Wellman sought to outsmart the harsh Arctic elements with science and
technology, not outlast it through will and determination as Robert Peary and prior
explorers.7 In 1901, the journey of Russian Admiral Markoff sought the Pole with his
“ice breakers of enormous power,” which had sides the strength of fifteen times a normal
ship.8 In 1902, an Austrian submarine outfit even planned to use chemical means to
produce extra oxygen in their push to the Pole.9 The same week in 1909 that Cook and
Peary announced their attainment of the Pole, retired German Lieutenant Ferdinand
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George Helfer unveiled his device for motorizing a sledge for Arctic Exploration. The
unit also had a wireless telegraphy unit and powerful light attached.10
The new automobile provided other opportunities to conquer the Arctic through
superior inventiveness, engineering and machinery. Brooklyn inventor J. R. MacDuff
created the “Pneumoslito,” an automobile made to withstand Arctic conditions, complete
with a propeller four-feet in diameter (Figure 6). The twelve-foot long vehicle contained
a nearly three horsepower engine.11 MacDuff designed his “ice-automobile” for
versatility. Its operator was able to traverse land with tires, ice with skis, or water with
the vehicle’s body as a hull. The Technical World Magazine forecasted that the device
“may mean the discarding of the sled-pulling dog and the reindeer as beasts of burden,
and may make traffic in the far north much more speedy and secure than ever before.”
Indeed, its inventor boasted that it would “increase the average rate of travel from four to
fifty miles an hour” in the North.12
Accounts of other Arctic automobile experiences were numerous. Newspapers
extolled Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Gidden, who drove across the Arctic Circle in 1903 in
Haparanda, Sweden.13 Later articles reported on a race that took drivers through Alaska
and Siberia, driving cars with steel tires and spikes.14 In 1910, an article jubilantly
announced “the invasion of the Arctic Circle by the automobile is at last an established
fact,” when St. Louisianan Oscar T. Tamm crossed the circle in his car in July of that
year north of Sweden.15 That same year, in an effort to better reach and exploit the riches
of Alaska, inventor Charles E. S. Burch introduced the Auto Sleigh, a “queer looking
machine” that promised speeds of up to 30 mph with screw-like spiral propellers.16
These were not just crackpot inventors and amateur explorers. At a 1904 Arctic Club
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Figure 6. “’Pneumoslito’ or ‘Dogless Sled’ in Motion.” The Technical World
Magazine, IV, no. 5 (January 1906), 640. Courtesy of Google.
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dinner in New York, seasoned Captain B. S. Osborn proposed a combination of an
“unsinkable ship” with an automobile as a surefire way to reach the Pole.17
Futuristic themes were reflected in fiction as well. One specific work, Through
the Air to the North Pole, or the Wonderful Crisis of the Electric Monarch was one of the
earliest instances of science fiction genre. As all books in this series, which began in
1906, two boy protagonists, Mark Sampson and Jack Darrow adventured with their friend
professor/inventor Amos Henderson. In this particular work, they traveled to the North
Pole on board Henderson’s electric airship.18 Clearly, in the case of Darrow, Henderson,
and non-fictional accounts, technological advances were beginning to influence the
course of American Arctic exploration and how it was depicted in popular culture.

Sport and Tourism
While the 1909 North Pole controversy slowly faded into the background of
American life, the pre-war years after 1909 was an era steeped in new technology and
general calls for human advancement. The Progressive Era was in full swing, with social
action and legislation aimed at bettering the lives of Americans through everything from
playgrounds to labor laws. The early medium of film began reaching cities and towns
across America. Humankind had its first heavier-than-air flight in 1911. Ford’s
revolutionary mass production of the Model T on assembly lines rolled out in 1913. The
Panama Canal, an engineering wonder, opened to shipping traffic the following year.
The general mood of the nation was one of optimism and positive change.
Whether its source was this general sanguinity or something else entirely, Arctic
exploration continued with bright confidence into the twentieth century’s second decade.
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The disasters, loss of life, and failures of past years faded into the background. The
1910s launched a new era of expeditions north with new purposes in mind and new casts
of characters. Canadian explorer and ethnologist Vilhjalmur Stefansson spent the
majority of the years 1908 – 1918 exploring in Alaska and the Canadian Arctic. From
1913 to 1917, Mainer Donald B. MacMillan launched an expedition to find the landmass
“Crockerland” believed to exist in the Arctic. Captain Bob Bartlett, a ruddy sea captain
of many northern journeys, guided hunting and exploring expeditions to Greenland
almost annually. The Dane Ejnar Mikkelsen endured a struggle for survival from 1909 to
1912 in East Greenland following the sinking of his ship, the Alabama. Meanwhile,
world-famous explorer Roald Amundsen turned his attention south with two attempts on
the South Pole between 1910 and 1912. When the New York Times reported on this and
other activity even through World War I, it stated that “there are vast tracts in the polar
regions still unpenetrated, blank spaces on the map.” “They will always,” it continued,
“lure until nothing remains for the explorers to do.”19
One might assume that World War I curtailed exploration efforts in the North.
Although new journeys appear to have waned, interest in the Arctic persisted without
missing a beat. The lengthy expeditions of MacMillan and Stefansson, which ended in
1917 and 1918 respectively, continued to produce Arctic news while war raged in
Europe. As one New York Times article posited, “the French Revolution and the wars
following it suspended polar exploration for twenty years of more, but men continued to
explore the Arctic and Antarctic during the great world war that began in August 1914.”20
Despite this optimism and continuity, things had changed drastically in the postPole era. Efforts turned away from open-ended exploration towards practical commercial
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possibilities. The image of the Arctic continued its trend towards a less threatening and
more inviting place. Even while tragedies and heroics continued, the themes of taming
and exploiting the region were reflected in the media coverage, published narratives, and
even scientific investigations of the era. The face of American Arctic journeys was
changing. Now the focus began shifting from explorer to sportsmen, from scientist to
tourist, and from collector to commercial exploiter. There was still much continuity with
earlier years -- the Arctic did persist as a remote proving ground. However, those
proving grounds slowly opened up to broader participation than the exclusive male world
of years past. Technology and this new image of an open Arctic facilitated the move
towards a friendly Arctic.
These strains – the sportsmen, tourist, and exploiter – were nothing entirely new.
However, the frequency of these types of journeys rose exponentially in the early
twentieth century. Meanwhile, the press focused its lens sharply on the commercial
promise of the Arctic instead of the terror it once inflicted. It is also important to note
that, although exploration in prior decades emphasized certain practical aspects of Arctic
exploration, they remained scientific in nature. By the 1910s, the practical aspects of
Arctic exploration lay in its commercial exploitability, rather than in scientific merit.
As early as 1890s, the press noticed the Arctic’s potential as a tourist destination
and sportsman’s paradise. In 1898, seasoned explorer Albert White Vorse proclaimed
“the assertion that Greenland has the makings of a summer resort . . . is not
preposterous.” The “main essentials” were there – “healthfulness, beauty, a variety of
entertainments, and accessibility.” A well-piloted trip to Greenland, Vorse asserted, was
as safe as a trip to England. The icebergs were not menacing, but the ice was “an
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Aladdin’s treasury of diamonds, sapphires, emeralds, amethysts, and opals.” Sportsman
had access to excellent hunting in the North. And for those who were interested in
“strange peoples,” there were mixed tribes of half-Danish, half-Inuit populations. There
were also “ruins to be explored” while the “tonic” air, Vorse claimed, created an
extraordinarily healthy atmosphere free of germs.21
By the 1890s, the island of Spitsbergen off the coast of Norway had been
recognized as a potential tourist retreat for Europeans. As early as 1893, two steamer
lines took up to two thousand tourists per year to the remote island. Three years later a
hotel with the capacity to house 25 guests was erected at Advent Point on the island. Its
proximity to Scandinavia and mere 600-mile distance from the North Pole made it both
accessible and wildly exotic for European adventure seekers.22
Despite these early instances of Arctic tourism, it took nearly another twenty
years for such tourism and escapist activities to become widespread pursuits. Interest in
Spitsbergen returned in the early twentieth century. A 1911 essay in Town and Country,
“A New Land for Old Travelers” extolled the Polar regions as a novel vacation spot,
particularly Spitsbergen. The piece pointed to the North German Lloyd Company, a
steamship company based in Bremen, Germany, whose “most unusual polar cruise for the
summer season of 1911” spurred interest in the region. The ice was beautiful and full of
splendor, as the “packed ice form crystal gems.” And the weather was not so bad either.
“Contrary to popular belief,” the essay continued, “the summers are not extraordinarily
cold” with little rainfall and no snow in the summer.23
Overseas, a London firm known as the Exploration Syndicate, took things to even
further extremes. In 1914, they advertised a four-month voyage with a price tag of
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$1,000 (200 pounds). The outfit offered a variety of creature comforts, including electric
lights, separate sleeping cabins, private bathrooms, and hot water. A piano was available
for entertainment, and guests could enjoy “wines, spirits, and cigars of the finest quality.”
Hunting would be a major feature of the expedition, with the limit of one polar bear, one
seal, one walrus, two musk oxen, one wolf, and two foxes per passenger (which
passengers had to shoot themselves).24 Royalty got into the picture too. In 1914, the
Duke of Northumberland’s son took a ride upon the cutter Bear, to hunt the steller’s
eider, a rare duck.25 Later that year, Cincinnati socialite Laura Stallo honeymooned on a
cruise to Spitsbergen with her new husband, the Italian Prince Francesco Rospigliosi.26
Arctic hunting continued to gain popularity through the first years of the twentieth
century as a worthwhile pastime. Sport hunting, once reserved for the social elite in the
U.S. and Europe, had risen in popularity among the middle class towards the end of the
nineteenth century. At home, sportsmanship was inextricably linked to the expanding
conservation movement. One might wonder how shooting animals could advance the
efforts to conserve natural resources in the United States. John F. Reiger’s American
Sportsmen and the Origins of Conservation explains the connection. Through the last
decades of the nineteenth century, American sportsmen supported a groundswell of
legislation and measures to protect wildlife and habitat. Their motivation was to ensure
that there were animals to hunt, and habitats left for those animals, in the future. Sporting
clubs formed and magazines such as Forest and Stream built a common set of values
around respecting land and game. Teddy Roosevelt, of course, was the shining example
of how that sportsmen conservationist formula worked. Founded by Roosevelt in 1887,
the Boone and Crockett Club provided strong organizational support for his
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philosophies.27 Hunting, of course, also presented an ideal way for Rooseveltian men to
practice the strenuous life in battles against nature’s beasts. As stated by Daniel Justin
Herman in Hunting and the American Imagination, “[for] Roosevelt, hunting embodied
the essence of ‘the strenuous life,’ without which the nation would devolve into
irrelevancy on the world stage.”28
That marriage between sport hunting and conservation, however, did not hold true
in the Arctic. Arctic sport hunting was more closely allied with that Arctic legacy of
specimen collecting than conservation. Like Roosevelt’s famous African safari in 1909,
Arctic hunting trips were usually focused on novelty, challenge, and the collecting of
exotic specimens for museums. Sometimes, as in Roosevelt’s African journey when he
killed over 200 animals, hunting in these remote locations could reach extremes. 29
Although there were smatterings of concern for the Arctic’s natural and faunal resources,
conservationists did not raise the same concerns for northern resources as they did for
those lands and animals at home.
Even more than tourism, Arctic sport hunting had been an established motivator
for trips north since the late nineteenth century. Mainer Fullerton Merrill, for instance,
travelled with a hunting party to Greenland in 1899 and published an account in the
March 1900 issue of National Geographic. Merrill accompanied Herbert Bridgeman and
crew on the Diana as part of a relief trip for Peary. With eight others led by Russell W.
Porter of Boston, Merrill hunted reindeer, walrus, and various birds. Their trip aptly
“demonstrated the possibility of a summer hunting trip to the Arctic regions.”30 A few
years later, a Town and Country article announced that “[a] personally-conducted trip to
the Arctic seems to be ‘the latest thing’ in summer travel.” Peary had offered to take
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travelers, either for sport or for scientific purposes, on his 1904 journey north to help
finance the trip. There was no need to worry about the danger, with “no unusual risks,
hardships or discomforts” anticipated.31 In 1901 Bob Bartlett took a hunting group,
including bachelor sportsman Harry Whitney, on the Algerine to the Hudson Bay. They
enjoyed luxurious conditions more like “club life” than “the usual life afloat.”32 Another
hunter, Charles Nola Smith, derided hunting in Africa as a “comparatively trivial sport”
compared to hunting in the Arctic. “For true sport,” he conveyed, “with a capital S, no
place in the world can equal Eastern Siberia and the Aleutian Islands.”33
Some explorers even turned to advertisements to attract paying passengers for
exotic hunting trips. In National Geographic’s March 1909 issue, contributor Anthony
Fiala posted his “Hunting in the Arctic: Splendid Hunting Trip” classified ad. “A
Gentleman having had five years’ experience in the Arctic,” Fiala boasted, “thoroughly
familiar with the hunting and fishing possibilities of Nova Zembia, Spitsbergen, East
Coast of Greenland, and the Ice Fields, desires to complete a small party.” The prizes
included “polar bear, seal, walrus, and musk ox, [and] salmon fishing in virgin streams of
Nova Zembia.” Passengers need not worry about their comfort, as their craft was a
“staunch, well-fitted and provisioned steamer suitable for Arctic conditions” with “the
most experienced ice navigator in Norway” guiding them.34
Among Arctic sportsmen, none could approach the fame and prowess of Harry
Whitney, the New Haven socialite who became ensnarled in the 1909 Peary-Cook
controversy. Whitney, an independently wealthy man, made his fortune in copper and
ranching.35 As a young bachelor, Whitney grew to love outdoor experiences, and he took
several trips to Greenland in the twentieth century’s first years. By his mid-thirties, his
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exploits made Whitney well known among hunters for his adventurous spirit and desire
to push the extremes of sport hunting. Whitney, however, is best known for the part he
played in the 1909 North Pole controversy, a story that demonstrates the important role
hunting played in the Arctic even as exploratory parties pushed towards the North Pole.
The Peary-Cook controversy has, for a long time, dominated conversations about
Arctic history. Much the way the Civil War still lives on in American minds, this
controversy endures today through rival societies and organizations, such as the Frederick
Cook Society and Peary Henson Foundation. Occasionally, new publications claim to
have solved the mystery, in favor of one side or the other.36 The substance of the
controversy can be summed up in a handful of sentences. Within a week of each other,
Frederick A. Cook and later, Robert Peary claimed to have been the first to reach the
North Pole. Cook made his announcement on September 2, 1909, stating that he reached
the Pole on April 21, 1908. On September 7, 1909, Peary claimed to have reached the
Pole a year later on April 6, 1909. The coinciding claims erupted into a firestorm of
journalistic frenzy. It took an act of Congress to decide the matter, with members of the
House and Senate declaring Peary the official discoverer of the North Pole in 1911.
Scholars agree that this decision was largely influenced by public opinion and the vicious
smear campaign between Cook and Peary. While doubts had always persisted about
Cook’s claim, in 1988, the National Geographical Society published a study of available
evidence that indicated that Peary never reached the actual geographical top of the
world.37
In 1908, Whitney was a passenger on Robert Peary’s supply ship, The Erik,
seeking an adventurous hunting trip in Greenland. Following a brief encounter with
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Peary on the Roosevelt, where the two dined together, Whitney set off on a hunting
excursion in Etah on Greenland’s west coast. Whitney intended to stay for that one
summer, but in summer 1908, he decided to remain in Greenland through the winter.
Thus, while Peary headed 300 miles north to launch his assault on the Pole, Whitney
stayed alone in a hut near Etah. Upon Cook’s 1909 return from his purported journey to
the Pole, he encountered Whitney near the hunter’s makeshift home. When Cook was
unable to bring all of his instruments and records on his return trip to the U.S., he asked
Whitney to store the items and take them back with him. Late in 1909, when Whitney
was desperate for a ship back to the U.S., Peary offered him portage on board the
Roosevelt. But there was a catch. Peary forbade Whitney from bringing Cook’s items
back to the U.S. on board. Instead, Whitney hid them near Etah and they were never
found again. When Whitney arrived back in the U.S. in Fall 1909, the entire nation
awaited the mysterious hunter who had become an overnight celebrity. For he, all
thought, would have records to prove Cook’s claim to the Pole. Instead, Whitney
returned empty-handed and embarrassed by all of the attention he received.38
All North Pole controversy aside, Whitney’s decision to stay in the North an extra
season provides insights into the characteristics of Arctic travelers in the early twentieth
century. His own words best elucidate the motivation behind his decision to stay.
Whitney was obsessed with seeking “the greatest musk ox shooting in the world” and
exploring areas “alive with reindeer and musk ox.” Whitney wrote from his small home
near Etah that he felt some remorse for staying, but could not “let such a fine chance go
by of getting a bunch of musk ox.” “If I get home all right with a lot of fine skins, and
heads,” Whitney penned to his brother Stephen, “I shall always feel, and look back upon,
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this trip – no matter what the hardships may be – as being well paid for all the hard cold
work.”39 For Whitney, the Arctic was never a proving ground to the world like it was for
Entrikin, but a proving ground for himself and hunting was his means.
Newspapers described the New Haven socialite as an adventurous sportsman.
Whitney was not the intrepid explorer battling the Arctic elements like Peary, Entrikin,
and those of the past. Instead, he was an individualistic opportunist. “Not the College
Breed,” one newspaper explained in 1909, “the young man who has been shoved into
notoriety without any effort of his own fills the definition of all round sport.”40 He was
not a powerful, robust man. Instead, one article described his physique as “slight,”
“unusually tall,” “thin” with a little stoop, and ruddy-faced. However, his wiry body also
had “muscles of iron and a frame that can stand all sorts of punishment.”41 Then a 38year-old bachelor, Whitney did not “exactly hate civilization, but he is by nature a
nomad” and his wealth allowed him to be such.42 Whitney’s adventures and persona
represented a new age in Arctic exploration, when the Arctic became, among other
things, a rich man’s playground.
Whitney’s exploits continued after 1909 and his published account Hunting with
the Eskimos launched him to more fame.43 As a matter of fact, it took Whitney less than
a year to return north. During his next trip, in summer 1910, he was accompanied by
New Yorker H.C. Inman and Cleveland big game hunter Paul J. Rainey. The three
sportsmen were the sole passengers on board the Beothic, a vessel captained by Bob
Bartlett.44 This time, Whitney and cohorts did one better than bringing back trophies
awaiting the taxidermist’s toolkit. They returned with a veritable menagerie of live
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animals, including six musk ox calves, two walruses, several live birds, and two polar
bears, one male and one female, which they donated to the Bronx Zoo. 45
The imposing male bear, dubbed the “Silver King,” was an instant hit among zoogoers. As visitors passed beyond the powerful beast, they jeeringly said “isn’t he cute”
while one young boy boasted, “Gee, I’d like to meet him out when I had my rifle.”
Perhaps the biggest moment of excitement came when they tried to transfer him from his
temporary home in the lions’ den to his permanent cage. In a fit of animalistic rage,
Silver King broke two oaken boards on his cage and threatened the 5,000 onlookers with
escape and rampage. However, zoo officials turned him back by dowsing his face with
ammonia from an “ammonia gun.” The reporter for the New York Times described the
new image of the polar bear most eloquently, when he stated that a “little nozzle and a
quart or so of chemicals had conquered even the Silver King.” The zoo’s confines had
reduced Silver King to a mere spectacle, thus easily defeating one of the most enduring
symbols of Arctic terror.46
The next summer, Bob Bartlett put together a side trip with Whitney to hold the
sportsman over until a planned fall trip to the Antarctic (this trip south never occurred).
Bartlett and Whitney were “friends of long standing,” a friendship “cemented in the
Arctic.” This trip, one article emphasized, was for sport only, free of long marches and
exploration parties. There was no “extreme cold to chill the marrow of the hunters,” but
rather “a land of flowers” that awaited. The very next year, Whitney was at it again.
This time, in spring 1912, Harry Whitney announced that he would accompany Bob
Bartlett on a seal hunt.47
Harry Whitney was only one of many hunters who turned to the Arctic for
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adventure. Sport hunting continued alongside tourism with new energy in the 1920s. For
instance, in 1922 a group of New Jersey men created their own company, the Aeromarine
Airways, which was dedicated to building a flying boat to transport hunters to the Arctic
Circle. “Bankers and businessmen,” it remarked, “are going to the ends of the earth to
seek amusement.”48 A few years later, by 1925, the ship Irma regularly took tourists to
the Arctic.49 In an odd irony, when Roald Amundsen’s plane went missing in 1928
during his attempt to rescue Nobile’s crew, thirty five American tourists came to the
rescue, searching for him from the comforts of their vessel, the Reliance. Amundsen was
never found. However, “The passengers of the Reliance,” one article explained, “lined
the rail of the boat deck day and night looking through their glasses to see if they could
discover any signs of the missing explorer on the ice floes.”50
From the Arctic tourist to the robust Harry Whitney, the face of the Arctic traveler
was rapidly changing. With the rising tide of technological advances, the spirit of
national optimism, and most importantly, the quest for the Pole now firmly in the past,
Arctic regions became less about intrepid exploration and more about sport and pleasure.
Americans’ general views towards the wilderness in the United States provided a fertile
context within which the notion of an open Arctic could grow. Just as the Arctic had
transitioned towards a friendlier, hospitable place, American impressions of the
wilderness had, over the course of the nineteenth century, transitioned from a terrifying
place to the early-twentieth-century “wilderness cult,” as described by Roderick Nash in
his Wilderness and the American Mind. According to Nash, there was a “surge of
interest among Americans in primitive environments for purposed of recreation.”51
Americans wolfed down wilderness novels by the likes of Jack London and Gene
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Stratton Porter to feed that interest. These “unabashedly romantic” accounts, according
to historian Peter J. Schmitt, “spoke of peace and contentment, of fresh air and virgin
land.”52 Although Americans had no apparent concerns about preserving the Arctic
wilderness in the early twentieth century as they did at home, recreation in the Arctic was
a natural extension of the conservation and wilderness appreciation movements at home.
In the American mind, its transition from frontier to fertile hunting grounds and vacation
destination was well underway.

Natural Resources and Commerce
A close cousin to the relatively new tourism and sportsman emphasis in Arctic
activity was the growing focus on economic possibilities in northern climes. This ranged
from gathering mineral and natural resources to air travel and permanent settlement.
After the Pole’s discovery, the possibilities for commercial gain appeared to be endless.
Cyrus Adams, geographer, author, and editor of the American Geographical Society’s
Bulletin, hoped that the recent discovery of the Pole could “divert people from the
sentimental exploration of the Arctic to practical exploration there.” Instead of “spending
money on mad rushes to the Pole,” he and others hoped for “expeditions of real
research.”53
Real research in the 1910s, however, veered away from the theoretical towards
the practical with deep commercial implications. New York engineer Carroll Livingston
Riker, for instance, suggested melting the entire Arctic ice cap. This scheme aimed to
“melt the pole,” thus, in 1912 after the sinking of the Titanic, “abolishing fogs and
extreme cold.” His plan was to redirect the course of the Gulf Stream by an enormous
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jetty at Newfoundland. In doing so, he believed that the earth would actually shift on its
axis, allowing more direct sun to hit “regions that are now uninhabitable for most of the
human race.” The project would open up ice-bound ports for year-round shipping,
eliminate fog, and end the “iceberg menace,” eradicating the chance of another Titanic
disaster.54
Of the many possibilities for Arctic exploitation, the extraction of mineral
resources offered the most promise. By 1913, noted one article, “mining enterprise
seems to be the most likely to promote settlement within the Arctic Circle.”55 The
mineral cryolite, for instance, which occurred naturally in large quantities off
Greenland’s west coast, had been mined since the mid-twentieth century. Industries used
cryolite primarily as an agent in the smelting of aluminum. By the 1890s, the Danish
government had an extensive cryolite operation in Greenland. It shipped cryolite
overseas to be used by manufacturers such as the Pennsylvania Salt Company.56
Coal, too, drew the attention of American and foreign industrialists. The island of
Spitsbergen offered one of the most enticing supplies north of the Arctic Circle. For
centuries, the island had supplied Dutch, Norwegian, and Russian trappers and hunters
with bounties of bowhead whales (hunted for their oil), polar bear, Arctic fox, reindeer,
walrus, and eider ducks.57 Yet, until the twentieth century, it remained a no-man’s land
with dubious worth to the various nations represented in the island’s businesses.
According to Vilhjalmur Stefansson, Canadian Arctic explorer and ethnologist, even after
“some American tourists” stumbled across the coal and began investigating their
discovery for commercial use, “there was on the islands no police officer or judge or any
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vestige of recognized government, and no way of legally obtaining title to any
property.”58
Those “tourists” mentioned by Stefansson in the wild no-man’s land of
Spitsbergen turned out to be the family of John Munro Longyear, founder of the
American Arctic Coal Company. The company had its origins in a 1901 pleasure
journey, which the Michiganian Longyear took with his wife and three children.
Spitsbergen, then, was “owned by no country,” as Longyear relayed.59 According to
Longyear, “Americans made the first serious attempt to develop the mineral resources of
this wild and savage region.” In 1905, he purchased the coalfields, and a year later, he
and investors registered the Arctic Coal Company in the state of West Virginia. During
its years of operation, the company supplied coal to areas of Scandinavia and Russia.60
The American company operated with dozens of male and female workers occupying
Spitsbergen’s “Longyear City,” until a Norwegian company purchased it in 1916.61
Dreams of gold, as well as coal, also drew explorers north. In 1912, Captain John
Bartlett, uncle of Bob Bartlett, took a group northward in search of gold rumored to be in
Canada’s Baffin Land. The crew recruited a group of miners to extract the precious
metal. When ice floes crushed their ship Algerine, those on board nearly starved to death.
They lived on four crackers per day before their sister ship, the Neptune, saved them
several weeks later. The Neptune’s hunter-prospectors discovered abundant coal deposits
but no gold. Crewmembers, including sportsman Harry Whitney, brought back many
trophies, including a live polar bear cub which became the property of a New York
socialite hunter S. Osgood Pell (who donated it to the Bronx Zoo).62 However, this trip
was much more than an amateur treasure hunting trip. The entire expedition, called
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“Northern Adventures Limited,” held the investments of American and Canadian
shareholders in the company. As explained by the Neptune’s Captain, A. W. Scott,
“[our] main object was to look for gold” in Baffin’s Bay at Salmon River. Despite failing
to achieve their objective, the expedition was far from a failure. The New York Times
reported that the expedition tallied an impressive stock of goods, including $10,000 to
$15,000 in furs, 3,000 pounds of ivory, 250 pounds of whalebone, and 100 fox skins.
Additionally, they took 5,500 feet of moving picture films and 1,600 photographs.63
The quest for minerals and other resources added new importance to issues of
sovereignty. When Denmark formally ceded Greenland in 1916, experts noted how the
United States could have laid claim to the island. Loss of potential mineral resources,
fish and game, and the lost possibility of establishing a U.S. naval base on the island
posed serious grounds for criticism of the U.S.’s failure to annex Greenland.64 Further
east, Germany had its eyes on Spitsbergen. Expeditions indicated that “Germans have
cast their covetous eyes” on the land and, in 1913, people were expecting Kaiser Wilhelm
II to claim this land for his own country.65
Advances in communication, navigation, and settlement all aimed to enhance the
harvest of the Arctic’s bounty and utilize the North as a highway, port, and midway point
for aerial travel. Wireless telegraphy, previously used by Walter Wellman and Robert
Peary in their adventures, became an increasingly important part of national
infrastructures. In 1911, Norway already had plans to create a wireless telegraphy
network across their nation which extended into the Arctic regions via Hammerfest and
Spitsbergen.66 There was also renewed interest in the Northeast Passage, as exemplified
by German efforts to chart a passage “of great economic and scientific value” that would
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supersede the Panama and Suez Canals as the preferred means of commercial
navigation.67 Some even took Fridtjof Nansen’s 1913 voyage in the Siberian Arctic as
proof that the Arctic sea could be navigable on a one-month-per-year basis.68
Some commentaries took things one step further by promoting the suitability of
the Arctic for human settlement. Scientists such as Boston meteorologist Helm Clayton
downplayed the region’s harsher elements. In a speech before the Boston Scientific
Society in 1909, he emphasized how colder climates “develop men’s intellect” because
nothing was provided with ease, as it was in the tropics. Up until then, he claimed, the
Arctic had been closed because of its extreme remoteness. However, with the advent of
the flying machine the Arctic’s inaccessibility would dissipate and, according to Clayton,
become “as thickly settled as any portion of the earth.”69 Other commentators echoed his
ideas. Author E. M. Newman, for instance, was “convinced that within a few years one
may ride in a palatial steamer to Spitsbergen, change there for a dirigible balloon and
travel to the North Pole as comfortably as in a Pullman palace car from New York to
Boston.” Full of optimism, Newman predicted the possibility of “another Klondike.”70
The healthful effects of the North, too, became appealing motivators for Arctic
sportsmen and tourists. “From a therapeutic and medical point of view,” claimed one
article, travelling to the Arctic improved one’s health in many ways. The body adapted
in many ways, including oxygenation, temperature retention, and diet. The extreme
temperatures were the ultimate antibiotic, killing any germs that were exposed to it.
Cases of “nervous exhaustion, chronic indigestion, dyspepsia, filth disease, alcoholism
and lung trouble” posed no match for the “ice-air treatments” of the North.71
From mineral wealth to settlement, all of these notions about the Arctic’s utility
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culminated in the broad theories of several key figures – Christian Leden, Fitzhugh Green
and, most famous of all, Vilhjalmur Stefansson. When Swedish explorer Christian Leden
returned in 1916 after three years northwest of the Hudson Bay, media outlets were abuzz
about new possibilities in the Arctic. He reported that the area had gold deposits, an idea
that he surmised from spearheads collected from the Inuit. Oil, too, was so abundant
under the earth that “in the warm months the smell of it filled the air.” Unfortunately,
Leden claimed, the cost of transporting the abundant copper would offset its value.72
After Leden’s 1917 expedition, he further expounded on the possibilities of
another polar resource – food. Citing the abundant caribou, walrus, and whale, Leden
predicted that the North’s wild game could solve international hunger crises. Only a
small trade organizing party, with outposts strung across Greenland, was required to
establish this enterprise. As for the cost, Leden commented, “it is about the easiest and
cheapest food supply I know of.”73 Later in 1917, Leden suggested his procurement
theory as a solution to wartime supply issues. Using a formulaic approach to the issue,
Leden estimated that the seven tribes of Inuit that he knew could produce the following to
support the war effort: three million pounds of caribou meat, 300,000 pounds of caribou
fat, nine million pounds of walrus meat, twelve million pounds of beluga meat, and 1.8
million pounds of salmon, in addition to skins and oils.74 For a simple exchange of
needles, knives, and other goods, he claimed, the Inuit would gladly hunt and process this
food for southern consumption.75
Such enthusiasm for northern possibilities also caught the attention of the
American military. Fitzhugh Green, Lieutenant Commander USN and an explorer in his
own right, composed a lengthy essay in the early 1920s on the utility of the Arctic. In his
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essay, Green responded directly to a letter from President Calvin Coolidge to Secretary of
the Navy Edwin Denby. In that letter, Coolidge authorized a naval expedition to the
“north polar regions.” Green responded to Coolidge’s authorization by asking the
rhetorical question of “What, then, does the president mean?” “What work is there for
the Navy to continue,” he wrote, if the Pole has already been discovered?76 For his
answer, Green pointed to the large area north of Alaska. “This blank,” he stated, “is
something over 1,000,000 square miles in area.” Green called it “the greatest
cartographic vacuum in the world” and “the last large geographical mystery on the
surface of the globe.” Filling “this blank, to relieve this vacuum, to clear up this
mystery” would tap the potential of the vast North. An air expedition over this blank area
would accomplish two goals – to explore unknown areas and “establish the practicability
and the aerology of a trans-polar air route.” Trans-Arctic flight could “give our
commercial aviation just the boost it needs.” Natural resources awaited the venture
capitalist: “coal, copper, oil, gold, silver, tin, lead, marble, timber, fish, fur, agriculture,
and fresh meat in the form of reindeer.”
According to Green, these changes would “come with a rush.” Establishing “an
oasis in the Polar Sea,” he predicted, “will strategically control such traffic.”77 Green
proceeded to dispel notions that the Arctic was a terrible and barren area. He claimed
that Greely’s party could have survived, as Green himself travelled to the same location
as Greely’s 1881-1884 tragedy and brought back 4,000 pounds of walrus meat.
According to Green, the Arctic’s notorious cold was really no worse than Michigan or
Winnipeg. As for disease, Green claimed that scurvy was “just as prevalent in New York
or Chicago as north of the Arctic circle.” 78
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Among the most fascinating Arctic figures to extol the virtues of northern regions
and their resources was Vilhjalmur Stefansson. Stefansson, a Canadian of Icelandic
descent, grew up in the U.S. and studied and taught anthropology at Harvard University.
In his twenties, he took a series of journeys to Iceland and Alaska to make archeological
and ethnological investigations. He was famous for his discovery of the so-called “Blond
Eskimos” during a 1910 excursion to Alaska, a group that had never seen or been seen by
white humans before. By the 1910s, Stefansson was an expert on the Arctic. His 1913
essay “Misconceptions About Life in the Arctic” listed and explained away myths about
the inaccessibility of the North. The cold temperature, he claimed, was not necessarily a
debilitating feature of the North. He cited the inhabitants of Manitoba and Herschel
Island off of Canada’s northwest coast as examples of people that thrived despite the
cold. Arctic blizzards, he claimed, were not as severe as those in the Dakotas, where
Americans had lived for decades. Stefansson disputed other myths, including the thought
that fur clothing did not properly protect explorers (a symptom of improper southern
manufacturing and inexperienced use of it in the North). Stefansson also countered the
arguments that Arctic travelers must harden themselves against the cold by conditioning
their bodies before going north. To blame for these misconceptions, he explained, was
the deceiving body of “Arctic literature” and its proclivity towards “inaccuracy and
exaggeration.”79 In sum, Stefansson wrapped up his philosophy in this pithy statement:
That life in the Arctic is typically wretched is one of the cherished beliefs in the
southern lands. True, we have no metropolitan affluence up here, but one who
knows where to look for misery in New York can find more want of food and
raiment, more of the evils resulting from the dirt and foul air, within fifteen
minutes’ walk of Broadway than he can in fifteen hundred miles eastward along
the coast from Point Hope, Alaska.”80
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This 1910s notion that Arctic explorers and inhabitants of the North were well
fed, well-clothed, well-housed and in good health is a key component of the post-Pole
Arctic era. Stefansson’s Arctic was not the terrible and scary Arctic of the mid-1800s,
nor was it the awesome but conquerable Arctic of the late nineteenth century. Instead,
the Arctic of Stefansson was completely accessible to Americans, for escapism, for
commercialism, for settlement, and for economic gain. By 1921, Stefansson’s notion was
known as the “friendly Arctic” after his groundbreaking book of the same name. In that
work, Stefansson described his five year sojourn in the Arctic, from 1913 to 1918, by
documenting how he lived in the extreme North. He portrayed it as a land that failed to
resemble the lifeless areas described by both popular literature and lore about the Inuit.81
Reviews of The Friendly Arctic bemoaned the loss of thrilling narratives and
heroic exploits in this new depiction of northern regions. The lack of sensational
material, however, was counteracted by the excitement of an accessible Arctic. As one
reviewer noted, “after the first disheartening chapters that rob the imagination of the old
stock ideas of glamorous perils, the book’s reader longs to go out and build himself a
snowhouse, hunt seals and caribou, avoid the dense swarms of mosquitoes, or tramp over
the prairies covered with wild flowers and teeming with insect life.”82 An April 1922
article in National Geographic exclaimed “instead of predicted starvation and unbearable
cold, Stefansson finds a friendly Arctic of grass, flowers, and ample game and a summer
temperature reaching 100 degrees.” The work cleared “our hand-books and school texts
of century-old and baseless beliefs” as the author showed it was “not a place of perpetual
barren ice but a habitable region which well may supply food, clothing and fuel to the
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rest of the world.” A May 1922 advertisement in National Geographic urged readers to
“revise your old ideas about the Arctic” in this “Mental Tonic for the home or office.”83
Stefansson’s 1924 children’s book, Northward Ho! made The Friendly Arctic
accessible to younger audiences. In her introduction to the book, editor Julia Augusta
Schwartz explained that, for centuries, people believe that the Arctic was a useless
wasteland. By uncovering the “truth about the Eskimo Land” in this compilation of
Stefansson’s works for children, she intended to right that opinion. Although it was not
an easy task, she claimed, “anybody who has an open mind, and is young enough to
enjoy new tastes as well as new sights and novel adventures will be likely to thrive as
well as our explorer did during his many years in the ‘frigid’ zone.” And the future of
Arctic work was very bright, as described in the chapter “Colonists of Tomorrow.” “The
Far North,” she claimed, “is a marvelous country rich in certain resources and with a
healthful climate…fish, furs, minerals, and grasslands.” Endless commercial possibilities
abounded, with vast natural resources and enormous reindeer herds for new pastoral
businesses. The North also had potential as a safety valve, which could provide a retreat
for people migrating from overcrowded cities further south.84
Although this trend towards Arctic exploitation and belief in Stefansson’s
“friendly Arctic“ grew through the early twentieth century, some refused to jump on the
bandwagon. Some naysayers predicted devastating environmental consequences of a
reckless new polar age. Canadian whaling captain George Comer, in an article on the
island of Southampton in the Hudson Bay, railed against overwhaling and overfishing.
Urging governmental intervention to halt these practices, he exclaimed that “it would be a
public calamity for the zeal of those commercially interested to destroy these features” of
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the Arctic wildlife.85 Rudolf M. Anderson, Canadian zoologist and former partner of
Stefansson, considered sport hunting in the Arctic regions “a crime.” He decried the
growing scarcity of caribou, white mountain sheep, and musk ox. The cause, Anderson
believed, was the outdated romantic notion of Arctic survival hunting adopted by
modern-day sport hunters.86 Anderson went on to work with the Canadian government to
advocate for protection of endangered Canadian birds.
Wilfred T. Grenfell, the physician who campaigned to save the Inuit boy Pomiuk
in the 1890s, lamented the lost swirls of Arctic curlew that once blackened the northern
sky. By the century’s second decade, he claimed, a “state ornithologist” had “offered me
fifty dollars for a single skin.” Grenfell bemoaned the “bitter contest now being waged
between milliners and hat decorators against the Audubon Society.” He deplored “the
destruction of animals which already have an environment hard enough to combat with,”
and lambasted “fast motor boats to carry men with repeating rifles to destroy the walrus,
the polar bear, the seals, and the musk ox of the north.” All of this had a domino effect
and posed “a serious menace to the permanence of the Eskimo race.” “It is so easy now,”
he went on, “in those large protected sealing steamers which are for hire in the season for
open water, to reach Baffin Land, North Greenland and Grantland” on Ellesmere Island.87
Generally, U.S. concerns about conserving Arctic resources were focused on
areas within the states, particularly Alaska. Champions of the conservation movement,
such as Theodore Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot, fought to protect Alaska’s faunal
treasures and preserve endangered land, all while commercial interests had their eyes on
Alaskan resources. Developers replied with vehemence, by claiming that the “theorists
of the East, who live in communities which have gobbled up all out of doors, wish to
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have them [resources] locked up indefinitely.”88 Although the Arctic efforts of Pinchot
and Roosevelt were focused on the U.S., they inspired Canadian officials to enact similar
legislation.89 However, no evidence exists to suggest that the conservation movement in
the U.S. had a major direct impact on Arctic areas outside of North America.
The idea that an undiscovered Arctic continent existed north of Canada prompted
further intrigue from potential arctic developers. Following the attainment of the Pole,
many claimed that one great northern mystery remained. During Peary’s attempt at the
Pole in 1906, he spotted what he thought was a chunk of land off to the west, which he
called “Crockerland.” The area between the North Pole and the Bering Strait was a real
geographical conundrum. This landmass, which some believed to be a separate
continent, caused scientists and explorers alike to contemplate intriguing possibilities.
By the 1910s, there were still millions of undocumented square miles across the Arctic.
There was no record of the northern boundary of Canada, or of what land, if any, existed
in this unknown region. According to preeminent anthropologist Franz Boas, “the larger
geographical problem relates to the region between Bering Strait and the Pole, and the
heart of the unknown territory is approximately half way between these two points.”90
Stefansson took it even further when he claimed his 1913 expedition would “close
forever the chapter of geographical discovery, for the only place on the whole earth
where there can possibly be land of any considerable extent.”91 Later articles referred to
this as an “Arctic Continent” that might be as large as 500,000 square miles. Stefansson
and others cited tides and currents as further confirmation of the continent’s existence.92
Several expeditions in the 1910s set off to discover this unknown land. Donald B.
MacMillan’s 1913-1916 Crockerland expedition under the auspices of the American
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Museum of Natural History, American Geographical Society, and University of Illinois
was perhaps the most famous. Not long after their departure, their ship, the Diana, ran
aground on the coast of Labrador in July 1913. The crew eventually made it to Etah,
Greenland, which served as their home base.93 In 1914, the group journeyed 130 miles
across ice fields in search of Crockerland but nothing was there except a mirage.
Undeterred, MacMillan decided to stay on through 1914 until 1915, while he collected
specimens and conducted exploratory sled journeys. A relief expedition sent to fetch him
and his crew in 1915 failed due to impenetrable ice packs. A second ship was sent in
1916 and retrieved portions of the crew but MacMillan stayed through the 1916-1917
winter. As he wrote in 1916, despite his four years in the Arctic, he was “not a bit tired
of it.” The explorer finally returned home in 1917 on a third relief ship.94
Simultaneously, Vilhjalmur Stefansson began his 1913 journey for the sake of
“the dominion of Canada,” seeking the same fabled land. Stefansson chose a route that
began in Nome, Alaska on board the Karluk, a vessel captained by Robert Bartlett. His
colleague, Scientist Rudolf M. Anderson planned on establishing a scientific base, while
Stefansson led a group further north in search of unknown lands.95 Not only did
Stefansson fail to discover land, but his ship, the Karluk, could hardly match the Arctic
ice’s fury. After being locked for many months in the ice, the ship succumbed to the
pressure in January 1914 and the crew barely survived the disaster.96 Although
Crockerland held the promise of abundant Arctic riches, over time the dream gave way to
the reality of its nonexistence.
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Conclusion
At the close of the twentieth century’s second decade, a special article in the New York
Times reflected on ten years of polar activity since the discovery of the North Pole. Since
then, the article claimed, Arctic activity by no means ceased, because “there was a great
field of discovery left for explorers.” The article claimed that the two biggest Arctic
events of the 1910s were MacMillan’s Crockerland Expedition and Vilhjalmur
Stefansson’s trips, particularly his 1913 to 1918 expedition under the direction of the
Canadian Geological Survey. The Times cited a laundry list of accomplishments for
Stefansson, as he “discovered new lands, large and small, which added 20,000 square
miles to the territory under the British flag.” He also explored the Beaufort Sea, mapped
new areas and waters, and “brought back the suggested economic exploitation of the
polar regions in the discovery of coal fields on the newly found lands.” Captain Bob
Bartlett, meanwhile, appeared to have adopted Stefansson’s ideas or grown his own brand
of new Arctic philosophy. “There isn’t any danger to speak of in polar exploration
nowadays,” Bartlett preached, “there is no danger of starvation in the north.”97
Reflecting on the decade almost a century later, the era’s importance in the annals
of American Arctic exploration is legion. Although the Arctic’s appeal to the American
imagination endured into the 1910s, the source of that appeal had shifted. No longer did
headlines focus on bold feats and geographical discoveries of explorers. In the years
following the 1909 year of the Pole, hunting, tourism, recreation, and exploitation
became the dominant image of the Arctic. In the 1920s, an era full of new possibilities
for women and fraught with racial tensions, these notions came to full bloom with the
growth of Arctic resource exploitation, technological advances, and the advent of film.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TECHNOLOGY AND THE ARCTIC IN THE 1920s
On December 15, 1926, Marie Ahnighito Peary, the “snow baby” of Robert Peary’s 1893
expedition, spoke to a full house at a meeting of the Geographical Society of
Philadelphia. There, the society prepared to grant Admiral Richard Byrd the Elisha Kent
Kane Gold Medal for flying to the North Pole the year earlier. It appeared that the
methods of her own father, Marie quipped, were already outdated. Henry Grier Bryant
spoke after the daughter of Robert and Josephine. Bryant proclaimed the 1920s an “age
of extraordinary scientific achievement” - an age in which both the airplane and dirigible
opened the Arctic. Did this new technology steal anything away from Byrd’s
accomplishment? No – Byrd deserved the award because of his “heroism of the high
adventure” and the “mastery of new methods of navigation as shown by the official log
of the trip.” This last verifying point, the “official log” record, was an obvious reference
to proving he made it and avoiding another controversy akin to the 1909 debacle.1
As Bryant’s words relay, if anyone assumed that the rising tide of technology
sapped the North of its allure, they were wrong. If anything, these new found tools of
conquering and documenting the Arctic, from radio and airplanes to the moving pictures,
increased the public’s interest in this place. These new technologies, while demystifying
and opening up the region, also accentuated its exotic and romantic image. Reliance on
technology did not deprive men of their strong and rugged image. Instead it was a tool
used to demonstrate manliness. But men were not alone anymore in experiencing the
invigoration of the Arctic’s environment. That brand of manliness had company, which
now included hunters, tourists, women explorers, boy scouts, young girls, commercial
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investors, and more. The Arctic was now a place fully accessible to all, including men
and women, the young and the old, and professionals and amateurs.
American views of the Inuit continued to change through this time period.
Through the new media of film, the Inuit reemerged as exotic figures on the big screen.
No longer masters of the environment for explorers to emulate, they appeared as objects
for the inquisitive American gaze. Over four decades from Samuel Entrikin’s days to
1930, the progression of their image in American popular culture gradually digressed
from one of sophistication and cleverness to one of destitution and obsolete
primitiveness. For the Inuit, technology was a wedge driven between them and white
admiration. Instead of turning to Inuit ways, later explorers adopted modern technology
to conquer and document the Arctic and its inhabitants. Increasingly, the North’s
indigenous populations were cast aside as exotic and stereotyped pastiches of an outdated
way of life.
The reemergence of women in the Arctic narrative reflected their newfound
position of rising power in a post-Nineteenth Amendment Jazz Age world. Throughout
the 1920s, representations of women once again populated the newly accessible Arctic of
the American imagination. Female adventurers and scientists took center stage, including
women like anthropologist Frederica de Laguna and explorer-heiress Louise Arner Boyd.
Concurrent with the rise of the new Arctic woman was the appearance of young women
and girls in children’s Arctic literature. Bold and confident, these fictional and nonfictional figures reflected and reinforced changes on the American home front. No longer
were women absent from the Arctic as was often the case in the first decades of the
twentieth century, nor were they entirely working within established social norms in the
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Arctic as they had in the 1890s. Instead, much like the male explorers of the 1890s, they
participated in the Arctic with new assertiveness and zeal.
What did all of this Arctic activity mean at this point? Donald B. MacMillan
wrote of the next stages in Arctic exploration in a 1920 Youth’s Companion article. “So
great has been the rush to get northward, and so anxious has been man to grasp the great
prize at the end of the earth,” MacMillan stated, “that lands almost at our very door have
been neglected.” MacMillan bemoaned the conjectural dotted lines that represented
unknown coastlines. On the interior, as “miles and miles have never been traversed by
man,” untold glaciers, mountains, lakes and rivers await the eager explorer. The result of
such expeditions would be untold wealth, including copper, coal, furs, and cryolite,
which MacMillan considered of secondary importance to the scientific work. Like
Stefansson, MacMillan despised the myths that had grown around the Arctic. “The
curtain through which man has faintly seen the Arctic will lift,” he predicted, “and farfetched conceptions will give way to facts.”2
One 1928 work, Problems of Polar Research, published by W.L.G. Joerg of the
American Geographical Society, consisted of articles on Arctic exploration by thirtythree different authors. Everyone from Stefansson to Bartlett and Nansen to Rasmussen
contributed. “Never before,” one reviewer noted, “even in the days of the Franklin
search, has there been such wide-spread popular interest in Arctic and Antarctic
exploration as there is today.” Even in this age, however, questions persisted about the
use of Arctic exploration. This book was meant to bring those answers out and gather
them in one place. For Nansen, the answer was dealing with the oceanographic
challenges of the Arctic. For Knud Rasmussen, the unsolved ethnographic mysteries
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were the greatest priority. The work covered everything from navigation and zoology to
meteorology and geology.3 It also touched on the greatest influencer of Arctic
exploration and its significance in American society - technology.

Heroism and Technology
To say that 1926 was a significant year in American Arctic exploration would be a vast
understatement. Explorer Fitzhugh Green called the year’s activities a “massed attack on
the polar regions” and the “greatest polar drive in history.” Admiral Robert Byrd and
Hubert Wilkins were separately poised to fly to the North Pole from Spitsbergen. A
French polar expedition boasted a car with a rotating front wheel to help carry it over
pressure ridges. A Russian expedition by air was set to launch from Siberia. Amundsen
prepared to launch his dirigible to the Pole along with Italy’s Umberto Nobile.4
The results of these and other plans was a staggering Arctic drama in 1926,
second only to the 1909 Peary-Cook affair. While Wilkins flew north of Alaska
unsuccessfully searching for unknown lands, Byrd and Amundsen’s race to become the
first to fly over the North Pole went down to the wire. On May 9, 1926, Byrd launched
from Spitsbergen with his three-engine Fokker the Josephine Ford, named after the
daughter of expedition benefactor Edsel Ford.5 He reached the Pole the same day.
Meanwhile, on May 11, 1926, Amundsen and Nobile launched in their dirigible Norge
from Spitsbergen and reached the Pole that day, just two days after Byrd. Byrd and
Amundsen both were praised as Arctic heroes.
The level of intensity continued beyond 1926 with a variety of aircraft-based
explorations. Wilkins launched another expedition in April 1928 and discovered that
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there was no land north of Alaska where it had been predicted. Umberto Nobile
confirmed Wilkins’s conclusion a month later in a dirigible. It is easy to forget that the
airplane was not necessarily the air vehicle of choice for exploring the Arctic, nor was it
naturally accepted as the best overall means of air travel. The dirigible’s future appeared
quite bright in the 1920s, and some explorers noted that the dirigible was much better
suited to Arctic travel than the plane. Both Amundsen and MacMillan, as late as 1925,
exclaimed that weather conditions were good for dirigibles near the Pole. Byrd even
considered using a dirigible instead of his three-engine Fokker during his North Pole
flight of 1926.6 It would be a mistake to assume that this new age of technology and an
open Arctic sapped the North of the heroism that celebrated manly strength over nature’s
forces. That was not the case. In his unpublished manuscript, “The Bowdoin in Baffin
Land,” MacMillan described the ideal male figure for the first trip of the Bowdoin from
1921 to 1922. The main object of this expedition was travelling to the Fury and Hecla
Straights in Arctic Canada and establishing a magnetic station for the Carnegie Institution
of Washington, D.C. In his opening chapter, MacMillan wrote that the ideal Arctic
traveler should be “young and vigorous and energetic, and should have a love for the outof-doors and be unmindful of wind and weather.” A sound heart, robust lungs and “a
stomach capable of digesting anything but a mineral” were required. MacMillan avoided
married men, as he blamed the failure of previous expeditions on homesickness.7
Although women were becoming more and more prevalent on Arctic adventures, this
traditional seafaring suspicion of their influence over men persisted. The memoirs of
MacMillan’s colleague, Captain Bob Bartlett, echoed these thoughts, as he did not “think
a seafaring man ought to [get married] because women so often break your heart.”8
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Admiral Byrd’s gold medal ceremony demonstrated that technology did not
eliminate manly arctic bravery. Instead, it aided, supported, and enhanced it. Like
Whitney, Byrd was not described as a robust man. The New York Times highlighted his
odd qualities. He was “tall, erect and so thin as to appear frail, although in reality he is
hardened and conditioned for the experience which he faces.” The thirty-five-year-old
was not a “dominating personality” but rather a quiet leader, who was brave, tactful, and
cooperative. His demeanor in the documentary film With Byrd at the South Pole: The
Story of Little America (1930), where he self-consciously stammered through ten minutes
of opening narration, is case in point. Despite his physical appearance, however, Byrd
demonstrated the same gusto of pre-flight explorers. He had an innate grit since
childhood and exuded “audacity, self reliance, and sporting spirit” to which he added the
“experience, science, and technical skill” to suit his task.9
The same held true of Roald Amundsen. When the Youth’s Companion reported
on the return of Amundsen following his 1925 two-plane attempt at the Pole, his Arctic
lineage with previous intrepid explorers was emphasized. “Amundsen’s daring dash for
the Pole,” it stated, “was characterized by the stubborn courage, resourcefulness and
determination with which the history of Arctic exploration has been filled.” Although the
vehicles had changed from ship and sledge to plane, in describing Amundsen’s bravery
the press referenced the same set of manly characteristics that were typical in the age of
Peary and Entrikin.10
Celebrity status that came with Arctic heroism could pay high dividends.
Just as Hayes, Peary, and others before him, MacMillan took his show on the road to
much acclaim and with impressive financial results. The only difference between him
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and his forbearers is that he had the new and exciting medium of film. By combining
film and lectures, MacMillan earned large sums of money with his productions. A glance
at his lecture schedule for short periods of time in 1924 and 1926 demonstrates how
popular and lucrative his film lecture circuit was (one must multiply these fee figures by
at least twenty for a rough estimate of the equivalent in present-day dollars). For the film
My Winter in North Greenland, he kept the following hectic schedule:
November 5, 1924 – Auburn ME, YMCA, $500
November 6, 1924 – Wollaston, MA, Wollaston Woman’s Club, $250, 2:30 pm
November 6, 1924 – Milton, MA, Milton High School, Milton Educational
Society, $300 plus $35 for machine and operator. 8:15 pm.
November 7, 1924 – Milford, NH, Improvement Society, at Town Hall, $300 plus
$25 for machine and operator.
November 8, 1924 – Malden, MA, Strand Theatre, Malden Teachers Association.
$250, 10:30 am.
November 8, 1924 – Fitchburg, MA, City Hall, The Intercollegiate Club, $250,
plus $35, 8 pm.
November 9, 1924 – Pawtucket, RI, Strand Theater, YMCA, $150.
November 10, 1924 – Woonsocket, Harris Hall, Woonsocket Teacher’s Assoc.,
$300.
November 11, 1924 – Watertown, MA, Western Junior High School, $300.11

MacMillan continued this madding pace for many months thereafter. Later, in 1926, he
took his show The Arctic by Sea, Land, and Air on the road with the following schedule:
January 1, 1926 – Wakefield, MA, Town Hall, the Man’s Club of First Cong.
Church, $500 plus $25.
January 2, 1926 – Quincy, MA, Quincy High School, The Kiwanis Club, $350.
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January 3, 1926 – Winchester, MA Town Hall, The Parish Fund of the Cong.
Church, $350 for “Beyond the Northern Lights.”
January 4, 1926 – Youngstown, OH – YMCA Gymnasium, $350.
January 5, 1926 – Muncie, IN, Ball Auditorium, the Izaak Walton League, $350.
January 6, 1926 – Ottawa, IL, Orpheum Theatre, Rev. Hugh MacWhorter, $300
(60% of gross receipts)
January 7, 1926 – Des Moines, Women’s Club Auditorium, Des Moines
Women’s Club, $400.
January 8, 1926 – Omaha, NB, Omaha Society Fine Arts at the Brandeis Theatre,
$50012

The audience reacted to his films with pure wonder and fascination. As the New
York Times reported, film viewers “gasped” at seeing an Inuit flip his kayak completely
over and back upright. Images of the Inuit children and puppies “brought delighted
expressions” from many audience members. They showed “amusement” at how Inuit
women sewed their goods and used their teeth. Shock, delight, and amusement – these
were the reactions that MacMillan elicited in this particular crowd, and probably
countless others as well, from Quincy to Omaha.13
In Byrd’s case, it was primarily flight that gained him worldwide fame and riches.
As historian Robert N Matuozzi states, Byrd benefitted through significant contracts with
corporations by relying on his image as a “frontier figure whose daring and physical
hardship pushed back natural barriers and extended man’s dominion over nature.” These
deals included media outfits like Current News and Putnam Publishers, film corporations
like Paramount, and consumer goods, such as General Foods. Indeed, Byrd had the
exploitation of polar flight down to a dollars and cents business.14
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Why was Arctic flight such a captivating activity? “The radio and airplane,”
Robert Matuozzi argues, “transformed perceptions of time and space, quickening the
tempo of life and shattering the barriers associated with distance.”15 Since the times of
Martin Frobisher in the sixteenth century, explorers always strove to shorten the distance
between viewers of Arctic material and the Arctic itself. The radio provided the ultimate
new tool in that pursuit. “The airplane,” one 1926 article noted, “by making exploration
possible during the summer months when the thermometer constantly registers above the
freezing point, has opened a way to removing many of the horrors, which have hitherto
beset the voyager north of seventy-five [i.e. seventy-fifth parallel].”16 The press
announced a new age in which technology had finally conquered the Arctic. “Here is a
new epic of the North,” another 1925 article opened, “a modern epic, lived not in icebound ships or on snow-bound dog sleds, but in airplanes.”17
Advances in radio technology continued to make the Arctic seem less and less
remote. By the beginning of 1928, newspapers reported on how those at home could
“talk” to “dwellers in the Far North” through transmissions of radio waves.18 “The
Arctic Circle,” the article pronounced, “is no longer a distant region.” The Morrissey
expedition of 1926, for instance, “was never out of touch by radio with New York” and
provided almost daily updates for the New York Times. 19 A year earlier, in 1925, day-today transmissions of radio included the voices of friends and family at home which kept
spirits high on MacMillan’s journey. Not only did radio allow explorers to contact home,
but it also alleviated the melancholy of long isolated winters in the Arctic. By the mid1920s, concerts could be transmitted from home to Arctic explorers via radio waves.20
Some even poked fun at the seemingly luxurious equipment of these explorers. A
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tongue-in-cheek article in the Independent exclaimed, “everything is different today.”
Instead of Arctic hardship and despair, explorers like MacMillan had “several kinds of
radios, a lot of ‘planes and pilots, two ships…and a corps of very able press agents.”21
New technology even allowed the establishment of a permanent scientific
presence in Greenland. By 1927, the first wireless message was sent from a newly
established observatory in Greenland, the “first press dispatch transmitted by radio from a
station in Greenland to a station on the continent.”22 Michigan Professor William Herbert
Hobbs was at the forefront of this technology, using it to maintain constant contact
between the Arctic and home as he studied meteorology in the exposed regions of the far
northern Arctic. By 1928, he was “radiotelephoning” from the U.S. to Greenland,
“believed to be the first time the radiophone has ever penetrated the Arctic Circle.”
These were not just lofty scientific aims. The base in Greenland was able to predict and
observe storms days before they formed in treacherous Atlantic waters, which provided
warnings for northern shipping interests. “The Greenland expedition,” one article
remarked, “working in the Arctic Circle, is being directed daily from the campus of the
University of Michigan by Professor Hobbs through the use of short-wave radio.”23 This
remarkable early form of teleworking demonstrated just how accessible the Arctic had
become, as Professor Hobbs could literally head an Arctic expedition from the comforts
of his office. The importance of this development cannot be overstated. Now, instead of
relying on seasonal expeditions which put lives at risk on the seas, a more “permanent”
presence that could be monitored from home.
There continued to be a futuristic theme in Arctic fiction through the 1920s,
which mirrored real life by incorporating new technologies into the storylines. In Air
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Voyagers of the Arctic, or, Sky Pilot’s Dash Across the Pole, accomplished airmen Danny
Cooper and Amos Green launched an elaborate assault on the Pole in 1928. They began
their journey by boat from San Francisco and weaved their way past Alaska on their way
towards, as one of the pilots remarked, the “jolly old pole that Peary shook hands with.”
Upon arriving at end of their boat journey, they took to their airplane for the final assault
on the Pole. At one point they passed over an old shipwreck from the days of Kane and
Franklin which reminded them of “when the spirit of adventure was more modest in its
demands than had become the fashion in these modern times.” In contrast to explorers of
the past, today “radio, telephone, flying ships, and plenty of other near-miracles are being
utilized to push the fortunes of those hardy souls who start out to wage the never-ending
fight with Nature in her wildest aspect.”24
By the late 1920s, as fictional and non-fictional accounts demonstrate,
technological advances allowed Arctic travelers new methods and comforts in their
journeys, while remaining in continuous contact with home. Battles with the elements
remained. Flight carried its own dangerous liabilities with potentially deadly
consequences, as was the case with the fatal plane crashes of explorers Roald Amundsen
in 1928 and Carl Ben Eielson and Earl Borland in 1929. However, by the 1920s, the
press, books, and explorer’s own accounts continually portrayed the Arctic as
conquerable and accessible to a wide array of travelers.

Arctic Exploration in the Age of Flight and Film
“Let’s Eat Musk Oxen,” declared one 1920 Independent article. The idea that the
American public would eat musk oxen and wear its wool may at first seem absurd.
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However, an experiment to raise musk oxen, backed by Vilhjalmur Stefansson, was
reality by 1920. With Stefansson’s support, three islands in Canada’s northern Hudson
Bay hosted an experimental reserve of over 4,000 such beasts. The article’s author
claimed that, if successful, “the far North will become a factor in supplying America with
meat and wool.”25 In the era of flight and film, the image of the Arctic as a resource-rich
area continued to grow in unexpected directions.
More than meat and wool, natural resources took center stage in the quest for
Arctic riches. Oil, in particular, held promises of untold wealth waiting in the Arctic. In
1919-1920, twenty-three different oil wells were discovered in an area 1,500 by 500
miles in northern regions. Although it was long believed that the oil existed, access to
those areas had always posed a problem. The airplane, one article claimed, now allowed
the “North to be explored and exploited as it has not been for a hundred years” since
those discoveries first became known.26
The Imperial Oil Company, then a subsidiary of Standard Oil, attempted to make
those discoveries pay off. The company, which still exists today and owns the brands
Mobil and Esso, owned drilling operations in northern Canada near the Mackenzie River
as early as 1919. Due to the remoteness of these discoveries and cold conditions, it was
difficult to extract the deposits. As Imperial Oil’s president claimed, “to render the oil
from this Arctic region commercially accessible would prove very costly and the problem
will require great study.”27 Even children’s literature got in on the speculation. One
Youth’s Companion article reported on the great coal seams of Greenland and “oil oozing
freely from the soil” near Hudson Bay. Although currently inaccessible, such supplies
would undoubtedly prove valuable in the future.28
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Corporate and industrial interests drove a variety of commercial activities in the
Arctic, and in the 1920s much of it centered on oil. Despite the efforts of Progressive
reformers, many of these ventures were large projects between conglomerated
corporations that aimed to control resource interests. In 1921, for instance, the Hudson
River Bay Company planned a railroad to connect existing river and railroad routes to
new Standard Oil stations along the MacKenzie River.29 Legal battles erupted between
behemoth corporations, with Standard Oil fighting the Royal Dutch-Shell company for
exclusive rights to those areas.30
The two major proponents of an open Arctic full of abundant resources, Christian
Leden and Vilhjalmur Stefansson, remained in the spotlight into the 1920s and beyond.
In 1922, the Swede Christian Leden organized a trip that adopted an unorthodox means
of financing. Instead of the usual donations, government funding, or university/museum
sponsorship, he aimed to use Greenland exports to finance an expedition to establish a
northern base. Reindeer, farm products, and oil, he proposed, could provide more than
adequate support for the expedition.31
In the case of Stefansson, by June of 1921, the Canadian-American planned to
finally cash in on his theories. Although his expeditions made him a man of enormous
influence in Canadian, British, and American scientific and political circles, he yearned
to prove to the world that his theories actually worked in real life. With this in mind,
Stefansson became virtually obsessed with Wrangel Island as a testing ground for his
“friendly Arctic” ideas. In 1914, some of his crew during the “Canadian Arctic
Expedition” were marooned on Wrangel Island, which lies north of Siberia. Stefansson
uncritically accepted reports from one of those men, Jack Hadley, that the land mass had
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economic and strategic potential.32
He started his own company, the Stefansson Arctic Exploration and Development
Company, to essentially seize the island and claim it for Canada. With private capital
raised, the Vancouver-based company sought to market reindeer meat, sell furs, and
study the exploitation of other possible resources. While Stefansson remained in
America, the expedition’s crew arrived on Wrangel Island on September 16, 1921.33 As
the party set up base on the island, Stefansson sought legitimacy for his enterprise,
hoping to use his expedition to officially claim Wrangel Island for Canada. The problem
was that no one seemed to know who owned Wrangel Island. Even Canadian officials
did not know if they owned it. And if they did, they were not sure what the government
would do with it. “Whether the island is of very much practical importance, I do not
know,” Joseph Tweed Shaw in the Canadian House of Commons remarked, “but parties
in the United States seem to think it is.”34
After Canada vacillated and eventually relinquished interest, Stefansson turned to
Britain and the U.S. in hopes that anyone would notice the island’s potential. However,
by 1923, the only support Stefansson could rally was support for a relief expedition to
replenish his expedition’s supplies. Sadly, when the relief expedition arrived at Wrangel
Island, it discovered that all but one member of the expedition had perished. Stefansson
purchased the rights for $100 to publish the diary of that sole survivor, an Alaskan Inuit
woman Ada Blackjack. Ultimately, the episode tarnished Stefansson’s reputation, and as
one biographer noted, nearly “overnight, Stefansson’s ‘Friendly Arctic’ had become ‘The
Unfriendly Arctic’.”35 Russia claimed Wrangel Island in 1926 and no other nation
protested their claim.
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Stefansson was undeterred and instead of giving up his “friendly Arctic,” he dug
his heels in deeper. In 1923, he announced that he was “through with exploring” and
aimed to devote the rest of his years to propounding friendly Arctic theories. One article
explained Stefansson’s point of view, that the “age of exploration would have to yield, if
it had not already yielded, to the age of commercial development.”36 In The Northward
Course of Empire (1922), Stefansson took his argument one step further, proclaiming the
absolute superiority of the North for civilization. Although the West provided an
expansion worthy of note over the last several centuries, Stefansson claimed, over the
long term, the “northward course of empire” inexorably marched on for millennia driving
“civilization” to the North. Plainly stated by Stefansson, man’s “fight upward in
civilization has coincided in part at least with his march northward over the earth into a
cooler, clearer, more bracing air.” People have always just assumed, he continued, that
the northward limit of civilization had simply been reached. However, it had not because
people never truly understood the North enough to take the step northward. “On the basis
of distance and misinformation,” he argued, “the North has always been supposed to be
dreadful and devoid of resources.” “But,” Stefansson argued, “these judgments have
always been wrong.”37
Stefansson’s Northward continued his full litany of myth busting. The coldest
recorded temperature in the settled U.S., he stated, was near Havre, Montana at 68
degrees below zero, about ten degrees lower than it would ever get at the Pole.
Stefansson’s Arctic sounded like a veritable wonderland, with warm temperatures,
grasses for reindeer herds, and few, if any germs. Additionally, the musk ox, Stefansson
claimed, had the potential of domestication and air travel held the promise of easy
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transport.38
The point of Northward was not just to expose misconceptions, but also to
emphasize how these misconceptions had “retarded” the “northward march” of
civilization. The potential of the area was real and powerful to Stefansson and its stunted
potential had serious consequences. Opportunities were lost to use it as a safety valve, as
a solution to global food crises, as a source of oil and natural resources, and as valuable
land for air bases. Northward even contained a chart that demonstrated the inverse
relation of mean temperature to “civilization” over time, as “flourishing centers” had
gradually shifted northward over millennia, from Babylon in 2,000 B.C. to Antwerp in
the nineteenth century.39 In 1927, Dr. Rudmose Brown of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science echoed the broad theories of Stefansson. He declared that “no
pioneer problems now await the explorer in the Arctic Region.” He believed that
“ultimately man will be driven north by economic pressure to take up habitable land.”
He went on boldly to predict that the “Eskimo’s place [will be] taken by herdsmen from
the States and Europe.”40
Leden and Stefansson were not the only ones who recognized the increasing value
of the Arctic. When Amundsen described the impetus behind his 1926 flight to the Pole,
he explained that he also aimed “to chart out a route over which the world’s air-borne
commerce of the future may be carried.”41 Lincoln Ellsworth, who attempted to fly to the
Pole in 1925 with Amundsen, claimed that an Arctic air route would cut commercial
travel from Hong Kong to London in half.42 Fitzhugh Green speculated that an open
airway that connected Europe to Asia could be “the Panama Canal of the North.”43
For explorers, financiers and businessmen, the Arctic held many treasures just
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waiting to be unlocked. Abundant mineral, natural and faunal resources presented a
potential treasure trove of commodities, supplies, and fuel. Airways appeared to hold a
solution to long-distance travel. However, in the long run, oil proved to be the most
relevant and sought-after resource held by the Arctic, as seen in today’s battles over oilrich protected lands.

Arctic Boys
The presence of young boys on these expeditions was a natural evolution from the
claims of Stefansson about the friendly Arctic. For, if the Arctic was as mild and
accommodating as Stefansson claimed, certainly it could accommodate men in training.
In 1927, for instance, a journey was designated specifically for “sea Scouts” – the marine
equivalent of the Boy Scouts. These eight Chicago boys journeyed on the schooner
Northern Light on the “Borden-Field Museum Expedition” to the Alaskan Arctic. They
collected specimens on their trip and experienced a wide array of activities in the
Arctic.44 Of the many dangers they tackled were “slaying polar and Kodiak bears, pursuit
of the killer whale, [and] struggles to reef a sail on waves that ran twenty-five feet high.”
Is was not all hard work, however, as they had swimming parties and were handed
“defeat in a game of baseball at the hands of the Eskimos.”45
Some boys even wrote full length published accounts of their journeys. In Boy’s
View of the Arctic (1926), fourteen-year-old Kenneth Longley Rawson, wrote of his 1925
trip on board the Morrissey with MacMillan. MacMillan proclaimed this boy as the
“youngest white lad ever to go into the Far North.”46 During their journey, the boy came
into frequent contact with the Inuit. Rawson’s book discussed their stop at a Hopedale,
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Labrador mission where, he claimed, he helped convert “the Eskimos to Christianity and
endowed them with the priceless gift of the Christian spirit in brotherly love.” According
to Rawson, they uplifted them, “from a state of complete ignorance and savagery to the
status of civilization and education.” He was surprised at how they looked. They did not
look like “barbarians” because, Rawson exclaimed, “they lacked the ferocious look I
have seen stamped on their countenances in the Sunday Supplements.”47 Boys like
Rawson, it appeared, could perceive themselves as agents of cultural change in the North
even as they experienced the transformative elements of the region.
Perhaps the most prolific boy Arctic author was David Binney Putnam, son of
publishing magnate George Putnam. The younger Putnam’s three books, David Goes
Voyaging, David Goes to Greenland, and David Goes to Baffinland, described the Arctic
from a young boy explorer’s perspective. Like Rawson, Putnam was fascinated
particularly with the Inuit and traded constantly with them in the North. As for the
appropriateness of bringing a boy along, Captain Bob Bartlett announced in his preface
that he was hesitant to have him on his ship. However, in the end he posed no problems.
Furthermore, according to Bartlett, the account by the boy would “stir up their [boys’]
blood and make them realize that there’s lots of life over the hills and beyond the
horizon.”48
Fictional accounts, too, placed boys at center stage in the Arctic, as boy
protagonists continued to seek manhood through brushes with danger in the icy North.
Bobby Black in the Frozen North tells the story of the title character who, along with his
pals and an Inuit man at a circus, was kidnapped. Kidnappers stowed the group on a boat
and took them to the North Pole in search of a mysterious treasure known only by the
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Inuit. They were saved by some Inuit after a shipwreck, and encountered a polar bear,
walrus, and crushing ice floes. In the end, they found the treasure and were allowed to
keep it because the Inuit are so grateful that Bobby saved them from a walrus.49 The
boys, like countless real explorers before them, managed to endure the Arctic’s dangers
through grit and determination. In the process, they went from boys who started the story
playing baseball and attending a circus to legitimate male conquerors of the North.
Technology contributed to the transformation of boys into men. Like their reallife, fully grown counterparts, fictional boy-explorers naturally adopted technology in
their efforts to conquer the Arctic. In Stand By: The Story of a Boy’s Achievements in
Radio, a young boy named Lee stirred things up while visiting family in rural Alabama.
The town had no electricity. Its residents grew suspicious of the boy’s adroitness with
electrical equipment, which included a Leyden jar, Voltaic Pile, electromagnets,
telegraphs, and a two-way radio. During a major flood, his two-way radio was the only
means to call the outside world for help. As a result, a grizzled explorer named Captain
Barlot invited the boy to fly to the Arctic by dirigible to help search for gold. The
captain “would need all of the aids of modern science, for the Arctic world breeds the
most fearful of storms, spews forth the most monstrous of grinding, treacherous icebergs,
forever shifts its sky lights in a strange visibility that deceives and magnifies and lures
with mirages.” Despite encountering an assortment of dangers, ranging from wolves that
trapped them to killer whales and the crash of their dirigible, Lee’s radio saved them at
each turn. When they discovered the treasure, the author echoed the philosophy of
Stefansson: “in the next few years, these Arctic Barren Lands would see civilization
brought into them because of man’s mastery of the flying ship, and his new power of
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speeding the spoken word through the air on the waves of the radio.” And as for
settlement, “this forward march of civilization into the waste places” would follow after
bases were created.50
Boys’ books like Stand By and serials reached millions of children in the early
twentieth century. One of the most well known authors was Edward Stratemeyer, whose
protagonists were consistently marked by their pluck, patriotism, honesty, and almost a
moral lust for technology. Stratemeyer was so successful that he had to create a cottage
industry of writers – the “Stratemeyer Syndicate” – to meet the demand for his serial
volumes. For instance, the famous “Bobbsey Twins” Series by the Stratemeyer
Syndicate sold nearly six million volumes between its debut in 1904 and 1936. By that
final year, they had issued The Bobbsey Twins in Eskimo Land under the pseudonym
Laura Lee Hope. Boy books like these had such a hold over the imagination of young
boys that the Boy Scouts of America actually launched a publicity campaign against
them. Beginning in 1914, Boy Scout representatives claimed that they were too fantastic,
and provided too much stimulation for boys.51
Non-fictional accounts, too, appealed to boys of the 1920s. In Heroes of the
Furthest North and Farthest South, authors J. Kennedy MacLean and Chelsea Fraser
traced the long legacy of Arctic explorers over centuries. The work chronicled the
evolution of Arctic exploration from William Baffin in the seventeenth century through
Franklin and Kane in the nineteenth century to Peary and Stefansson in the twentieth
century. Throughout those eras, the heroism of these august figures stood out as
exemplary behavior for twentieth-century boys. From the stalwart actions of Kane
through Byrd, who was “hardy and tough as a polar bear,” the Arctic’s past and present
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provided lessons for the youth of the 1920s in perseverance and physical and mental
toughness. 52 When briefly reviewed in Boy’s Life magazine in 1930, the reviewer
commented that “the stories of heroism and dogged determination cannot be told too
often.”53
Whether fiction, non-fiction, or even autobiography, countless Arctic tales for
boys populated the bookshelves for the America’s reading youth. They served numerous
roles. Beyond their mere entertainment value, boy’s arctic stories provided a means to
identify directly with the transformative experience of the Arctic. Technological
references allowed readers to vicariously apply cutting-edge scientific and engineering
wonders to the subjugation of the wild Arctic.

Nanook and the Inuit
Since the days of Robert Peary, the American press and scientific community had
consistently portrayed the Inuit as a special group that lay outside of the regular criticisms
and scrutiny of other racial groups. However, the post-war era was a time of great
technological change. For the Inuit, technology and the medium of film severely
influenced how they were perceived by Americans. In Freeze Frame, Alaskan Eskimos
in the Movies, Ann Fienup-Riordan chronicles how film perpetuated earlier myths about
the Inuit and crystallized that image for the twentieth century. “Like the representation of
the Orient,” she states, “the representation of Eskimos is about origins – in this case the
origin of society in the ‘pure primitive’: peaceful, happy, childlike, noble, independent,
and free.” This “Eskimo Orientalism” was a way for white Americans to sift through,
select, and appropriate noble primitive traits that they imagined they had lost through
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modernization and industrialization.54 “Eskimos in the movies in part represented this
lost innocence,” she continues, “their ‘primitive purity’ embodied not what they were, but
what Euro Americans needed them to be.”55 This change was gradual, but their image in
the American mind was hardening. It was a culmination of four decades of change and
film played a major role in that transition. Additionally, other forms of technology
(airplane, radio, etc.) were wedges that separated the Inuit from their mystique. It pried
them loose of that environmental mastery in white eyes and cast them adrift as exotic
others or tragic victims of assimilation or extinction.
In the midst of these changing images, there was, of course, much continuity.
Commentators echoed some of the same findings they did from decades ago. Articles
described the Inuit as a “marvelously merry people.”56 One account even explained that
the joy of the “happy gypsy of the cold North” is “in inverse ratio to the rigors of their
climate, the remoteness of their habitat, and the desolate unproductively of their
environment.”57 Books, such as Roy G. Snell’s Told Beneath the Northern Lights: A
Book of Eskimo Legends (1925) and Eskimo Island and Penguin Land (1924, 1928)
introduced readers to Inuit folklore and noble Arctic animals.58 Alice Alison Lide’s
Inemak: The Little Greenlander (1927) included tales of young Inemak’s adventures, as
she hunted, played, and defied the Arctic elements through skill and cleverness.59 There
were even occasional “lost” tribes discovered, including one that practiced infanticide.60
More often, however, the press focused on the Inuit’s pathway to extinction or
assimilation. The 1925 journey of MacMillan, for instance, carried two planes by ship to
the Arctic with floats instead of wheels. The Youth’s Companion anticipated Inuit
reactions to the sight, exclaiming “how the Eskimos will stare and shout as the great
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planes roar up into the air!” It continued:
Until Peary made friends with them twenty years ago or more, those men and
women were still living in the stone age, - or rather in the bone age, - though they
have within a generation become acquainted with iron knives and spearheads, the
expansive power of steam, the electric light and even the radio; for both the latter
wonders were carried up to the world’s end by Mr. Donald B. MacMillan on his
last cruise.
The Inuit’s once commanding power over the environment was gone. Now, with “white
men flying like birds,” it was technology, not Inuit skills, that allowed Americans to
transcend Arctic hardships.”61 Even the collective memory of indigenous northerners as
strong was wiped out, as the Inuit’s sole legacy by 1925 was as a people that Peary
“made friends with.”62
No aspect of the 1920s influenced the image of the Inuit in the American mind as
much as the silver screen. As explained by Fienup-Riordan in Freeze Frame, the
depiction of the Inuit in film was a natural evolution from earlier exhibitions of native
peoples. From the beginning, film helped to exoticize the Inuit for white Americans.
Much like world’s fair exhibitions, film portrayed them in ways that reinforced
stereotypes. Among the earliest representations on film was Thomas Edison’s filming of
the Inuit at the 1901 Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New York. According to
Fienup-Riordan, Edison depicted them as “simple, childlike, entertaining, and quaint.”63
Later films focused on documenting expeditions. During his 1909-1911 expedition,
filmmaker Frank E. Kleinschmidt recorded 10,000 feet of film that documented the
Carnegie Museum Expedition to Alaska and Siberia, including footage of the Inuit.
Captain Bob Bartlett and Donald MacMillan used film to record Eskimo life for
presentations and educational purposes, creating, in Fienup-Riordan’s words, “a
photographic record of what they regarded as the Eskimos regrettable but unavoidable
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contact with and corruption by the civilized world.”64
Of course, the most famous Arctic film from the early twentieth century is Robert
Flaherty’s Nanook of the North (1922). In 1914 and 1916, Flaherty shot a lengthy film in
the Canadian Arctic among the Inuit of the Hudson Bay. He accidentally set the film
ablaze during the final editing. Devastated but undeterred, Flaherty returned north to film
the biographical account of Nanook, his wife Nyla and their Inuit family in 1919-1920. 65
The result was Nanook of the North, an account that intended to chronicle the beauty and
struggles of Nanook’s life, as elicited by the film’s subtitle “life and love in the actual
arctic.” The film showed this “kindly, brave, simple Eskimo” and his family eating,
hunting, travelling, playing and building an igloo. In between, there were moments
meant to appeal to viewer’s sentiments and sense of humor. Nanook and his family’s
interactions with a white trader were especially telling. Nanook, at one point, was so
amazed by a gramophone that he bit the metal album to try to understand it better. His
son ate too much lard and biscuits and required castor oil from the trader to cure his
stomachache. The film showed Nanook and Lyla’s young baby naked twice outdoors –
reminiscent of baby Marie Ahnighito Peary nearly 30 years prior “enduring” the Arctic’s
harsh elements.66 The film is readily available today in a DVD version distributed in
1999.
Nanook was an immediate success on the silver screen. Praising the film as a true
representation of Arctic reality, one reviewer remarked that this “genuine hero” (Nanook)
had all of the qualities audiences sought, including “courage and strength, quick and sure
resourcefulness and, for them, a friendly disposition.”67 Even five years after its 1922
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release, the press still showered Flaherty and his work with praises, noting that his “adroit
and clear method of picturing the life of the Esquimos could not be more effective.”68
In fact, Nanook is often regarded as the first documentary film ever created.
However, it sustained criticism almost immediately from Stefansson for being too staged.
Stefansson saw it as an attack on his “friendly Arctic” theories. According to FienupRiordan, the film was essentially a romantic creation by Flaherty of a timeless primitive
Eskimo culture that no longer existed. “For Flaherty,” Fienup-Riordan exclaims, “[what]
Eskimos actually were grew less and less important than what Euro-Americans should
be.” “Flaherty,” she noted, “was not engaged in objective recording but in creatively
recovering” a lost primitive part of white Americans’ self image.69
Shari Huhndorf’s Going Native: Indians in the American Cultural Imagination
sums up the impact of Nanook most succinctly when she called it a “watershed.” After
Nanook’s release, she states, “no imagining of the Far North could free itself from the
panoply of stereotypes born in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and
brought to fruition in Flaherty’s work.” It also generated far-reaching popular interest in
the Arctic, from “Eskimo Pies” ice cream treats to further films.70
When viewed through her lens of literary studies, Huhndorf’s general assessment
of Nanook is that it is a colonialist narrative which objectifies and belittles Inuit culture
through a primitive portrayal of Nanook and his family. In many respects her assessment
is accurate. Flaherty portrayed Nanook and his family without the modern ways or
clothing familiar to them. Instead, he depicted the primitive lifestyle of the Inuit past. In
doing so, Flaherty satisfied a white middle class American desire to view and identify
with primitive elements that legitimized their own lifestyles. Both Nanook and his wife
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Nyla, for instance, performed archetypical “Western gender roles” which “’naturalized’
male dominance and female submission and domesticity for Western audiences.”
Flaherty also aimed to preserve what he portrayed as authentic primitiveness in an effort
to document Inuit ways before they disappeared. “Flaherty,” she writes, “like other
filmmakers and writers of this generation, foretold the ‘inevitable’ disappearance of the
Eskimos in the face of encroaching white civilization.”71 Her claim that the film “enacts
patriarchal and colonialist fantasies that converge in complex ways” is persuasive. The
image on the screen is a contrived and imagined one, and the viewer’s gaze appropriates
those on the screen as their own objects. White middle-class viewers simultaneously and
selectively identified with the Inuit on the screen while also belittling them to build sense
of superiority.72
In two areas, however, historical evidence exposes the flaws of Huhndorf’s
assessment. She claims that, through films like Nanook, the Inuit provided “model”
masculinity for the men of the 1920s and 1930s.73 However, primary sources suggest
that, by the interwar years, the Inuit no longer represented a symbol of masculine
strength. Huhndorf also claims that the image of the Inuit as friendly and brave endured
into the 1920s and 1930s and “elicited particular enthusiasm in the United States” during
those decades.74 There was, however, something markedly different about the portrayal
of the Inuit in 1920s, in contrast to the 1890s. The only way to fully understand that
transition, from the Inuit mystique to the exoticized Inuit is to explore all sources
available, including books, articles, exhibits, lectures, films, and other primary source
materials. Only when viewed within that deep context, which Huhndorf does not
explore, is it apparent that a gradual yet distinct shift occurred from a harsh Arctic
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environment to a “friendly” one. That shift affected the image of the Inuit, transforming
them in American popular culture from skilled masters of the environment to primitive
objects on the silver screen.
Flaherty was not alone in his quest to capture the Inuit and Arctic on film. In the
area of Arctic film, no one was as accomplished as Donald B. MacMillan. From his
Crockerland Expedition of 1913-1917 through the 1920s, MacMillan became
increasingly interested in filming the Inuit, and his Arctic adventures for American
consumption. In 1921, he took his first of many Arctic journeys on the schooner
Bowdoin. He took more than thirty more trips on the Bowdoin over the next several
decades, filming his journeys along the way. A vast archive of those films is available at
the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. The
following assessment is based on a viewing of many of those films.
MacMillan’s films focused on documenting explorers, their journeys, and the
Inuit. By showing the Inuit performing everyday tasks, he aimed to debunk myths about
their lives. The 1929 film Eskimo Life in South Greenland, for instance, opened with the
phrase “We often think of Greenland as a land of perpetual ice and snow, but, even
beyond the Arctic Circle, in the land of the Midnight Sun, we find a very happy, healthy
and interesting people." It depicted how the natives fished, danced, and played games as
part of their daily lives. The film also showed something not typically associated with a
northern lifestyle - a thriving canning industry, with division of labor, which shipped
halibut off to Copenhagen.75
Other MacMillan films focused on Arctic scenery and the folkways of the Inuit.
Birds and Animals of the Far North, for instance, displayed the breadth of faunal and
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aviary life in Arctic Greenland, from little auks to blue foxes. The relationship between
the Inuit and these creatures was a key feature of the film. The film showed Inuit men
netting dovekie with a sealskin net, while a child hunted in the rocks for eggs and ate one
raw on the spot. A small girl held a leashed fox which her father captured for her as a
pet. A 3,000 pound walrus, “the largest and most dangerous animal of the North,” was
hauled out of the water using a triple purchase system of ropes through carved holes in
the ice.76 The film made Inuit life look idyllic for its American viewers. In MacMillan’s
attempt to document Inuit ways for Americans viewers at home, he depicted the Inuit as
primitives overcoming northern hardship, a depiction that bears a similarity to Flaherty’s
portrayal of Nanook.
In the Most Northern People in the World, MacMillan highlighted the Smith
Sound Eskimo. When discovered in 1818, the film exclaimed, this group “thought they
were the only living people in the world.” However, as MacMillan’s film demonstrated,
they were an adept group which worked within their traditional culture. He described
kayaks with remarkably small dimensions, summer living in outdoor tents, and women,
girls and babies chewing on skins to soften them. The film showed the traditional eating
technique of biting a hunk of meat and cutting off pieces in front of their mouth. There
were even “very clever” girls playing an ivory variation of the cup and ball game and
children sledding in temperatures up to 30 to 40 degrees below zero.77 The MacMillan
films demonstrate the persistence of the romantic view of Inuit life and the complexity of
American views towards the Inuit.
MacMillan and Flaherty were just two of many film directors that turned to film
in an effort to cash in on images of the Arctic and these indigenous people. The 1920s
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was the golden age of silent film, and the Inuit were one of the most popular topics. Earl
Rossman’s Kivalina of the Ice Lands (1925) introduced the first color film of the Arctic,
complete with stunning views of the aurora borealis. A storyline added some intrigue to
the film. Nashulik, a witch doctor, required Aguvaluk to bring him forty seals in order to
ensure that his father rested in peace, which would allow the young man to marry the
lovely Kivalina. As for the overall mood of the work, the “stoics of the North” as one
reviewer said, gave “insight into the colorless existence of the Eskimos” even while the
Inuit made the best of their situation.78
Like Kivalina, Primitive Love (1927) failed to live up to the precedent of Nanook.
This film by F.E. Kleinschmidt depicted a group of seven characters in a fictional account
which tried, as one reviewer noted, to “jazz up the Frozen North.” They included Ok-EaOk, described as a “modern cave man,” two daughters, rival courtiers for one daughter,
and an elderly mother. The producer managed to include walrus and polar bear hunts for
excitement, as well as scenery from the Arctic which mimicked Flaherty’s work.79
The documentary Lost in the Arctic (1928) chronicled the H.A. and Sidney Snow
expedition in search of four lost members of the 1913 Stefansson Expedition. The film,
which one reviewer described as a cross between an educational film and a travelogue,
showed dramatic ice floes, perilous storms, and the capture of live walruses and polar
bears. The climax occurred when the camera stumbled upon the bones of the sought after
crewmembers. A similarly titled film, The Lost Expedition (1928) featured “great walls
of ice,” “tents in which the Eskimos live,” and a suicidal man who aimed to take his life
so as not to burden the rest of the expedition. Like all of these films, The Lost Expedition
could not avoid the shadow of Nanook’s influence. One reviewer stated that it “might
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have been far better handled by Robert J. Flaherty” as Nanook was “far superior to” The
Lost Expedition because the latter was too melodramatic.80
The Inuit theme hit the stage, as well as the silver screen. A play called Eskimo in
1927 introduced a figure, Richard Crewes, who was carried away as a child in a balloon
to the Arctic. The indigenous people of the North reared him and gave him the name
Kilak. After the boy had turned into a man, a Captain Gaard discovered him during an
expedition. Captain Gaard took the boy back to New York City to live with the boy’s
aunt where Kilak fell in love with a woman named Beatrix Lawrence. After unsuccessful
attempts to win her love with Inuit courtship techniques, he adopted romantic ways of the
white men and successfully beat out his rival Morgan Pell for her hand.81
Whether on stage or the silver screen, the image of the Inuit took on new national
prominence in the 1920s. Films took all of the characteristics of decades past and
conflated them into a single image for the silver screen. They praised the Inuit for their
resourcefulness and made them out to be heroes even while depicting their childlike jolly
nature. Some films lamented their inevitable assimilation or deaths. However, all films
objectified the Arctic and its inhabitants, as a popular spectacle that swept across the
nation.

Women in the Friendly Arctic
On the home front, the 1920s was a decade of liberating forces for American
women. The new image of the American woman was idealized by the flapper in the jazz
age with the new right to vote. Women’s participation in sports expanded substantially,
particularly in golf and tennis. Meanwhile, women’s activity in the Arctic increased
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sharply. Some of this undoubtedly resulted from the entry of women into certain
professions, such as anthropology and science. Others, however, were a more subtle
reflection of women’s (and even girls’) entry into worlds once considered exclusively
male. Women like anthropologist Frederica de Laguna and explorer Louise Arner Boyd
appeared in publications and the press, while children’s books depicted young girls
overcoming Arctic odds. It appeared that this new friendly Arctic also welcomed females
to fully participate in its opportunities.
Louise Arner Boyd, heiress-explorer from California, represented a new,
independent type of female Arctic explorer. Born in 1887 to a privileged life, the single
woman’s first journey to the Arctic was aboard a tourist ship to Spitsbergen in 1924. She
was thirty-six at the time, and as an avid reader of Arctic adventure stories, she sought to
experience the region herself that summer. However, Boyd went on to become much
more than a tourist in the Arctic. This “ice woman” as she came to be called, chartered
her own vessel two years later in 1926 to Franz Josef Land. In addition to polar bear
hunting, she began photographing the stunning scenery, geological features, and wildlife.
From that journey on, Arctic photography became her life’s passion. In 1928, when she
departed for a third journey, the trip’s recreational purpose suddenly shifted when she
heard news of the disappearance of Roald Amundsen. Although she searched and failed
to locate him (Amundsen was never found) she continued her vigorous program of
photography and motion picture film taking. Boyd returned to Franz Josef Land in 1930
and explored a relatively unknown part of East Greenland in 1931. Increasingly
professional, she returned north in 1933 with state-of-the-art scientific and surveying
equipment, including a sophisticated echo-sounding tool to chart the seabed’s
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topography. The journey’s scientific findings were published in a book she co-authored,
The Fiord Region of East Greenland, which included stunning photography and maps.82
Despite her stalwart demeanor and lust for adventure, like those who preceded
her, Boyd never lost site of her femininity. Although she was the “first woman to set foot
upon desolate Franz Josef Land” and killed eleven polar bears during her 1926
expedition, she never felt that her femininity was compromised.83 By 1938, after several
Arctic journeys, Boyd very confidently projected a self-image that appeared to transcend
society’s gender boundaries. “I like the pleasant things most women enjoy,” she
remarked, “even if I do wear breeches and boots on an expedition, even sleep in them at
times.” “There is no reason,” she continued, “why a woman can’t rough it and still
remain feminine.”84
At first glance, Boyd’s self-image as an Arctic adventurer that never lost sight of
her femininity appears to replicate Josephine Peary’s story of forty years prior. However,
there is one significant difference – Peary’s experiences in the Arctic only came at the
permission and guidance of her husband, while Boyd was an independent single woman
who embarked on these journeys solely on her own initiative. In her 1935 account The
Fiord Region of East Greenland, Boyd asserted her leadership role with unequivocal
deliberateness. In describing her first 1924 Arctic journey, she wrote that it “laid the
foundations for four expeditions subsequently carried out under my leadership.”85 This
contrast, between Josephine Peary and Boyd, reflects the new opportunities that the
Arctic offered women like Boyd and the social acceptability of their adventures.
The experiences of Frederica de Laguna, future founder of the Anthropology
Department at Bryn Mawr College, represented a different type of Arctic activity for
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females at the end of the 1920s. Ethnology and anthropology had always been
professions that were relatively open to women, from Matilda Stevenson to Ruth
Benedict. De Laguna, however, was the first woman to conduct significant archeological
investigations in the Arctic. Her memoir Voyage to Greenland includes her recollections
of that time and text from original letters home. In summer 1929, as a young graduate
student studying under Franz Boas at Columbia University, de Laguna travelled to
Europe. There, she encountered Dr. Therkel Mathiassen at the Danish National Museum.
Mathiassen invited her to Upernavik, Greenland that summer to work on a site
excavation. “I want to be a first class anthropologist” the eager young student wrote her
mother. “I am not afraid of the drudgery.” She joined two other women on the ship,
including a Danish nurse and wife of the engineer.86 As she wrote then:
Here one feels cut off from the world. It is a wonderful feeling, and I can’t
describe it. I feel as if there were no use in trying to tell you what happens here,
because I am in a different world, and the ordinary everyday words I have to use
don’t have the same meaning. Values are somehow changed.87
The young student was enthralled by the rush of escapist freedom.
More than just an adventure, the journey kick-started de Laguna’s prolific career
as an anthropologist. She conversed with famed explorer Peter Freuchen, received
reassuring advice from ethnologist Knud Rasmussen, and fully immersed herself in past
and present Inuit culture. Despite her father’s warnings that her upcoming marriage
would necessitate “immediate duties that must take precedence of any professional
ambitions,” her journey had changed her.88 She wrote:
One thing that has happened to me is that I have grown much more independent.
I have had to take care of myself so much that it has made me very self-centered,
I’m afraid, and it will be hard for me to accommodate myself to another’s wishes,
if they are contrary to mine.89
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De Laguna wrote this in November 1929, while Samuel Entrikin was retired in Orlando.
She had heeded the call of the Arctic just as he and others did in the late nineteenth
century and it transformed her into a confident, independent woman.
While Boyd, de Laguna, and others were relatively famous and accomplished,
there were lesser-known women, too, who ventured to the Arctic. Marion Swenson, for
instance, first travelled to the Arctic at age four with her parents on board the Belvedere
to Wrangel Island and nearby areas. Her father was the accomplished sea traveler and fur
trader Olaf Swenson who saved members of the doomed Karluk party, part of
Stefansson’s group, in 1914. In 1929, the seventeen-year-old Swenson journeyed with
her father and others from Seattle on board the Nanuk up through the Bering Sea. Their
ship unexpectedly got stuck in the ice and she remained on board in North Cape near
Siberian Russia through the winter of 1929-1930. In November 1929, she and the crew
became heavily engaged in searching for the lost Ben Eielson and Earl Borland flight,
which was en route with supplies for the Nanuk when it went down. Marion Swenson
even acted as a journalist sending stories back to the American press about the discovery
of the lost Eielson-Borland plane. By February of 1930, the “Seattle high-school girl”
took a four hour flight to shuttle her back to U.S. soil in Alaska.90 The headlines when
she returned after being trapped in the North for eight months fixated on, of all things, her
dress. Disembarking from the steamship Alaska in Seattle, her mother stared on in
dismay as Marion wore a “rough outing shirt, riding breeches, mackinaw and high-laced
boots,” which was her “everyday apparel” in the Arctic. The highlights of her trip
included parties on board a Russian steamer (which was ice-locked nearby), dog racing,
seal hunting, and flying a plane for about five minutes. “I love the North,” she relayed,
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“[it] all grips you.”91 In fact, Marion became a celebrity upon her return. “I seem to have
lost my identity since my daughter’s flight” her father Olaf quipped, “I am now just
Marion’s father.”92 In this new accessible Arctic age, women like Marion Swenson were
able to push gender boundaries further than in years past. Instead of using femininity or
domesticity to challenge this male world, Marion Swenson was able to freely participate
in all aspects of Arctic adventure using any methods and activities available to her.
Another female Arctic figure, albeit a much less prominent one, was widower
Nona Marquis Snyder of Washington state. Snyder wrote elaborate tales about her
experiences in the Yukon and published them in a 1923 issue of Forest and Stream. The
“’Spell of the Yukon,” she explained, captured her imagination. Despite (or because of)
its extremes, from muddy summers to whiteout frozen winters, the “veritable wonderworld” stirred within her an intense “wanderlust.” She took off on a sled pulled by
reindeer, which was driven by Inuit. Her objective was to trek over a hundred miles from
St. Michael to Shaktoolik on the Alaskan coast for a reindeer fair. She travelled with a
group of female school teachers and a female superintendent and actually rode one of the
reindeer part of the way. She slowly gained “a full appreciation of the novelty of the
situation, the thrill of adventure, and the Joy of Living!” Their journey took five days,
during which she and the group were ready to eat disgusting rations if their food ran out,
escape avalanches, and “camp out in any kind of weather,” but they were “denied any of
the thrills of adventure.”93 However, as a small consolation, they camped out in a mild
blizzard and slept “in a ten foot snowdrift, up near the Arctic Circle where the Northern
Lights hold nightly carnival.”94 Although Snyder’s adventures were mild in comparison
to other females of her era, her adventures, and the mere fact that they appeared in Forest
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and Stream, reinforced the notion that female adventures in the North were generally
accepted in the 1920s.
Women continued to travel along with their husbands and write about their
experiences. Martha Phillips Gilson, for instance, wrote of her time in Spitsbergen in
1927. She travelled with her husband from the U.S. and intended to return home late that
fall. However, the couple became intrigued with idea of staying and lived on the island
through the winter. Gilson started out a bit green, complaining that “there was not a deck
chair anywhere on the boat” and that she “had not thought that things could be quite so
bad.” When conditions got worse for her, however, she rose to the occasion and
toughened up. When they arrived at the mining camp, she endured a hard bed and lack
of a modern bath. In this coal extraction and export center, which “livens up in the
summer, when tourist boards, yachts, colliers, and other craft bring visitors and workers,”
they were the only Americans. The rest of the camp’s denizens were hardy Norwegians.
By the end of the whole journey, she promised herself that she would return someday,
given the opportunity as “’[the] Call of the cold’ was in her blood.”95
Females often appeared in fictional accounts of the Arctic in the form of
young women, teenagers, or even girls. In the serial “Little Heroine of the Seas,” a girl
named Molly Linscott took on the Arctic’s fury. She was born in the northern seas, as
her father was a whaler. When her mother accompanied him on a journey north, Molly’s
parents both tragically died at sea but she was saved.96 Thereafter, young Molly lived
with her Aunt Ophelia but later heeded the call of the North when she accompanied her
Uncle John Linscott on a whaling trip. One scene in particular showed the surprising
agility and strength of the young protagonist. The women were ordered to abandon ship
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for their safety, while Molly’s Uncle John stayed on the ship. A stubborn Molly refused
to leave, and “with a sudden impulse…leaped out upon a cake of ice that was lying
against the side of the vessel behind the boat and skipping across it grasped the anchor
cable.” After she swung “herself up to the guards, she scrambled back aboard.” She
insisted she would stay and locked herself in her cabin.97
Full-length books also placed girls in the dangerous Arctic elements. Roy G.
Snell’s The Purple Flame opens with an eighteen-year-old Marian Norton driving her
father’s herd of reindeer to Nome, Alaska to sell at market. This tough young woman
was “born and bred in the Arctic.” In a description reminiscent of boy novel
protagonists, Snell wrote that she was “made of such stern stuff as the Arctic Wilderness
and the Arctic Blizzard alone can mould.”98 When her sixteen-year-old cousin Patsy
visited from Kentucky, Marian and her father believed that the “hardships of the North”
would do her good. The storyline followed their adventures during a 500-mile journey to
sell the herd, and a mysterious “purple flame” that appeared to follow them. In the end,
the “flame” turned out to be the flicker of a radio from a group travelling close by to
them.99
Marian and Patsy’s journey underscores the new place of women in the Arctic.
Not only had these two teenagers traveled on their own, occasionally encountering Inuit
along the way, but they reveled in these challenges much the way Samuel Entrikin did
thirty years earlier. As they braved a vicious storm, for instance, Marian’s instinct was
not to cower from the inclement weather, but to battle it head on:
For Marian, however, the spectacle held a strange fascination. Had the thing been
possible, she should have liked nothing more than leaping into it.[storm] To
battle with it; to answer its roar with a wild scream of her own; to whirl away with
it; to become part of it; to revel in its madness – this, it seemed to her, would be
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the height of ecstatic joy. Such was the call of unbridled nature to her joyous,
triumphant youth.100
The stark difference between her and women of earlier novels comes clear. Whereas in
earlier years they played a supporting role or were noticeably absent, by the 1920s these
women and girls did the exact same things that the men did and they even exuded manly
characteristics. In the process of journeying 500 miles, they proved to themselves and
their readers that the Arctic was no match for plucky, determined young women.

Rockwell Kent and the Persistent Draw of the Arctic
Rockwell Kent’s artwork needs little introduction. Born in 1882, he was
considered one of the most prolific illustrators and printmakers of the early twentieth
century. Although well known for his prints and illustrations that graced works such as
Moby Dick and regularly appeared in magazines like Scribner’s and Harper’s Weekly, his
adventures in Greenland are a lesser-known, albeit dominant feature of his life story. His
publications and archives provide thick descriptions of his interactions with the Inuit,
immersion in Inuit culture, and portrayals of Inuit ways at home. The story of his three
Greenland journeys illuminates the enduring appeal of a romantic countercultural view of
the Arctic that subtly coexisted alongside the dominant mainstream views of an
accessible Arctic with abundant exploitable resources.
In addition to his artistic talents, Rockwell Kent was known as an eccentric man
with an unorthodox lifestyle. The recklessness of his youth extended well into his adult
years. In middle age, Kent embarked on a series of ill-fortunate adventures that
sometimes put him and his family at risk. In 1915, a visit to Newfoundland was cut short
when he and his family were expelled for being German sympathizers. Three years later,
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he took a trip to Alaska in a rickety dory with his nine-year-old son, an adventure he
chronicled in Wilderness: A Journal of Quiet Adventure in Alaska. In 1929, at the age of
48, Kent made his first of several trips to Greenland. To get there, he journeyed on board
the 33-foot long yacht Direction, sailing from Newfoundland to Greenland. Their ship
wrecked near Godthaab, Greenland, but he and his entourage made an overland journey
to the nearby settlement Narsak where they were taken in by the Inuit. He stayed on
through the summer to paint.101
After his first trip to Greenland, Kent was hooked on the island’s beauty and
culture and vowed to return. He went back in 1931 and stayed through 1932. His
housekeeper and companion Salamina, who moved into his one-room hut with her two
children, was the subject of his next book. He became infatuated with Salamina, writing
to her in 1933 from his Adirondacks home, “if I thought that I were not going back to
Greenland and never going to see you again, I think I would very often cry just as you
cried when we went away.”102 While he yearned to see her again and planned to return
in 1934, Kent lectured across the country, “from coast to coast” about art and Greenland.
Kent’s objective in speaking was to convince Americans to love Greenland as much as he
did. “In my lectures,” he stated in a 1934 letter to Greenland’s Secretary of State, “I have
purposefully avoided all such things as could be read about in books and have confined
myself to presenting the Greenland people as a singularly sensitive, lovable, happy
race.”103 In Salamina, written during Kent’s third voyage in 1935, Kent provided a thick
narrative and accompanying artwork to describe the community of Iglordussuit, where he
maintained his home in Greenland. He sent the work to his publisher in a caribou skin
parcel pouch and it was published in 1935.104
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From his archives and published works, Kent provided a glimpse of why
Greenland and its people appealed to him. In Greenland and its inhabitants Kent found
an idyllic life that flew in the face of American modernism. Greenland was his Walden
Pond and he was a bohemian who sought the sublime. As one newspaper headline
exclaimed, he took off “on a quest for beauty” to “paint and write a book about the
cruise.”105 When he arrived, Kent relished in the simplicity of communal Greenland
living. “Things, there don’t count,” Kent wrote, “and most comparison of homes and
lives, is qualitative.”106
Just as Americans had done for nearly a century, Kent sought and found in the
Inuit an idyllic version of himself and society. From his makeshift home in Igdlorssuit,
Kent wrote a letter to New York publisher Harry Kelly which summarized the allure of
Greenland. “The noteworthy thing about the Greenlanders of today,” he remarked, was
“how little they have been changed by the influence of the white men.” While they lived,
“in happy unconsciousness of being regulated” by the Danish government, attempts to
proselytize them had little effect. “They took no real interest,” Kent noted, “in the
Christian Faith.” He marveled at their practicality, remarking that they were “utterly
without those innumerable superstitions (three cigarettes to a match – thirteen at a table –
starting things on Friday – walking under ladders – etc. – etc. -) which are so cherished
by our people.” “Nearer than any people that I have ever known,” Kent noted, “they are
without religion.”107 Kent found in the Inuit the perfect stoics and realists.
He saw justification for his own philandering ways in them too. Unconfined by
society’s mores, relations “between the sexes of the Greenlanders are quite unromantic.”
Without remorse or consequence, “young people carry on together for what pleasure it
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affords them.” Bastard children were not shameful byproducts of casual sex but were
fully accepted by society. Kent claimed that Inuit marriage came out of need, not
romance, and divorce was non-existent.108
In the Greenlanders, Kent also saw his budding Communistic beliefs and distaste
of capitalistic, property-centered societies. “Communism, the general sharing of
property, was the rule in the past,” Kent remarked, “it survives to some extent today
despite the efforts of the ecclesiastical and civil authorities in Greenland to teach people
to be thrifty and saving.” As evidence of this, Kent cited how they still shared all of their
hunted food. Equal access to equal items, according to Kent, was the foundation of a
well-functioning and fair social order. “From life in Greenland,” he wrote, “I now know
that people are most happy where all alike are poor.”109
For Kent, all of these characteristics made Greenland appear to be a more pure
society based on primitive traits. “The Greenlanders are peaceful men,” Kent posited,
“they never fight.” For example, when they were visited by “a moving picture
expedition” over the summer, they “saw much drunkenness, brawling and fighting with
fists” and did not like it. That peaceful lifestyle, Kent lamented, was endangered. Native
Greenlanders were beginning to earn and save money, especially through connections to
the fishing industry. “While it may be some time before these Greenlanders lose the
generous and lovable ways of their carefree past,” he lamented, “I have no doubt
whatever that if their prosperity continues they will reap its harvest; and become in time
no better than ourselves.” Kent was saddened by all of this. He felt like he was living in
the twilight of their cultural beauty.110
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Later in his life, Kent turned to film as the medium to bring the Arctic to life. “By
1930,” art historian Jake Wilgram Wien notes, “he was America’s foremost intrepid
artist.”111 As his three trips to Greenland in 1929, 1931-32, and 1934-35 demonstrated,
his lust for attention and adventure was legion. It was only natural, then, that Kent
became infatuated with the medium of film and desperately wished to produce his own
feature picture. He embedded himself in the Hollywood scene as much as he could from
his East Coast homes in the Adirondacks and Monhegan Island, Maine. Kent pestered
Hollywood moguls to let him produce a film about his Greenlandic experiences with
Salamina as the star of his show. A flurry of sub-par Arctic and Inuit-themed films,
including the 1933 Eskimo and S.O.S. Iceberg convinced Kent that he could make a
better, more accurate film representation of the Arctic and its people.112 Kent suffered
from multiple rejections, however, and ultimately shelved his project and Hollywood
aspirations permanently.
Kent, like explorers and social commentators before him, subscribed to a
romantic view of the Arctic that persists to today. Despite the changes in the Inuit image
from mystique to exoticism, this reflective act of Americans finding themselves in the
Inuit people remained constant. For Kent, they were fair game for confirming his beliefs
that Communism worked, that stoicism was pure, and that free love was natural.

Conclusion
The Arctic of the 1920s was about many things. It was about the wave of
technology, the rise of women, continuance of the Arctic’s usability, and the exoticized
Inuit, all while an undertone of awe and the sublime quietly persisted. The Arctic of the
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age of Byrd and MacMillan was an era of excitement and promise. The public’s lust for
stories of conquering the North continued uninterrupted. Airplanes and radio, however,
made the region more accessible than ever. For the Inuit, the silver screen brought
representations of their lives into the small-town theaters and lecture halls of the entire
nation, but in a way that made them more distant, more exotic. The Arctic continued as a
place full of adventure to harden resolve, but not just for men. Boys, women and even
girls became part of the story. Throughout these changes, the Arctic became
commoditized, allowing more tourists to venture north for adventure, capitalist interests
to exploit its natural resources, and everyone from filmmakers to ice cream manufactures
to sell the image of the Eskimo. This era solidified views of the Arctic that continue
through today, views which are an odd and sometimes contradictory mix of fascination
and aloofness.
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CONCLUSION
In 1913, a 50-year-old Samuel Entrikin attended the annual dinner at the Arctic Club of
America in New York City. The organization’s nineteenth annual event was overseen by
the Arctic Club’s leadership, including President and retired explorer Adolphus W.
Greely. The program’s cover illustration by Arctic artist Albert Operati humorously
showed a group of decrepit men in suits heeding the call of their supposed leader, as he
yells “Eight Bells! Mess Ho! – Tumble Up. Tumble Up!! All Hands to Mess.” It had
been twenty years since Entrikin’s own expedition set sail for Greenland, and for
Entrikin, the dinner was undoubtedly a special affair. To mark the occasion, he had his
copy autographed by Vilhjalmur Stefansson, Anthony Fiala, whaling captain-turnedethnologist and explorer George Comer.1
What conversations did they have around the dinner table? Perhaps they
discussed the current state of Arctic exploration in general or Stefansson’s planned
Canadian Arctic Expedition that left later that year. Maybe the South Pole was the hot
topic. They probably swapped stories about their own times and adventures in the North,
perhaps with elaborations added over the years. One thing is certain - whether
consciously or subconsciously, they would have recognized changes. The North Pole had
supposedly been conquered four years prior. Flight in the Arctic was a real probability.
Frank E. Kleinschmidt’s 1909-1911 film documenting of the Carnegie Museum
Expedition to Alaska and Siberia and the Inuit of Alaska had been released. All
indicators pointed to a new Arctic age and the dinner’s attendees undoubtedly felt like
they contributed to those advances.
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Whether they realized it or not, Entrikin, Fiala, Stefansson, and others were all
part of a movement that helped define a nation. As this work has demonstrated, changes
in American perceptions of the Arctic both mirrored and contributed to socio-cultural
changes on a national scale. In Samuel Entrikin’s days, Arctic exploration’s golden era
in the 1890s, the Arctic provided an arena for men to prove their toughness by
subscribing to a Rooseveltian “strenuous life” model of masculinity. Women like
Josephine Peary challenged that notion with their femininity and existing domestic
attributes. Inuit ways, which included skills considered exceptional by explorers and the
press, provided a source for that ruggedness.
Women played a major role in defining the Arctic’s image in America. In some
cases, they fully participated in Arctic exploration without, they and the press claimed,
relinquishing their domesticity. In doing so, they could push the boundaries of
acceptable behavior through their adventures in the Arctic. At other points, they were
nearly absent from Arctic activity, which indicated a backlash against their participation.
By the 1920s, the Arctic was considered more open and accessible and women more
freely participated in escapist and scientific journeys north. All of these changes and
trends were reflected in popular culture, fiction, and travel accounts of actual journeys.
For the Inuit, their image in America was closely tied to their mastery over the
environment. At the end of the nineteenth century, prior to the discovery of the Pole and
technological advances, that environment was a mystical and terrifying place in the
American mind. By dominating that environment, the Inuit set themselves apart as a race
of people outside of the typical racial classification system of the time. To American
explorers and the press, they embodied a particular mystique that was admired by the
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white middle class. However, once removed from that environment, they became
powerless to Americans. Technological advances and Arctic’s image as a useful and
accessible place facilitated the Inuit’s reduction in the American mind to a primitive
group to be pitied. Film helped crystallize that primitive image and forge it in the
American consciousness in perpetuity.
Hand-in-hand with these other developments, technological advances and
commercial interests fostered the general move of the Arctic from the realm of the
mystical frontier to a useful and accessible place. Explorer-theorists Stefansson, Leden
and Green created entire worldviews around the accessibility of the Arctic and its
potential to solve worldwide problems. Radio, airplane, and film made the Arctic appear
to be closer than ever. Instead of a wild frontier, the press, books, lectures, and other
media made the northern regions appear to be both a Shangri-La for visitors and a source
of commercial opportunity for investors.
As Arctic sea captain Bob Bartlett wrote in 1940, “[the] boys and girls of today
have a different picture of the Arctic than prevailed before the days of the airplane.” In
1940 it seemed so easy but back before the plane, it was a “rugged job.”2 The simplicity
of Bartlett’s statement should not undermine its relevance. Indeed, the Arctic in Bob
Bartlett’s elderly years was much different than that of his youth. However, the legacy of
Bartlett and countless other Arctic adventurers endures today in American views of the
region. Whether it was the technological advances like the airplane, pressures such as
fears of “overcivilization,” bold female adventurers like Josephine Peary, or events akin
to Minik’s life at the American Museum of Natural History, views of the Arctic have
played a key role in the development of the nation’s identity.
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